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PROLOGUE: EXCELLENCE AND THE SEARCH

John E. Penick

Science Education Center
University of Iowa

Many descriptions of excellent ideas, activities and science programs

have been published; read, and reviewed; resulting inconsiderable improve-

ment in science teaching and additional recognition of continuing problems.

With this beginning of the Focus on Excellence monograph series; The

National Science Teachers Association hopes to provide a source of inspira-
tion and ideas as well as descriptions of innovative and successful prac-

tices.

For_1982, OurSearth has been for outstanding programs in five focus
areas: Biology-; Elementary Science, Scienceasinquiry; Physical Science_,
and Science/TethnolOgy society. For each area, we are devoting a Monograph
describing innovative programs with a particular focus. This continuing
monograph_ series from NSTA will highlight excellence in Middle_school/Jun-

iot If!gh Science; Physics; andinformal Science Education in 1983. Future

years will see a search for excellence in other school science, teacher
education programs; and other science areas found in Science education. We

.
feel strongly that this monograph series, Focus on Excellence, will play a

needed and vital role in shaping science education practices of the future:

The 1982 Search FOr Excellence in Stie:se Education began when Robert
Yager, NSTA president for J982-83, was invited to become a member of Pro-

ject SyntheSia. The perceived need for Project Synthesis came in 1976 when
several National Science Foundation funded studies revealed the current
State of science education in the United States. Theni in 1978, a synthe-

SiS Of the opte than 2;000 pages of information from _those three NSF

reports and the National Assessment of Education Progress data was begUn by

twenty-three science educators throughout the U.S.

The Synthesis researchers worked independently in small teams; each

focusing on one aspect of science education: Elementary Science; Biology;

Physical Science, Science/Techhology/_Society, or Inquiry A critical part

of the synthesis analysis was developing a discription of an ideal or
desired state for a focus area and then comparing the actual to the desired

state. During the Search for Excellence, goals arising from the synthesis
de$ired state for each of the five focus_ areas were used as criteria foi

defining excellence in a school science program;

Leading science educators (generally state science consultants) in

each state were identified as chairs of committees to identify and nominate



outstanding science programs in their respective states. Ultimately,
nearly 165 state nominations were submitted to the project director for
consideration at the national level for 1982. Thus, the state exemplars
were passed on to another set of review committees and yet another selec-
tion process.

To aid in the selection process, all nominees were asked co fill out
forms -detailing information on demographics, texts used, and the nature of
the school. A questionnaire, developed from the desired state criteria,
was completed by the nominee as an integral part of the nomination packet.
In addition, the state nominees were given the major criteria for excel-
lence and five questions to provide narrative information about their pro-
grams. These questions were:

. Provide some information about the setting (community location;

size, specific features, school science and organization)

2. Describe the nature of the exemplary program (grade; level; class
Sites, curriculum outline; learning activities; evaluation techni-
ques)

How does the program exemplify the 1982 criteria for SESE? (Abbre-
viated criteria were made availaleand reference to Volume 3 of

NSTA's What Research Says to the Science Teacher was given.)

4. How did the exemplary program come into existence?

5. What fattora contribute to the success of the program and what is
needed to keep it going?

Nominations were divided into five groups: Biology; Physical Science;
Science /Technology /Society; Inquiry; and Elementary Science. Each group
was then reviewed by different teams with at least one of the-original
synthesis researchers on each team. Each program was compared to the
desired State criteria and reviewed by at least four independent_ reviewers
with reviewer discussion usually leading_td a Clear identification of the
national exemplars in each focus area. These National Exemplars numbered
twelve in Elementary Science; seven in PhySital Science, and ten each in
Biology; Science/ TechnolOgy/Society, and Inquiry. A separate monograph
for each focus area is available from NSTA.

While Project Synthesis offered a desired state; 'these examples of
excellence provide vivid views of what is already a reality. We hope you
can profit by reading these descriptions; by finding inspiration and a
source of ideas. The programs described range from North "1601d_ High

School with only 80 students to Merritt Island High Schooli one of 23 sec:-
ondary schools in the Brevard; Florida school district offering Research



Science. Sth661S with exemplary programs teaching Science As Inquiry are

found COMMUnititS of 400 up to more than 50,000. _.Size of sqlviial or com-

nanity fidt seem to be a limiting factor in achitving'excellente.

Grade level is not a factor either._ Three_of this year's exemplars

are junior high schools and one program; Ihquisitive Chicks is evolving in

a pr_iMary Setting. Not surprisingly the most significant factor is the

teacher. Teachers in all of these programs are dynamic, thoughful; young

at heart, and eager to learn with tneir students. (If you are interested;

see another monograph from NSTA, TeaCherS in Exemplary Programs: How

Do They Compare?)

These programs are all exemplary but they by no means exhaust the sup-

ply of innovative and outstanding _science education programs; We feel

strongly that excellence exists -and it exists in reasonable quantity. View

these as some examples of excellence and be prepared to find more. At the

same time; we encourage you to contact exemplary programs which you feel

have applicability to your own school situation.
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Chapter 1: Science As Inquiry:

A Desired State

By

Glen S. Aikenhead*

University of Saskatchewan

INTRODUCTION

Inquiry is a general process by which we seek information or under-
standing. People inquire in different identifiable ways and broadly speak-
ing, it is a way of thought. We can inquiry into values (values clarifica-
tion); natural phenomena (scientific inquiry); the application of
techniques and knowledge (problem solving) and into choices of action or
belief (decision making). Thus; scientific inquiry belongs to a family of
inquiry strategies. While scientific inquiry shares common features with
the other modes_uf inquiry; it may be characterized by itg own set of fea-
tures. Our Project Synthesis inquiry group recognized scientific inquiry
as having:

1: Specific characteristics such as the process -e; and Methods: -f SOi-
ence: observing and measuring; formulating problems and seeking
solutions to them; interpreting data; generaizing, building; test-
ing; and revising theoretical models;

2. General characteristics often called the nature of Science: the
structure of scientific knowledge is tentative and the product of
.uman efforts. The structure is affected by the processs used in
its construction or by the social and psychological_context in which
the inquiry occurs. Scientific _knowledge is also affected by
assumptions about the natural world, such as causality, noncapri-
ciuusness and intelligibility.

*These Desired state ideCas were developed as prrt of Project
synthesis. Contributing authors and members of the Inquiry Focus
Group alsoincluded: W._Welch (University of Minnesotai Leo E.
Klopfer (University of Pittsburg) j and James -T, Robinson (Boulder
Valley Fchuol District, Boulder; Colorado). This chapter is based
in part on Chapter V_inN. Harms and R. YagerjEds.); What Research

t the Science Turn -®r, Vol. 3, NSTA, Washington, D.C., 1981.
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3. Shared; characteristics with other domains of inquiry such as general

strategies, Saf-eguards and customs: the use of evidence:and reason=

ihg, and the generally agreed -upon procedures of "ethos" that indiE '

viduals participating in all forms of rational inquiry are expected

to ftillOW. Our characterization of scientific inquiry_ encompassed

these three themes: A more detailed description may be found in

Table2
A desired state of affairs for student understanding and use of

inquiry requires more than a definition of inquiry. We_deliberated
over issues related to schooling and considered the needs and char-

acteristics of students: In order to analyze these school issues We

developed three main themes: the context or precondition that may

support incrliry teaching; the transactions that may facilitate

inquiry teaching, and the outcomes of that instruction student

understanding of inquiry. These_oltcomes were considered in terms
of Project Synthesis' student goal clusters:

Personal Needs

II Societal
Issues

II? Fundamental
Knowledge

IV Careers

to use the outcomes of science
instruction for improving one's
personal life and for coping with
an increasingly tethnoligical world,

-- to use the outcomes of science
instruction to deal responsibility
with science-related societal issues,

to use the outcomes of science
instruction for the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake and for
professional training; and

to use the outcomes of science
instruction for awareness of
a variety of science and techholdgy=
related jobs.

Table 2 shows interrelationships among the three inquiry themes; the

thte themes for school issues; and -the four goal clusters: The

goal r:lusters and the_inquiry_themes form a two dimensional lattice;

and are related to only_one theme of the school issues -- outcomes:
In formulating desired states for teaching science as inquiry;

we were mindful that our assumptions, experiences; and beliefs were
influencing the outcomes of our deliberations. The validity of our
desired states must be considered in this light and before present-

ing the_ desired states themselves; you should note their inherent
ASSiiMptitinS, beliefs and restrictions.

In
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ASSUMPTIONS; BELIEFS AND RESTRICTIONS

There were several Assumptions; beliefs; and restrictions that
guided the Inquiry group's interpretation of the inquiry domain.

Inquiry a'; a way of thought is a valuable goal for education.

2. There Are certain characterisitcs of the nature of scientific
inquiry that students ought to learn.

3. Scientific inquiry is not a prescribed set' of steps_; but_it.
does contain some common elements thgt need to be addressed.

4. Process is pervasive. It,_ together with conceptual schemes,
will likely remain after the content is forgotten.

5. We recognize and advocate the importance of informed atti-
tudes as an integral part of scientific inquiry. Students
Will possess informed attitudes toward the process of discip-
lined inquiry, particularly processes and knowledge charac-
teristic of scientifiC inquiry. Indications of the,existence
of such attitude will span the continuum from merely being
awdre of phenomenon (receiving) to making a concerted effort
to respond (organization); For some students; attitudes
toward scientific inquiry will become their life outlook
(characterization). Students will exhibit different feelings
about different components of the processes cf_ science but
our desire is that students will respond to the process of
science with positive feelings_(valuing). In our statements
of desired student outcomes we have chosen to weave affective
(feeling) statements in with our cognitive (knowing) and

Skill (doing) statements.

6. We recognize that all possible desired student elements could
not be covered in a document such as this; Therefore; we
have sampled the domain of inquiry selecting those aspects
that are most important and presented examples of these
across the four goal clusters.

7. The student outcomes are pitched at the able high school
graduate; but we expect a range of competencies.

8. Oui description of a_desired state of affairs for inquiry is
based in_part on earlier writings of Klopfer. (1976) (Inquiry
Report, October 21, 1978, pages 1 and 2)

DESIRED STATES FOR INQUIRY

The desired state of affairs for student understanding of Sci-
ence as inquiry involves all the elements found in Table 2. A phy-
sics metaphor may make evident the context; transactions and out-
comes sections below. A physical system has a potential for doing

11



work (the context); but must develop the kinetic energy for that
work (the transactions); and finally the system yields the work
itself (the outcome).

The contextual component includes such things as curriculum
materials; skilled teachers; science laboratories and community

opinion; Context is the potential of the system to accomplish
inquiry learning. A school that contains a well-equippped science
lohoratory; a highly competent teacher and a supportive community
has a greater potential to accomplish inquiry learning_than one
which does not. Whether or not this potential is realized depends;
in part; on the classroom transactions.

The teacher is the critical factor in achieving a desired state
consistent ;Iith inquiry teaching. Effective teachers value inquiry;
encourage an inquiry orientation in others; and possess skills in
enabling other to understand inquiry as a way of knowing. Such
teachers take advantage of investigations to develop an understand-
ing of the history;' philosophy and sociology of science, and to
develop their competeicies in inquiry teaching.

Inquiry classrooms have science objects that are obviously ii
use with equipment and supplies organized and available in such ways
as to stimulate student investigations. The physical arrangement of
the classroom is flexible permitting activities of various kinds
without undue problems or loss of time

Curricula include explicit statements of desired student out-
comes that give attention to science process skills; to the nature
of scientific inquiry; and to attitudes and values. Science curri-
cula that incorporate these outcomes are available to all_studentsi
but statements of student outcomes and instruction_ should be care-
fully adjusted to the characteristics of the student population;
including their needs and goals. _ _

Transactions are the set of activities that expose the
student to opportunit_ies_to learn._ They are the actual interactions
of the students with their teachers, other students, curriculum
materials and the natural world. There is a kinetic characteristic
of the transactions that distinguishes them from the context ele-
ments. Participating in hands-on experiences, viewing a film on the
double-helix controversy, or reading about the philosophy or sociol-
_ogy of science are examples of transactions that would seem to faci-
litate inquiry learning ip scence

Instruction in inquiry classrooms reflects a variety of meth-
odsdiscussions; investigative laboratories; student-initiated
inquiries; and debates. Teachers serve as role models in debating
issues; examining values; admitting error; and confronting areas of
their own ignorance. The classroom atmosphere is conducive to
inquiry with students finding it easy to ask questions. Risk-taking
is encouraged and _stuudent comments_ _are _listened to; clarified,
questioned; and deliberated with a high level of student-student
interactions. Science content and processes become inseparable and
"How do we know?" enters many conversations. individuals, small
groups, or the entire class move easily from discussion to labora-
tory or other "hands-on" activities The climate of classrooms in
which science is taught as inquiry stimulates a thorough; thoughtful
exploration of objects and events, rather than a need to finish an
activity or the text.



Both formative and summative evaluations are integrated into

the ongbing activities in tne classroom; Techniques and instruments

for_sumMatiVe evaluation are selected and used in such a way that

student outcomes reflecting inquiry learning are assessed. With

equal importance, formative evaluation procedures and instruments
Are deliberately chosen to gather data for course improvements and

future directions and decision making.
Inquiry transactions are concerned with students developing

meaning for themselves: The multifarious nature of such meaning
dictates that in an Inquiry classroom there is a time for doing; a

time for re:lection; a time for feeling; and a_time for assessment:

Outcomes of the schooling process are the result of transac

tions occurring in a particular context. _A student's awareness of

the tentative nature of scientific knowledge is one example of an

inquiry outcome; A student's ability to interpret data represented

in a graph is yet another example.
When we developed student outcome statements; it was obvious

that only sample statements touldbo generated within a reasonable

time-frame. These statements, 128 in all; serve to exemplify the
three main themes of inquiry and the four goal clusters. Table 3

presents a few- of the 128eXaMples of desired inquiry outcomes gen-

erated by the Project Synthesis Team (Harms; 1983).

A PERSONAL DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT

The Inquiry group's story_begins with Norris Harms' decision to

include"Protessestiscience"
_
oasonef_ the five focus groups in

Project Synthesis: Consequently he needed a group leader; a person

who had gained a national reputation in research and study of the

processes of science. Wayne Welch'S _name came quickly to mind.

Welch's doctoral work (196-6) at the University of Wisconsin had

created the widely used Science Protests Inv4ntory (SPI); Welch also

was working on a National_ASsessment of Educational Progress study

involving the proceSS6S Of science when Harms was writing the Pro7

ject Synthesis proposal for NSF: In addition; he had been involved

in all three NSF supported studies that were to form theempirital

basis for PrOjett Synthesis: Welch's academic backgroundi_diVeite

research; and administrative experiences were seen as beneficial in
developing and heading up the Processes of Science focus group:

When NSF funded Project Synthesis_ in the spring of 1978;

Welch's first task was to select three others to work with him: The

selection criteria in the original NSF proposal dictated:a litera-

ture search to discover who-had d-ohe_ research related to the pro-

cesses of science. In consultation with Harms and other members of

the steering committee; Weldh also attempted to predetermine the

compatibility of the group, estimating how well the people would

work together on an extensive, nebulous and taxing project.

Three people were selected: Leo Klopfer (University of Pitta-

burgh); JiM Robinson (BSCS); and Glen Aikenhead (University of Sas-

katchewan). Leo Klopfer's History of Science Cases -plus his Te-s t on

Understanding Stlette (TOUS) were all part of -his doctoral research

at Harvard University: (1962)_His Chapteri "Evaluation of Learning

in Stiente," in Bloom et al;'s classic Handbook on Formative and
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Summative Evaluation of Student Learning (1931) reflected a national
recognition of his expertise; Jim Robinson's philosophy of science
doctoral thesis at Stanford (1964) had led to his book The Nature of
Science and Science Teaching (1964). My doctoral work at Harvard
University (1972) continued the development of evaluation techniques
using the SPI and TOUS and led to subsequent research studies evalu-
ating student knowledge_ about science and scientists.

Welch and Harms felt that the four constituted a potentially
compatible; valid array of academic researchers. What Harms may not
have known at the time was that we each had personally become
involved in thr, practitioner's world of teaching. Welch had worked
closely with Harvard Project Physics teachers; Klopfer in Individu-
alized Science trial classrooms; Robinson with BSCS materials in
trial _classrooms (Life Science for Educable_Handicapped; Environmen-
tal Education Project, Human Sciences), and I with my own project.;
Science: A Way of Knowing; for which I had returned_to high school
teaching over a two year_ period. Thus _the four of us brought a
wealth of practical knowledge_ of the day -to -day limitations and
frustrations experienced by and imposed on classroom teachers. We
knew from personal experience what might or might not be accom-
plished in a classroom With different sorts of students. We had a
pragmatic feeling for what is reasonable to expect of teachers in
various circumstances. This practical knowledge; rather than just
academic expertise; turned out to be the basis for formulating much
of the desired state for inquiry;

In spite of this academic background and personal experience;
we certainly could not pretend to have a monopoly on the desired
state of affairs related to the processes of science. Our delibera-
tions had to be more broadly based in order to secure a valid_con-
clusion. Consequertly_; before our first meeting in Boulder (June
1978); we stuJied at least 20 major articles that addressed ideas
about what_ should be taught in science classroom. These articles
were scrutinized and discussed in terms of what they justified as a
desired state of affairs.

Our initial task was conceptualizing what the processes of sci-
ence meant in terms of Project Synthesis. Harms' broadly encompass-
ing viewpoint seemed at first unwieldly but; as soon as we realized
that we were dealing with a subset of inquiry; a pattern emerged;
inquiry as a way of thought; scientific inquiry as a way of generat-
ing knowledge; and scientific inquiry as a repertoire of intellec-
tural skills. With this realization; we changed the focus group's
name from "Processes of Science" to "Inquiry."

These _three themes were broken down into subthemes (Table 1)

and each of us -took the_task of writing illustrative student outcome
statements. We wanted_ to express the desired state of inquiry
instruction with a sample of specific student outcomes. Three types
of statements were called for: knowledge of (at_various levels on
Bloom's taxonomy), ability to do, and feeling about. We wrestled
with many problems; such as the illegitimacy of isolating inquiry
from science content (recognizing that the two are intimately
related); the realism of some student inabilities and apathy; the
incompleteness of any set of outcomes we might generate; and the
bothersome issue of elitism.
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Deliberations over student outcomes allowed us to deal

effiCiehtly with what eventually became our "context" and "transac-

tions" segments. Our own experiences with teaching and working
closely_With teachers helped us reach agreement over a desired con-

text and a desired set of transactions.
The intensity of our deliberations may -be compared to a three-

day comprehensive examination both oral and written. One incident

exemplifies this exciting tension. We drove to a restaurant one

evening while carrying on a discussion from our afternoon meeting;

When We jumped out of the car and crossed the street, Harms noticed

that Klopfer was not with us; that he was sitting pensively

engrossed in the back seat of the car. "Leave him alone;" someone

advised; "he's thinking." Twenty minutes later he entered the res-

taurant with a trace of a smile on his_face. He had gotten hold of

an idea; but we would have to wait for him to think it through over-

night before he was ready to share it with us over breakfast in the

morning:
TABLE 1

InterrelationShiPt Among the Desired States for inquiry Instruction

A. Context:

B. Transactions:

C. Outcomes:

1. Processes
& Methods
Of Science

2. Nature
of science

3. Strategies,
Safeguards
& Customs
of Inquiry

the community; teacner, classrooM and

curriculum

the classroom events, methods; atmosphere

and evaluation

I II III IV

Personal Societal Fundamental Career

Needs Needs Knowledge



Table 2

Domain of Inquiry: Themes and SUbthehiet-

I; Processes or Methods of Science
A. Observing and Measuring
B. Seeing a Problem and Seeking Solutions

This process refers to that_rather difficult task of
recognizing or choosing problems and then through
a combination of hard work, thought, skill; past
experiencei_Or juSt_plaih luck, finding solutions to that
problem._ Also_ihVolved are such things as problem
recognition and developing and testing hypotheses; often
through experiments.

C. Interpret Data and Form Generalizitions
D. Building, Testing; and Revising a Theoretical Model

Theoretical models are viewed as conceptual schemes
that allow us to understand a variety of phenomena
in the natural world; Good models are broadly
generalizable and can be used to generate predicitions
to be tested; They indicate how observations and
concepts are related.

11 Nature of Scientific _Inquiry
E. Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

Scientific_knowledge consists of ideas about natural
phenomena in the form of: observations; laws;
hypotheses, theories; models; and assumptions. This

knowledge is tentative; It is the product of human
effort. Scientific knowledge and the direction_of
inquiry itself are affected by a number of psychological
and sociological influences; such as the social
context in which the scientific inquiry occurs.
Scientific knowledge_ comprises the assumptions and
metaphors of those who created_it; those whose
principal_ aim was to satisfy their curiosity about
natural_ phenomena. Thus, there are limitations to
scientific knowledge and scientific inquiry;
limitations related to psychological and sociological
effettS and limitations possibly bounded within the
domain of natural phenomena; There are some basic
assumptions in scientific inquiry which have endured
over a long period of time; These assumptions about
the natural world include: causality; noncapriciousness;

intelligibility;

18
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F. The Diversity of Tactics and Strategies in Scientific
Inquiry

While different branches of science share similar types
of inquiry, there are as many different "scientific
methods" as there are scientists: However; two modes of
Inquiry are often recognizable: (a) stable inquiry --
inquiry proceeding within the theoretical structure
of the discipline; without challenging the accepted
scientific knowledge of that area; (b) fluid inquiry--
inr-lity that challenges; and perhaps alters, the
theoretical structure of the discipline.
The Self-testing and Empirical Aspects of Scientific
Inquiry

Scientific knowledge raises questions about phenomena.
In an attempt to answer these questions, scientists
create hypotheses. Scientists test these hypotheses
by means of independent empirical verification
(observations are gathered by different people under
experimental conditions, and then these observations
are compared with_ predictions deduced from the
original hypothesis). The observations used to
verify or falsify the hypothesis are (a) contingent
upon the experimental conditions and the instruments
used to gather the data, and (b) judged true if they are
based on sense data, repeatable by anyone trained in
inquiry techniques:

Theories are useful ("true") to the extent to which
scientists believe in the confirming observations.
Criteria for accepting a theory include such things
as logical coherence; simplicity, explanatory power,
predictive poweripotential for growth in developing
scientific knowledge. _Theories_guide observations.
Disconfirming observations may lead to: modification,
restriction in the scope of application, or replacement
Of the theory.

Scientists publish their results so that: others can
repeat what they did; critically analyze
the work and know who should receive
credit for a new idea:

III. Inquiry As A Way Of Thought

H Strategies of Inquiry
1. Is it a values or values-related question?

If yes, use values-clarification strategies.

Is the aim to develop scientific knowledge and
understanding? If yes; use strategies detailed
in "Processes of Scientific Inquiry:"

17
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Is the purpose (need) to apply knowledge, skills,
and/or procedures to a personal or engineering-type
problem? If yes, use general problem-solving
strategies.

Is the purpose (need) to decide on alternative
societal actions to be taken? If yes, use decision-
making stategies.

NOTE: Whichever set of strategies is selected,
All the considerations discussed under Evidence,
Reasoning, Safeguards and Customs apply.

2. Evidence

Includes questions of relevance; usefulness; judging
reliability; and utilizing evidence to make decisions.

3: Reasoning--use of logical thinking. Includes logical
reasoning; analogical reasoning; assumptions;
causality and multiple-causality; judging
alternatives.

NOTE: Consideration also must_be given hereto
alternative systems_of logic -- especially the
logic systems of- children (and adults?) who
have_not attained the stage Of intellectual
develOpment often described as the Piagetian
formal operations stage.

IV. Safeguards and Customs of Inquiry

These are the generally agreed -upon procedures; operating
modes; rules of the game (the "..Athos") that individuals
participating in all forms of rational inquiry are
expected to follow. Some of the more important procedures_
include open-mindedness; criticalness i including_one's self;
commitment to accuracy; integrity; and sharing through public
discussion; seminars; and written reports.
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TABLE 3

A'-Sampling of Desired Stddent Outcomes**

(A * indicates a minimal outcome. Other statements refer to Stu-
dents taking two or more science classes in high
GOAL CLUSTER I GOAL CLUSTER I I
Personal Needs Societal Issues

A. *(Doing). Can measure
accurately those body symp-
toms, such as blood pressure,
heartbeat and temperature;
that are important
in monitoring one s health

B. *(Knowing). Is able
to form and test hypotheses
around problems related to
personal needs and
interests; such as acne; over-
weight; low grades; autos
that won't start; and water
in the basement.

C. *(Doing). Can judge the
appropriateness of any -hy-
pothesis tested, to solve
a personal problem, on the
basis of data_Obtained,such as
itigt of gasoline and mile-
age rates.

D. (Attitudes); Realize
that the possession of a
few broadly encompassing
models will help them
interpret and feel better
about their environment.
Examples include_justice/
fairness; socio-biology,
evolution, compromise, and
debiedrady.

E. *(Knowing). Deliberately
recognizes that the relevance
of scientific knowledge is
likely limited to its own
domain of inquiry (natural

A. *(Doing). Observes
the idipatt of his/her
actions on the rest of
society, both those that
are uegativo, (noise pollu-
tion); and those that
are nositive snot smoking
in a rowded room);

B. (Attitude). Are supportive
of the allocation of public
funds for use in solving the
science-related problems of
society.

C. (Doing). Can interpret
data presented about a
societal problem and judge
its implications fur
personal behavior the effect
of limiting speeds to 55 mph
and resulting gas usage.

D. (Knowing). Several
models are proposed accounting
for social behavior.
Insofar as these are ade-
quate; it seems important
that Students are familiar
With them. Some examples
include justice /fairness;
socio- biology, evolution;
compromise and democracy;

E. (Doing). Abstracts from
a societal issue the compo-
nent related to natural
phenomena, identifying
this component as being ger-



phenomena) and that other
personal inquiries about
one's life may not use
scientific knowledge or
scientific inquiry:

F. *(Knowing). Does NOT
have faith in following a
stepwise description of "the
scientific method" as a way
to solve problems;

G. *(Attitude). When engag-
ed in scientific inquiry;
values the empirical
verification basis of
science.

H. *(DOing). StudieS the
research report containing
new evitlance concerning_the
connection between smoking
and lung cancer to find out
the conditions under which the
study was carried out.

I: *(Knowing). Accepts
open - mindedness, as a
prerequisite to
successful inquiry.

GOAL CLUSTER III
Fundamental Knowledge

mane to scientific knowledge
and scientific inquiry;

F. (Attitude). Accepts or
anticipates that the science
component of a societal issue
can give rise to different
solutions:

G. ttitude). Does not
exi t scientitsts to use
knowledge in their scientif-
ic thinking unless it has
been verified empirically
by independent groups.

H. (Attitude) Has faith
in the power of reason and
in systemic approaches_to_
problem - solving for science-
related social problems.

Science Process Skills

A. *(Doing). Is-able to
observe and describe ob-
jects and phenomena (in-
cluding change) using ap-
propriate language.

7

B. *(Knowing). Recognizes
that problem selection and
hypothesis formation are
sometimes accomplished in
direct and programmed ways
and other times it is very

I. (Attitude). Consistently
insists on giving opportuni-
ties to_be heard to propo-
nents of various viewpoints
concerning_ water and air
pollution issues.

GOAL CLUSTER IV
Careers

A. *(Doing). Participates
in a variety of observa-
tional and measurement
activities to sufficient-
ly examine the potential
and interest to them for
a career in science.

B. *(Attitude). Enjoy
involvement in opportuni-
ties to participate in
science-related problem
identification and solu-
tions.
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much an unpredictable. af-
fair. In both cases,
however, it involves
intelligence and patient,
hard work, though ne4ther
guarantees success.

C. *(Attitude). See
value in presenting data
in the form of function-
al relationshi0S, such as
tables, graphs; equations.

D. (KnoWing). Can
Specify which phenomena
and principles are in-
cluded in a model:

E.*(Doing); Cities exam-
ple of earlier and current
scientific explanations
which have been, or are
being, altered.

F. *(Attitude). Expresses
the view that different
diehti_Mas, use dif-
ferent methods of inquiry
because of individual
differences among
scientists;

G; *(Knowing). Acknowl-
edges that scientists deal
with hypotheses, theories
and models in terms of
their usefulness_(in
explaining, predicting and
encouraging_growth in
science) and not in terms of
their absolute truth;

H. *(Knowing); Can grasp
the meaning of simple sci-
entific statements such
that he or she would know
what counts as evidence
for and against it.
I. (Doing): Accepts the
disagreement of scientists

C. (Doing). Has experienc-
ed the successes and prob-
lems of interpreting__
data and forming general-

izations to realistically
consider careers in
science.

D. *(Attitude). Appreciate
the value of models in
understanding natural
phenomena and is interest-
ed in pursuing careers
that use such approaches.

E. (Knowing). Recognizes
the latitude in science
for expressing human
ingenuity and creativeness

F. (Knowing). Recognizes
that a career in science
does not require a
singular role, but is
open to a number of
different roleS.

G. (Empty set)

R. *(Doing). Decides
=what the main issues
of selecting a science
career are.

I. (Doing). Values
open-mindedness in



about interpretations of
the outcomes of scientific
research.

those who pursue
scientific careers.
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**The A, 8; C . _ . headings for the outcomes correspond to the sub-
themes described in sections A, B, C . . . in Table 2.
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Chapter 2 THE RESEARCH SCIENCE PROGRAM:
A PROGRAM FOR HIGH ABILITY STUDENTS

By

Patricia E. Denninghoff and Kenneth Marx

Merritt Island high School
100 Mustang Way

Merritt Island, Florida 32952

Merritt Island, with a population of about forty thousand; is sur-

rounded by water on three siies. The Kennedy Space Center; beaches; and
Mild climate are the main attractions of the Merritt Island area

Prior to the development of the space program; Merritt Island was pri-
marily a rural community of citrus growers although there was some tourism
in the area. The early development of the space program at Kennedy Space
Center and the adjacent Cape Canaveral Air Force Station brought many space
related contractors and industries to the area. These new industries
changed Merritt Island into a more cosmopolitan community with many diverse
groups including citrus growers and pickers; techniciansi_engineers, and

administrators. It was during this time of_rapid_growth and expansion, that
Merritt Island High School was constructed_in 1965.

Although Merritt_ Island's population has not decreased appreciably in
the last few years; the transfer of Mission Control from Kennedy Space Cen-
ter to Houston reduced the input of young families in the area: This also
decreased available jobs in space - related industries and altered as well as
decreased the school population. Our community has become more retirement
orientedand students no longer are automatically interested in pursuing a
career in science.

Merritt Island Sigh School; with six wings surrounding a commons area;
provides educational opportunities for 1;545_students in the tenth; _ele-
venth; and twelfth grades. The staff includes three adMinistrators, two
deans; five counselors; and eighty-five teachers.

The Science Department__ has_ eight teachers offering_ first and second
level courses in Biology; Chemistry; and Physics, as well as electives in
Marine Biology; Anatomy and Phsiology, and Research Science. The twelve
math instructors teach a series of standard mathematics courses including
Calculus. In recent_ years, the Science Department has been instrumental
in the development of a computer math course at Merritt Island High School.

Students at Merritt Island take advantage of these science offerings
with 91% taking biology; 42% Chemistry; and 27% Physics or Physical Science
before graduation; Another 24% take Marine Science; _7% take anatomy_and
Physiology and IO% take a second year of Biology; Chemistry or Physics.
Research Science attracts 9% of the students by_the time they graduate.

Prior to development of _the Research_ Science program, science

courses at Merritt Island High School were laboratory oriented, with a
hands-on approach used in conjunction with texts and AV and other materi-
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als. Inquiry was prcmoteu,in regular science classes but with all students

in a particular class sobring the same problems; usually as prescribed by a

laboratory manual. Any individual inquiry was not directed or supervised

by the teacher and; in many cases; not even encouraged. There was not

enough time in_the regular classroom to cover necessary material or _to

truly help students develcp their talent in individual problem - solving

techniques while accomplishing higaly technical procedures.
For a number of years teaches were required to use a district adopted

text and to_observe district ::ode objectives in regular science classes.

As long as the teacher met the objectives for the course; there was a_great

deal of freedom allowed in "how" to teach the course. This is still true

t-6-da=. _With the la7,i;e number of students interestea in technical and

scientific fields, we feltaprogram geared for the special education of

theSe exceptional, gifted and creative students was needed._ We wanted a

ptbgtaiii allowing students to proceed far beyond the beat that the usual

St4ente curriculum could offer them; especially in the area of inquiry.

The philosophy of the program developed is that through participation

in research; some students may in fact be able to develop more of their

potewial: The express_purpose of the program is to develop sophisticated

techniques to: encouraging independent student investigation and teaching

the skills end concepts for such independent research: It is intended to

teach the students the careful;_ patient, exacting and creative methods of

study and Iat-Jratory investigation used in inquiry by professional scien-

tists: Students learn- science through real personal research which might

ultimately lead to publication. They practice scientific thinking and
learn scientific proc,,sses which firmly establish and further AdVance the

student toward career goals:
The science research program implemented at Merritt_Ialand High School

began with a series of five grants from the NatiOnaI Stience Foundation.
Iiring_this_formative time and continuing through his retirement last year;

Mk. Robert E. Bruton;ourprincipal; inspired and_SUpp-Otted the development

of the program. He encouraged teachers; secured and channeled funds for

equipmebt;and encouraged students to attend functions, even some distance

from Merritt Island. He also helped establish rapport between the Research

Science Program and the faculty as a whole. His contribution cannot be

overestimated.
In the summer of 1968_two teachers, Patricia Denninghoff and C.D. Gim-

bel; took an NSF sponsored program to aid teachers in continuing district

support of previously- funded NSF programs: Mrs. Denninghoff served on a

committee to acompl.ish this implementation of continuing support and to

Write the proposal for the organization of the Reseaith 5-ciente Program as

it i§_today. This was revised in 1975 and again in 1981. The same commit-

ted also produced the current Research Science Ptogiath guide for adminis-

trators, teachers; and students throughout the BteVatd County School dis-

trict:
The teachers at Merritt Island High School now consist of Patricia

Denninghoff in biology_ and chemistry! Kenneth Marx; who also took a NSF

training program; in physics and ogitiring; and Barbara Louden who has

assisted for the last two years in the areas of mathematics and computers.
OUR FACILITIES

The Research Science Program functions in a setting whith includes two

research rooms,a sterile room, and an instrumentation room specifically

for their use. The atmosphere and setting of these cies-Sea is conducive to
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the inquiry approach. The physical science research room; 7 meters by $
meters; has lab tables and cabinets around the perimeter and a fume hcod in
one corner. The equipment present depends on which Projects are set up at
a given time and may range_ from lasers to pumps; from electronic equipment
to fiber optics:_ The biology research room is 5 meters by 10 meters and
includes a_sterile room 2 meters _by 3 meters enclosed in the main room.
This sterile room is equipped with a _laboratory table; sink and gas out-
lets. Present also a e a carbon dioxide incubatori an inverted tissue cul-
ture microscope, a efrigerator, and_yarious shelves. Germicidal ultra-
violet fixtures are attached to walls above all work areas, and high
efficiency filters purify both incoming and outgoing air.

The main biology research room also'contains the usual science labora-
tory stations around the Perimeter with a fumehood on one wall. Incuba-
tors, refrigerators, centrifuge, microtome, glove box, autoclave, and a

Warburg apparatus are present also. Two racks of small animal cages and a
number of individual rabbit cages remind you this is a biology room. Th'E.:

nearby science stockroom contains a library with technical, text books, and
catalogues for use by research students Outside,'a fence encloses an area
originally intended to be a laboratory and a place for a plant and animal
house; This facility has never been built and the area is currently being
used as a playground for the child care classes at Merritt Island High
School.

In addition to the equipment already mentioned; the research program
has a Spec-20 spectrophotometer; an infrared spectrophotometer; and a gas
chromatograph. Thesei_ along with an excellent medical microscope; phase
contrast microscope, the computet facilityi_the'4arburg apparatus, and the
tissue culture microscope_are_all essential to the success of various of
the student's projects and probably would not be found in an ordinary sci-
ence program.

The equipment in these rooms is available only to research students
for independent study projects; non - research students do not use this
equipment: As a result; those students involved in individual inquiry
problems may leave their equipment set up as long as_ is necessary without
fear of casual or deliberate destruction of the fruitS of their labor;

A prep room adjacent to Mrs; Denninghoff's room serves as a computar
room. It contains an Atari 800 computer; a monitor, disc drive; and daisy '

wheel printer. An electric typewriter; paper cutter; and other paper pro-
cessing equipment_also are found in this room to which students have access
when Mrs. Denninghoff:is in the building.

The research science rooms have space that is adaptable to the set-up
of varied types of experiments. This laboratory_ space may "belong" to_a
particular student for the entire school year and even carry over for all
three of the student's years at Merritt Island High School.' In addition to
the versatile science classrooms and special research rooms, including a
sterile room built at Merritt Island High School using community and patent
provided contributions and labor; portions of the program _take place in
NASA laboratories at Kennedy Space Center; and at the FIO40 Solar Energy
Center; Medical Research Institute and Florida Instituteof Technology,
Brevard_Community College; and the University of Central Florida. /

Individual students also work in laboratories at various Summer _Sci-/
ence Institutes such as the program at the University Hof Florida; as'well'
as in industrial labs such as at the Harris Corporation. In general these
institutions have been well pleased pith the quality of performance of
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research students. Many students have received summer employment;

patttithe school-year employment while at college; or while at college;

have entered a co-op program with the institution which helped them while

. in:/high school.
Most materials and equipment are stored and available to students when

One Of the teachers is in the building. Mrs. Denninghtlff is in the build-

ing two evenings per week for three hours each; on_aregUlar basis_;__ and

extra 1w-tits are put in by Mr; Marx and Mrs. Denninghoff when necessary to

provide access to materials and equipment needed to meet certain deadlines

and competitions;
In addition to the daily Research 5-ciente class, teachers must be

available to students for At least eight houta a week after school. Most

Research Science Teachers put in more than is required.
OUR STUDENTS

Over the course of the years_schoolS have recognized that only a rela-

tively few students wi.L1 excell in a given field. ,As a result; education

in general has been geared_toward the average student; The research Pro7

gram at Merritt Island igigh__School is designed primarily far he'.special

education of exceptional; _gifted and creative students in all grades from

10 through 12. It_ is also considered for the occasional academically

under-achieving studentwho may become more involved in acadethics_through

an extreme interest in doing independent study in science. Physically han-

dicapped students are enrolled in the program as long as they -can meet the

other_ qualifications. This year's Research science students include indi7

viduala_ftot all ,socic-etonomic end.-ethnic groups fOUnd in the general

population of the school;
Three related qualifications of students are a willingness to spend

time beyond ordinary assignments and- make _Pei-aortal sacrifices to succeed in

the program; perserverance and not becoming diStturaged'by failure; since

experimentation often results in_ failures before success is achieved; and

emotional maturity; insuring self discipline; cooperation; dependability

and related traits.
Participation in the Research Program by the students of Merritt

Island High 'Achool is expected to cause changes in their behavior in the

cognitive; affective and., psychomotor domains; The nature of many of the

desired learning outcomes is such that complete and immediat6 evaluation of

the program is impossible. The extent to which a student has acquired the

complete_ problem- solving Skills; manipulative skills, and positive atti-

tudes which are the goals of this program may best be expressed in terms of

lOhg-tahge behavior; such as success in university level research or selec-

tion of a vocation; .

GOALS AND METHODS OF RESEARCH SCIENCE
Through this program students are exposed to a wide range of scien-

tific problems and possible solutions. They come-in contact with evidence

that discovery can change the future of the world; The entire program

emphasizes this general_ idea through specific examples found in their own

research. The_ Research Science program demonstrates that the inquiry

approach problem solving is art effective way to solve_any kind of prob-

lem by finding as much information and evidence as_possible. _Students also

learn that the accuracy and statistical analysis of evidence is critical in

the solution anditsdefense;
&cite projects deal with sOcially-relatediptobleta such as handicaps;

drug use, effects of alcohol and nicotine; pollution, or other science-so-
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ciety issues. Each student's research is a unique situation, and through
exposure to the projects of others, each student becomes aware of inquiry
processes involved in many different scientific disciplines and intimately
aware of those involvedlin his own specific project area.

Through project work and the inquiry approach students learn that
valid decisions require an accumulation and classification of evidence.
They look for and recognize accuracy in informatiqn. Since decision making
in social contexts often involves bias, this emphasis on accuracy leading
to valid decision making is invaluable. Research science students are
intimately exposed to careers which relate to their projects. They meet
and discuss problems with "experts" in their chosen fields. By actually
performing experiments in the field-and using the inquiry approach indivi-
dually they learn, first hand; how and in what types of environments
research scientists and technicians work; In some cases they learn that
they do not particularly care for a certain career; but they may also find
one in which they will feel accomplishment and pride;

Much of the inquiry approach used in student projects applies to sci-
ence-related problems which have value and ethical and moral considera-
tions. Some of these are safety and pollution problems and others are
those in which scientific evidence can lead to better decision-making.
They_ learn that honesty and accuracy in reporting data is_essential.for
problem solving, and that this applies to non-scientific problem solving -as
well. Doing individual inquiry type projects_leads to an awareness that
science related problems often do have these kinds of considerations and
prepares the student to better handle such decision making.

This program is almost entirely problem- centered and is flexible to
the point that each Student is allowed to pick his own problem as long as
there is a reasonable probability of his success in its completion; Almost
all projects in this program deal with a problem which will improve the
quality of human life in some way while veryi.few projects deal with "pure"
science projects. The entire program is individualized and personalized by
allowing the_student to select his problemi and then helping and guiding
him through the inquiry approach to solve that problem._

The projects are as diverse as the studentv and;-faculty involved.
Independent study projects often deal with problems of the community. On
tenth grader, after presenting his study at an EPA hearing to set_policy
for control of sewage into Sykes Creek, received letters stating that -his
scientific presentation was the most useful in helping them make their
decision to curtail this discharge. This use ofr,phe natural environment
nccurs often in this program with Community resources such as industrial
facilities and personnel; libraries; university laboratories, and profes-
sors, hospitals and doctors commonly involved; Often the students use each
other; other students, adults or whole schools as subjects;

Much of the problem solving that is done by students is of a social
nature in that coditkunicatton and salesmanship are necessary for success in
getting assistancei'both monetary and scientific. Students learn to make
social contact by telephone' letter' and personal interview. An important
aspect of the Research Science_ program- is helping students learn how to
communicate their ideas. English teachers provide oritiques_of science
reports prior to competitions and students are videotaped during practice
presentations. The students critique each other and also receive feedback
from teachers. This feedback encourages students to be concerned with
delivery and appearance as well as substance.
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Cooperative work on problems exists in the form of_advice given at
_

seminars presented by each student; They frequently "tear each other
apart" at these seminars and all learn thereby. Help is given also by stu-
dents already expert in some field; such as electronics or computers; to
those less expert in that field. The cooperative nature of the program
leads teachers to believe that the development of the student as a person
is more important than the specific techniques and body of knowledge which
is learned. One can see the students develop into thinking; learning,
involved young adults who can make decisions in all aspects of life and
base them on information and evidence gathered using the inquiry _approach
to problem-solving. Since teachers are not "expert" in all the different
projects being per_formedi_ they must _assist students in problem-solving
techniques rather than finding "the solution" to the problem.

Students have_a class period each day in research under the guidance
of a research teacher. In addition; a minimum of four hours per week is
required for_ additional_ laboratory or research work with a time log

required to show when and how _this time is spent. Each student maintains
notebooks and a file containing the time log, a hyothesis and problem
statement, methods and procedures required in the research; a research
plan, consultants' names and addresses, equipment used and needed in the
future, and compiled data aid results; Each 'student is required to bring
these materials to a weekly evaluative conference with the teacher. Each
is also expected to present his research to all others involved in the pro-
gram in oral seminar form at least once during a six wetk period and a
w-zitten report is required at the end of six to nine weeks.

Each researcher enters at least two of the various competitions avai-,
lable during the year; including regional science fair; Westinghouse Sci-
ence Talent Search; Florida Junior Academy of Science; and various grant
programs. During this time students are responsible for_their own works
well as maintaining a clean and organized work area. At the end of the
year; a final paper is required covering published background material in a
specific areai the individual's own research data, data analysis, conclu-
sion and_a statement of unresolved problems and their significance.

Student project work is done in any field of science in which the
teacher feels there is available equipment and expertise for successful
completion of the research. In this program students play an important
role in planning, clasrcom management; and decision-making; Each student
picks his own problem; within the limits of feasibility; and writes a

research plan; carries out the experiment and comes to conclusions. Each
student determines the validity of his results and uses data analysis to
assist him in making these conclusions. All of this is performed using
guidelines; deadlines and teachers Auggestions; but remains his own work;
therefore his own project.

In the fall; students spend considerable time doing library research;
using_ this information to write a research plan and a literary paper cover-
ing the topic._ They learn to use a word processor in writing the plan and
paper. They also begin gathering materials and equipment for the projects;
clean a Jab area and begin setting up experiments. Conferences with teach-
ers, and seminars with peers are also common at this time; Teachers also
assist students in locating materials and equipment; ordering needed mater-
ials and equipment, and supervising preparation of solutions and set-up of
equipment, and handling of animals
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Later as students perform experiments and record data they write sta-

tistical programs for the computer to analyze data: After analyzing the

data; students again USe the word processor to write results: A conference

with the teacher And presenting a seminar to peers concludes the in-school

program.
In_ the Fall, students also begin setting up backboards; making A=V

materialS; and organizing ideas to display work at a fair or convention.
RESEARCH SCIENCE TEACHERS AND TEACHING

ReseLitth teachers must be skilled in recognizing creativity and in

promoting learning through individual problem-solving activities. They

must encourage students to learn highly sophisticated techniquesi and help
students sell themselves and their projects to judges and experts who might

be able to assist them: These teachers recognize that students may be able
to become experts themselves in a narrow range of subject matter, and that

this learning may be more important on a given day than:regular classroom

teaching: Research Science teachers are willing to give of themselves,
their time; and talents to a degree that does not seem common among science

teachers outside the program.
Teachers plan lessons which apply to all students such as how to write

research plans; grants, literary papers, or logs. Teachers also develop

plans for using a computer or word proessor and provide deadlines for

accomplishment of various tasks. They evaluate the program through evalu-
ating individual students and comparing their success with that of programs

in other schools Of BreVard County. Post-graduation success of students in
universities and careers also has been used to evaluate the program. This

has been done on a formal basis by the University of Central Florida. Stu-

dent sucess can be used to evaluate teachers in the program as well.

The most importarestrategy for a research_teacher is to show

genuine concern for the student and his progressi_and then to encourage him

to succeed: One aspect of this is requiring conferentek and seminars on a

regular basis in order to keep communications open and to help students

avoid the disasters of procrastination. In our_ReSearth Science program;

one hour per school day is allocated_fOr_ClaSStite. During this time two

instructors are available for consultation. In addition each student it

required to spend an average of additional hoursper_week in project

work. Instructors are aVailablefor a minimum of eight additional hours

per week for student guidance. Those students not fortunate enough to be
in the labs becaii§6 Of the time factor or scheduling problems are expected

to spend the same amount of time; although not as much of it will be While

instructors are available for assistance; A unique aspect is that the time
scheduled is flekible enough for each student to work around other activi-

ties such as band, football; or club meetings.
Deadlines are present r, riodically, but the students can concentrate

their efforts at times other than those selected_ by fell-ow students. This

allows for the participation of these gifted students in many of the varied

activities of their choice andthey_can Still give enough time to their

research problems to do it andtheni§elV6§ justice.
In early fall teachers hOld conferences with students; attend and

evaluate seminars; and take students to the library: Teachers demonstrate

how to do a library computer search, use catalogues; fill in requisitions,

and use the computer and the word processor: Later on; teachers supervise

the set -up- of projects and actual experiments and evaluate written- materi-

als from the students. Another important job of the teacher is to help the
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students _locate experts in their project areas with whom they may

communicate by telephone letter; or personal interview:
A unique aspect of the sequence of instruction in the Research Science

program is the individuality of student-teacher contacts. Some students
are in the very beginning of developing projects and need advice on project
selection while other students may be in their third year of project work
and may need muct-. more in the way of technical assistance. Tn the research
science classrooff teachers avoid the use of a rigidly structured classroom
and instruction .lakes place in a one-to-one situation with very few lec-
tures. This individual instruction is necessary because of the diversity
of the topics selected by the students, rarely are two students ever work-
ing on the same project. To facili....ate positive evolution of the program
and hinder negative changes, teacher:. need to project a positive attitude
toward the program and share recognition as widely as possible. Teachers
also need to encourage_students to set deadlines. and avoid procrastination
since unnecessary burning of midnight oil seems a major cause of failure to
complete projects. Teachers need to see that students do not get behind in
other academic areas, _since this tends to cause irritation and a negative
attitude on the part of parents, other faculty; and administration: If one
Wanted to cause the failure of the program; one would remove the flexibil-
ity of the structure, making the program only available to certain select
tudents, and make the require- ments such that they could not possibly

participate in other school functions; This would turn the students into
outcasts and drive them away; thus killing the program.

NSF sponsored institutes and various district inservice units have

been used to train new teachers in the Research Science Program. In -addi-

tion; the district Research Science Program guide has sections outlining
duties and responsibilities of administrators, teachers; and students, as
well as guidelines for student involvement.

The role of teacher education workshops_ for this program has always
been a forum of communication. In these workshops, information is shared
concerning deadlines,_ requirements, new rules and new competitions. In

addition, these workshops offer the opportunity to share what is going on
in all the different programs throughout the district; These meetings at
the beginning of the year serve to generate ideas and create enthusiasm for
the upcoming year.

RESOURCES
The written and instructional materials consist primarily of periodi7

cells; reference sources; and scientific journals. Since the first phase of
student research involves an extensive literary search to locate _sources
specifically related to the student's projecti these sources provide_back-
ground materials upon which_ students build their literary _paper. A wide
range of very technical college texts are used when applicable to the stu-
dent's area of research

Materials other than _rinted matter are used extensively in the

Research Science program. N6arly every student has personal contacts with
a UhiVerSity ,prbfeStir at Florida Institute of Technology; University of
Central Florida, or the University of Florida; These people serve as
reference and guidance personnel: Some students attend symposia such as
the U.S. Army; University of Florida Junior Science Engineering and Humani-
ties Symposium; which allows them to visit several labs of their choice and
to hear excellent speakers in the field of science and humanities.



GENERAL CALENDAR OF EVENTS
A general calendar Of events for the school year would inc.lude but not

be limited_to_the_ following:
First Sik Weeks

Project selection
A. 4 conferences with a teacher
B. 2-5 trips to research libraries
C. 1 seminar presentation
Due: Research Plan
II. Second Six Weeks
Paper development
A. 400nferences with a teacher
B. Additional library trips as necessary
C. 1 seminar presentation
D. Due: Literary Paper;

Grant-in-Aid Applications
III. Third Six Weeks
Data Collection
A. 4 conferences with a teacher
B. Individual lab work
C. Data collection and analysis
D. 1 seminar presentation
Due: Preliminary experimental paper

Westinghouse Science Talent Search (for seniors)

IV. Fourth Sik Weeks
Project Assembly
A. 4 conferences with a teacher
B. Assemble hardware, display units for project

C. 1 seminar presentation
Due: Project Ready for Presentation
V. Fifth Six Weeks
Competition
A. 4 conferences with a tew-her
B. Prepare presentation for oral presentation

C. 1 seminar presentation video taped
Due: Regional Science Fair

State Science Fair
Talent Search
Junior Academy

VI. Sikth Sik Weeks
Wrap-Up
A. 4 conferences with a teacher
B. Compile final paper for inclusion into permanent fileS

C. 1 seminar presentation
Dud: Final Paper

Plans for following year.
EVALUATION

Judging at science fairs is not only a matter of seeing who wins ,

but a way of evaluating the work_cif each student. This primarily is done

by suggestions made by judges either directly to the student or on his jud-

ing card. The primary evaluatiOn_Of student progress in this program is

the professional opinion of the instructor based on weekly conrerences,
monthly time logs, and daily observations: During the past twelve years;
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thirty-six research science students from Merritt island High School have
entered the Westinghouse Science Talent Search. Of these, eighteen have
placed in the honors grOup and four have been finalists. One, a top win-
ner, is now attending Stanford University using the scholarship she won.

In the Regional Fair competition; MIHS has averaged thirty-five parti-
cipants per fair oker the past twelve years. In every case MIHS had more
winners than all other schools combined. As an example' in 1980 _MIHS
research students received ten of_the possible eleven_first place awards at
Regional. _Of these, all _placed in the State Fair competitior ree

receiving first place awards with one gaining entry to the Intl _onal

Science and Engineering Fair from the State Fair. In the 1982 . iorida

State Science and_Engineering Fair, Merritt Island students, 11.3% of the
participants, took 23% of the place_awards. Since the beginning of the
program at MIHS, seventeen students have won trips to participate in the
International Science and Engineering Fair.

At all of these fairs, students have won many special and place awards
including three London International Youth Science Fortnight trips; one
trip to the Tokyo Cherry. Blossom Science Festival; one trip to the Nobel
Prize Ceremonies in Stockholm; Sweden; and one trip tc the Virginia Youth
Science Camp. Three students have won Navy Cru-=,:. Awards; while others
have won trips to research facilities from the Army; Navy; Air Force; and
one trip to the Thomas Edison 23rd International Birthday Celebration. Two
student researchers have had their papers published under their name and
co-authored by the senior research scientist with whom they did the work
while at Summer Science Research.

Since 1968 98% of research science participants have gone on to higher
education. Of these, many have_received scholarships attributed, at least
partially, to their project work. Many have written letters or told how
they feel their_success in college has been enhanced by their previous work
on a project. One was a student who said that the experience of contact-
ing' conversing, and acquiring gifts of research supplies, materials and
equipment_ through letters and phone calls to researchers, citizens and pre-
sidents of compan.:P3 was invaluable to him as he has been able to use these
skills while attending Carnegie-Mellon University; He also received summer
employment from one of the companies which supplied him with materials for
his project: He feels that having ups and downs with his project helped
him to cope with occasional failures in college; and kept him from joining
so many of his classmates who dropped out of school. In an evaluation by a
University of Central Florida, we found that of_the 98% of the student par-
ticipants going into higher education; over 65% received scholarships for
advanced study. Last year; our seventeen graduating Research Science Stu-
dents received $140,000 in scholarships.

Former_ students_ are attending universities from Stanford to Harvard,
graduate schools such as Princeton and Cornell, or are graduates in fields
tich as medicine and nuclear engineering. One student put her writing
Skills to work as a speech writer for a former Vice-President of the United
States.

SUPPORT
Parents provide support; transportation to various events; supervision

when several events take place simultaneously; and raise funds for special
equipment; Their most valuable contribution comes in the form of encour7
agement of their children: Without this support very few students would
remain in the program for long. The administration of Merritt Island High
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School provides _support for the program in many ways. Administrators_allow

instructors acedetie freedom to handle students as they see fit and view

their role as one of support, both financial and moral. They also serve as

primary communicators between the program and the county and coordinate

inquiry ac ties with those of other activities in the school_ and with

other faculty tetberS. The allotment of class time for classes with as few

as seven students is Ohe sign of support which is not always given in other

districts._
The district central administration has helped by providing transpor-

tation and organization for studentparticipation in e number of science

fairs, from Regionals to the International Science and Engineering Fair

lt alsb supports a limited number of teachers attending and chaperoning

students at these activities; The science resource teachers, Mr; Craig
Brosius in earlier years; and now Mr. David Murray;_ have assisted in coor-

dinating these activities on a district basis. Evidence for this district-

Wid9, support appears in the current existence of Research Science classes

in all ten high schools of the diSttict as well as each of the thirteen

junior highs; Mr. David Murrayi_originally teaching at a local middle

school with an excellent Reseereh Science program, has coordinated all sci-

ence fair activities for our county since becoming resource teacher and

assisted in some revisions of the county's Research Science program. He

also has helped in providing liason w2th NASA and various industries in our

county Nas well as with science departments at nearby colleges and universi-

ties. He serves Oh the board of the Florida Foundation for Future Stien-

tists.
Financial support comes from the administration in the form of fund

approvals for special equipment and special trips. County funds of $550

per have been provided to each research science class for equipment;

Supplies, and travel to libraries and competitions. Brevard County also

proVides a $1,065 supplement to the teacher's .;alary for out of school

activities.
This school's administration also looks out for the well- being of the

program on the county level. Most importantly, administrators attend the

science fair and awards ceremonies. Their presence and recognition of stu-

dent achievement is their most valuable single personal contribution in

support of this program. It is our hopethat_the administration will con-

tinue its support especially at the county level where budgeting deci§iOnS

are made. Their support_ in this area could result in funding at the same

or increased levels, rather than having us suffer expected cut_=baCkS. The

school _adiiiihiStration could encourage a more positive attitude toward

ResearCh Sbieh-ce in teachers of other disciplines, and at the same time

encourage Research Science teachers to do the same for other programs
ThiS could have a positive effect on increasing the num er of students

involved in the program;
Decisions concerning budget are prescribed by county policy and are

uniform throughout the county while curriculum mateials are selected by the

local program. Teacher inservice an(' evaluation are done on the county

level by the science resource teacher.
Professional_orgeniiations such as NSTA and NABT have played a large

role in the development and support of the program. These organizetiOnS

have provided competitions which served to motivate the students- toward

success and provided guidelines for the use of dangerous chemicals, labora-

tory animals; and possibly dangerous equipmcht such .as lasers. Various
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professional journals such as The Physics Teacher, The Science Teacher; and
The American Biology Teacher are used by teachers and students and keep us
current with respect to recent advances in various fields of science and
science education.

Although there are currently two instructors associated with the
Research Science program; many other staff members from the school are sup-
portive and involved. Members of the science department; math department;
English_department; electronics department; and shop department have all
provided ;;Assistance on student projects. English teachers proofread
papersi math teachers help in projects requiring higher level math or sta-
tistics, and shop teachers assist in designing and constructing project
components.

Science teachers -and others also support the program by- having semi-
nars by research students in their classrooms. As an example, a student
seminar on pollution in a local setting fits well in ecology classes or in
social studies classes. Or a project which uses a computer to show molecu-
lar structure is used in a computer math class or a chemistry class. This
makes more teachers and students aware of the value of the project and of
the capabilities of the researcher involved. The program enjoys outstand-
ing community support and strives to remain responsive to community changes
by maintaining contact with local scientific organizations such as the
Heart AsSociation; the Technical Engineers Society; and other corporations
in the community. This contact is beneficial with students performing ser-
vices for some of these organizations and the organizations supporting
either individual students or the science fair program in general.

EVALUATION
Changing the _evaluation system to_ better reflect goals and_ needs

requires_very careful consideration. Evaluation needs to remain invdividu-
alized with emphasis on effort and. performance versus capabilities. Evalu-
ating students on the basis of awards penalizes students who choose to
investigate topics in the less spectacular areas of science. For a system
of evaluation to work, teachers must help students eliminate project ideas
which are too difficult and not likely to meet with success for it is dif-
ficult to evaluate a student's progress if he never comes to any kind of
conclusion: This is also immensely discouraging for the student

Additional Evaluations which would be useful are accurate surveys of
past graduates and determining career choices; successes; and needs. At
the present time we are able to keep track of only some students who volun-
tarily return and keep us posted.

THE FUTURE
Economic_ conditions make the evolution of this program uncertain since

budget reductions_ affect the program adversely when money is necessary for
the development of projects or the purchase of new equipment. On the other
hand, if second year science courses are reduced because of budget,
Research Science enrollment might increase, although this would further
strain the research budget. With a possible rebirth of an emphasis on sci-
ence, this program should continue on a fairly even keel through these
budget cuts: It will mean more fund raising activities on the students'
part; and more care in the selection of projects; but these two things are
not necesssarily bad; and can actually be positive forces in the evolution
of the program. A very positive change that we would like to see in the
program is the inclusion of more students, Time requirements made of the
students taking upper level classes greatly discourage some from pursuing
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research. A positive; but possibly unattainable change; would result in
inclusion of those students; If more local recognition could be given to
successful students; in the media and at school; it might cause the program
to be more attractive to those capable students who_feel_ they do not have

the time for a project; Research would also_benefit those more average
students wbo succeed in science classes but haVe little opportunity to

really "do" and understand science. Perhaps science literary would be
enhanced in all students if they participated in Research Sdience.

If a teacher wanted to start a similar program in another setting they
would have to sell the administration on the program by citing examples of
how other programs have benefited students. The next step would be to
affiliate with some organization; such as NSTA, which could provide a stage
for competition. Success of students will sell other students and the
°administration on the worth of the -program. Beginning,;a new program
requires a positive attitude._ A possible good beginning would be to get a
few select students involved in inquiry with a helpful professor at a

nearby university or perhaps a local doctor or engineer; In the meantime
the teadher_ShbOd be working on developing his school facilities and per-
sonnel, and working with just a few students in a field in which the
teacher is knowledgeable. A wide range of disciplines must be presented to
the high school student so that they can relect topics which interest them
for students must be enthused to carry out extensive projects.

Although teachers must have considerable subject matter knowledge,
just as important is'a positive attitude and skill in_ directing and moti-
vating students; The most effective teacher is not the one -who knows the
most; but the one who can work with students in an encouraging and gentle.

way so the students develop ideas from suggestionsj _attiVities, and read-

ings; Too much direction and student initiative which is so important to a
successful project_will be lost. It is also important for the teacher to
project to the student that he cares not only about the project but about
the student as_well.

The rewards for teaching in the Research Science Program are not tan-
gible_but lie -in the feeling that you have worked together and you may have
helped a student go on to bigger and better things; It is much like a
parent who did not have a chance to go to college witnessing the 6011ege

graduation of his child; It feels good to have a student return who is now
teaching science or who earned his M:D: or been hired to direct a latge
corporation; It is also good to feel that your_efforts have helped a stu-
dent into a kind of life whch he wil enjoy as well_

We are indebted to former Principal Robert -E. BrUtion_who encouraged
and supported the program from the beginning and -Dean Doris E. Glenn who
encouraged the writing of the original -entry in the Search for Excellence
in Science Education for 1982 -and who has supported all research students

with any_school-related probleMs. (For additional information on the

Resdardh Sdiende program as it is implemented throughout the Brevard County
schOol diatridt_i_Sedthe 1983 NSTA monograph, Centers of Excellence: Por-

trayals of Sim Districts:)
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Chapter 3: Creative Inquiry-Based Science Program

By

Donald L. Birdd

Model Laboratory School
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

_Model Laboratory School of Richmond; .Kentucky is located in the
south-central area of the Kentucky Bluegrass Region. This city of 20,000
promotes_a middle-class life style that focuses on two primary industries:
agri-business and higher education at Eastern Kentucky University (EKU),
the state's third largest institution of higher learning. Many other light
industrial businesses are located in Richmond as well. Twenty-two miles
south of Lexington; the community exhibits the typical urban sprawl associ-
ated with the close geographical relationship of two population centers;
Richmond continues to grow despite the economic downturn; Richmond is also
influenced by its proximity to the Appalachian Mountain foothills; conse-
quently, there is a blend of the "hand-crafted culture" and that supported
by our high technology society.

Model Laboratory School, a supporting_ department in EKU's College of
Education, is admihistered by a director and assistant director. The staff
of forty-two professional employees teaches approximately 750 students in
grades preschool through twelve. This well-trained staff of teachers works
at appropriate grade-levels and in specific content areas. They provide
service to students from the College of Education in their pre-service pro-
fessional education course requirements by providing opportunities for
observation of exemplary teaching and participation in classroom environ-
ments. Model Laboratory School also serves as a dissemination and training
center for many instructional programs;

The physical structure has laboratory or modified laboratory facili-
ties in each room where science is taught although it does not have such
facilities available as a greenhouse;_ planetarium or animal _rooms. TWO
environmental study areas are available--one within walking distance and
the other is the university's_ 1800 acre outdoor environmental education
center located in the Appalachian foothills. Students are transported
there two times per year. Students inbiology_presently tour the green-
house complex located in EKU's College of Agriculture and, once the univer-
sity's planetarium becomes operational, the staff and facility will be
available for use by our students in both earth science and physics
classes.

Enrollment is open to all students and, to avoid an elitist image; all
student names are placed on a waiting list; The student population drawn
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is composed of 50% EKU faculty children and 1,0% _community-at 7latge

children. Each group is further divided evenly by gender._ Class size is
generally limited to 60, although this number varies slightly from class to
class.

My classroom is traditionally rectangular and only 24 feet x 35 feet.
A small office and a storage room are on one side with a bank of windows on
the opposite wall. Narrow laboratory work counters are located along each
side wall and drawers and cabinet space are located below the counters.
Each counter contains sinks, 6166trical outlets, and gas hookups,- Large

laboratory tables are clustered to accommodate groups of four students.

Two other large cables _in_the center of the room provide dissemination
points for materials _WhiCh are not normall: found on shelves. This

arrangement provideS for easy- student access and mobility. A typical
demonstration deSk is on the blackboard end of the room and a microscope/
speciMen cabinet, shelving and work table are located at the opposite end.
A large fresh -water aquarium is in the room entryway with shelving on the

Wall above and cabinet space below. I even make use of the ceiling; it

becomes a bulletin board and student projects are suspended from the light

fixtures as well as from the ceiling. Posters of current interest are
attached to the corridor walls outside of the room.

Our old science program was one based on the_ principles originally
established by projects of the sixties such as BSCS Biology and ESCP
Earth Science; It was inquiry oriented but was beginning to show signs of
a more textbook-centered_approach on my arrival ih_1980.

I do not view this "Creative Inquiry - Based- Science Program" as new but
rather as having evolved froth the:original inquiry program since inquiry is

inherent in Model Laboratory school's total science program. A recent
addition incorporating creativity, brain hemisphericity and developmental

psychology into _the tUrritUltit came about probably because of my own

research and training in these area It seems apparent that students were
enjoying science, but, with this newly incorporated understanding of the

laathi4g process, I feel students will learn and have an even better exper-

iencein the science classroom.
The move toward teaching from a developmental psychology perspective

began with middle school science students in 1979 when Dr._Michael Wavering

was hired as a Physical Science instructor._ When I was hired in 1980 as

Earth and Life Science instructor, I introduced brain hemisphericity and
Creativity and continued the teaching style introduced by Dr. Wavering. I

am not sure that this program should be termed sudden or new. Our creativ-

ity-based program was just_a_different approach.
OriginallY,_I learned inquiry teaching through NSF sponsored insti-

tutes and through texts which promoted this learning process: Later, our

instructors gained their background through coursework and classroom teach-

ing The current creative knowledge aspect was gained through
classroom teaching experience and course work as well as through informal

conversations. I have always believed that a classroom should be a_place
of fun. Obviously; a classroom where lots of activity goes on is going -to
be more enjoyable than one where only teacher_talk occurs_. Completion of a

course in creativity which emphasized brain hemisphericity congealed many

of my loose ends into a style of teaching which promotes creative, hands on

experiences as a good way for young people to learn.
Since the inquiry process approach was established from an equipment

and text point of view much earlier in the school's history, I simply came

3?
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in and altered the way events occurred in the classroom, Discussions
concerning learning theory and brain hemisphericity take place at the open-
ing of the school year. As events occur throughout the school year; refer-
ence is always made to correlate; justify or support the earlier state-
ments. Many project activities; field trips; and other events are
proposed; carried out; and related to earlier discussions and activities.

Model Laboratory School is strongly committed to the inclusion of
field trip experiences in appropriate curricula. Another committment--long
term in nature--is assigning a research paper on a controversial issue in
science. Students walk to the university library once a week to complete
the research component for the paper. The "creative snack", a day.set
aside each' nine week _grading period; represents wnat each younster learned
and is constructed of a "food stuff". It is simply a way of showing what
the student has learned and yet allowsthe students tohave a fun experi-
ence. The field trip component of the program is dependent on parent
volunteers. In addition, because Model serves as a teacher preparation
institution, pre-service education majors take part in many activities.
The administration encourages and supports all of the various activities
which occur in the classroom. In addition, teachers support the field com-
ponent of my program. Really, we support one i rother. Again; this is a
unique feature of our system which we hope to uemonstrate to teachers in
public school systems.

The Earth Science field-trip campout to Mammoth Cave could not occur
without parent assistance. And; parents are encouraged to join in other
field-trip activities as a matter of personal interest. Different parents
do volunteer their time to accompany the various groups and a lot of good
public relations is established with these_well organized field experi-
ences. Universitystudents help as well. Because ofour situation/asso-
ciation with the College_of Education, I use pre-service education majors
in many areas--both field work and formal class involvement. Although
these students' attendance is intermittent, my students feel free to work
with them whenever they are present.

OUR PROGRAM

Students and the activities they complete are e focuS of the pro-
gram. Instructional methods--laboratory sessions; stu nt centered inquiry
discussions; student presentations; teacher led discus ions, media presen-
tations; and library research with panel discussions and other reports-vary
and students express_ satisfaction. In fact, they report that the class
time passes too quickly.

The syllabus with many- of those_appropriate activities completed for
each course is provided below; the list is not inclusive. Students. are
informed at the time the syllabus is distributed that it 'is only a guide
and that we will generally follow it in the order suggested although
changes may occur.

Students generally work in pairs or groups of four. Materials and
equipment are readily available and once objectives and the procedures are
understood; students move on into the investigative step. Some class time
is usually provided for students to complete their laboratory reports.
These reports follow scientific format; BUT students are encouraged to be
creative in how they fill in the format skeleton.
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Many special activities which students enjoy take place in this class-

room. The controversial issues paper challenges the students to carry out

library research and then pt their findings on paper_ in a logical manner.

Although it is a different type of assignment; students often return to

indicate their appreciation of the required research and specialized writ-

ing in a science class. Field trips are an important part of_the curricu-
lar activity for each academic area and are scheduled to coincide with spe-

cific classroom activities.

Goals for the Science Program at MOdel (not in order of priority)

1. Foster positive student attitudes towards science
2; Develop scientific literacy and openmindedness
3. Develop an understanding of the nature of science
4. Develop skills_in the use of the processes of science;
5. Develop_ logical reasoning through the

use_of laboratory experiences which pose questions
students must solve and not merely confirm what

_
has already been done.

6. Develop_ knowledge of science subject matter
appropriate to cognitive level:

7. Prepare the student for further study of science_
at the college level; careers in science; and related

fields.
. Give opportunities for participation in
in independent research

9: Encourage creativity in the_sear-ch_for new
solutions to both new and old problems.

Students discuss futurism in the area of genetics; alternative energy

sourcesiiand current societal issues. Sometimes these focus on anticipated

changes based en_priCir changes. Biology students also investigate what

pond water is all about. This ecosystem is examined macroscopically;

microscopically and froth a chemical analysis perspective. Students_inves-_

tigate the plant community in several ways: quadrant analysis and

interpretation is based on their field experience at Maywoods; photosynthe-

sis and osmosis are investigated in particular_ laboratory experiences;

plant growth is examined in two specific units; and animal organization and

function are examined during a six week dissection unit. Earth Science

Students investigate erosion_thrOUgh use Of_streamtables. They investigate

air; earth and water heat hOlding potential during a meteorology unit.

During a geology unit; they use crayons to investigate how rock types form.

Students get a better understanding of density; both in ocean water and in

air, through a MOdifiOation of the colored solutions activity found in the

ESS curriculum.
gStudents complete a controversial issues research paper and; althOu h

I request that they not take a stand; _I believe after they pursue both

sides of specific issues they are forming specific opinions. At this point

in their. lives I believe it is important that they be able to sort out the

facts in issues and therefore approach complex situations with an open

Mind. Career awareness is dealt with in a_Special manner. Although spe-

cific questions concerning careers are_handled as spontaneously as they are

raised; I also take tame to deal with careers which require course work

39
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completed in are4s of science and math. FurtherMore,_ last year an EKU
Biology Club.stuaent attended each class and discussed science and math

from an utidergaduate student's perspective. My students were very recep-

tive; they asked many good questions.
,
Earth Science students deal with energy and space-age technology con-

cerns; These concerns are raised during usual topical unit, and at other
times when they might have newsworthy significance. Biology students typi-

cally raise questions of concern during_topics such as genetics, medicine

and related technology, or evolutiOn. However, because of the discussion

nature that the classroom atmosphere provides, students might raise an
important newsworthy point and Spend most or at least some part of a class

period on it.
Although a syllabUS is provided each student at the opening of each

school Xleari_I feel it is more important to leal-n that with which we deal

than COver all the infOrMatiOn. This allows for flexibility since we may
not cover_ the topics exactly as listed. However, all topics covered are

dealt with in a hands-on approach where students are actively involved.
The_t6PiCS are Scientific in nature; but we try to deal with these as they

reflect upon us in our present lifestyle;
StUdents.are continuously being confronted with situations which -cause

them to make decisions: They are formulating a philosphy of _life' that
ultimately affects their community through the decisions they makeiNnOw--as

Well as those they will make later. They see ancrfeel the importance of

relevance: Last year our student council surveyed students on how the
courses relate to their future and on a scale of -1 to 5 (with five being
"always") 64% of students in BiolOgY rated_ a 4 or 5 while 44% of earth sci-

ence students rated this a 4 or 5. Science is not approached as a

"detached" segment. Ratheri it ig_taUght as an integral part of a young
persons life and that it_plays a significant role inshapingvalues:

Recognizing that individuals are indeed different; many assignments

have options. FaikthekthOke,incompletes are given at the end of a grading
period if diffiCUltieS are identified and an incomplete will alleviatethe

concern. _I hold many student-parent-teacher conferences where the student

is a the focal point of the conference; In almost all cases, I refuse to
discuss student progress with a parent unless the youngster is present to
participate in the discussion.

The creative projects place great emphasis on individual Student

achievement and student participation and Oerformance_is_ excellent (See the

December; 1982 issue of THE SCIENCE TEACHER, "Trimming the Creative
Tree.") Completion of the laboratory manaal is also an individuals attempt
at creative expression of what went on in laboratory investigations

This creative inquiry- based science program is founded on established

learning theoryprincipldS. NOt only does it support the four areas of
developMent psychology, but it has a specific_componenthased on brain heth-
isphericitY. _Our SOCiety haa been tatightfrom a "left-hemisphere" approach

entirely too lotig. I am not advocating that we ignore the left hemispherei
insist that the right hemisphere is important also and educators need

to begin educating the total brain;
I believe the emphasis is on the student--not on the content. BecaUS6

I do riot believe in the "covering" syndrome; I_ tell -the students that the

syllabi are guides and not edicts. As noted; -the syllabi presented_to stu-
dents display typical content areas one -would expect to find being dis-

cussed in any Biology or Earth Science class. I believe that the differ-
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ence (from the norm)_ is that MY students are approached in another
manner -no- content is- "essential;" but rather students need to be assisted
in rational understanding and dediSion-makingprocesses, They need oppor-
tunities to become scientifiCally literate and be able to discuss, manipu-
late; research, and obSerVe. Any content area will assist them in this
manner.

Students play an important role in my classroom. Once the syllabus is
established showing general direction for the year, students can offer sug-
gestions. An example is B.W.'s suggestion that we invite his karate
instructor in to diSCUSS acupunctUre. The topic will be inserted in the
animal diversity unit and correlate with development of the nervous system:
Acupuncture_ also is included in our controversial issues research paper
list. It is not uncommon for students to suggest that we do a special
experiment which would enhance understanding of a specific lesson; Such
Spontaneity adds zest to classroom life and a student caused change in the
original lesson plan may be to the teacher's advantage; Teachable moments
should be prized! Students frequently make suggestions and if at all pos-
sible; we honor their requests;

Evaluation of any program is very important in order to assess the
program's success as v:eIl as the success of individual students. Gener-

ally; student evaluation is considered in four areas: _1) Quizzes._ Seien=

tific literacy is sought through student-generated wordlists. Students are

expected to be able to spell define and use each of the terms in a sen-
tence. 2) Creative projects. Students_ construct a model, write a poem or
narrative; or do something concrete which demonstrates what they learned
during the grading period. They also produce and discuss with the class a
food product WhiChrepreSentS what they learned. 3) Laboratory books:
These -are examined for scientific literacy as well as creative expression;
bUt they must follow a scientific format; 4) Participation; It seems rea-
sonable that if students are expected to be doing Science in your class
that you give them credit for their efforts.

Students also get to evaluate the course and me at the end of_the
school year; Although this record does not go down in-official files;_ I am
plwed with student perceptions of what and how "things" occur in -my
classroom: Obviously; I have some rough edges; but also consider that
each individual student may perceive events differently from his neighber.

Program success can be measured in several ways. :Oneimp?rtant Cri-
terion is reference to the increased numbers of students eIe:.:tingto take
the next level science course Offered. ItiSSignificantalthat Chemistry
has gone from one class per year to two Additionally, physics enrollments
also haVe increased so that the. course is offered eachyear. These enroll-
Ment diffe-enteSrepreSent 33 and 50 per cent increases; respectively._

Matitrit in an inquiry oriented classroom requires organization. A

level of tolerance for a large amount of student activity is essential and
noise level in the classroom obviously spills tint into the corridor at
times--so do students! Student evaluations demOnstrate that they aren't
sure that I always do have control; however. On:-the other hand, preservice
education observers indicate that they see _a great deal of intellectual
freedom with recognizable control of -other behavior._

Student scores on the Comprehensive_ Teat- of Basic Skills (CTBS)

demonstrate their high Acadethie ability. _Their scores average above both
the state and national averages. Many students receive fullacademicscho-
larships at major universities; many students are cited in the Presidential
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Scholarship program (any student with a 27 or higher ACT score_qualifieS);_
The 1982 graduating class had five of these_tecipienta._ Thd class of 1983
has two National Merit Scholarship Semifinalists; a number consistent with
recent graduating classes. It is fair to conclude that_ourstUdents are
academically well prepared in general terms and that they detonstrate a
high rate of success in college.

Because we as educators understand more about learning_and patterns of
learning; we ought to provide students with as many varied learning activi-
ties as possible. This _implies that our teaching_ strategies will likewise

be varied. The strategAs employed at Model_ Lab School include, laboratory
experimentation, discovery approaches, discrepant events, questioning

styles, slides, filmstrips;_ film discussions,_ Student reports; creative

projects and discussions, _library work, panel discussions, field trips; and
guest lecturers. A varied style of teaching demonstrates to students that
the_classroom does not have to be the "Sate old thing" day after day; They
tend to stay tuned in for longer periods of the time this way;

Instruction is student oriented with me as a facilitator and with stu-
dehtS_the fotal pbint. If students are performing lab exercises I attempt
tb_raiSe questions which make them think about what it is they are cling
and why they are doing it as they are:

A visitor might observe a teacher doing a variety of things--all
related to the inquiry approach to learning. For example; the teacher
could be assisting students in a model building activity by asking diVer-
gent and appropriate convergent questions; employing better wait -time than

perhaps the average teacher; involving the classroom students in the activ-
ity- -not just talking about what could_happen; and listening to students as

they deliver their presentations on their creative projects. Whatever it

is that a visitor sees; I assure you that it will be different from the
teacher and classroom of traditional lecture style!

The administration encourages teachers to develop innovative teaching
techniqUes. They support activities which encourage student understanding
of concepts. Examples of this support include recognition and support of
the extensive field- trip program instituted at Model in the Earth Science
and Biology programs.

Students receive administrative support and encouragement as well.
Excused release from school is authorized for attendance at western Ken-

tucky University's Science Career Days; Kentucky Junior Academy of Science

and the Louisville Science Symposium. Students receive excused absences to
attend other science related activities held on the EKti campus.

Many-of the written materials that I use in my classes were written
with specific inquiry_processes_in mind. I have activities organized for
both Earth Science and Biology classes. Packets written include field trip
activities for Maywoods_EnvironmentalEducation Center; Red River Gorge and

the Cincinnati Zoo. I have put together a packet of investigations used by
students during a_SiX week dissection unit which traces animal development.
I also have assembled an investigative plant growth and development;unit.

Earth Science students have many activities which allow them to inves-
tigate maps and the process of map making, astronomy; geology and_forces of

weathering and "erosion; Laboratory investigations from several sources
have been modified to be more inquiry oriented.

Audio-visual productions are incorporated into units as appropriate.
The Search for Solutions series is used extensively. The Shell Film
Library; Bureau of Mines film library and Modern Talking Picttire Service

ti
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are sources of free films used. Because of my personal travels, I have an
extensive slide collection upon which I draw.

Outside speakers are invited in to discuss selected topics and to work
with specific groups of students. An individual will be discussing acu-
puncture with biology classes and two or more EKU biology club students
will again address my students on the importance of high school science and
math courses for most careers- -not just to become a scientist: The stu-
dents are also informed when the Audubon Wildlife Lecture Series is availa-
ble on campus; Activities are scheduled on a weekly basis and students
know in advance how they may schedule their time

Students complete the ESCP Contour Map Model activity learning more
about the meaning of contour lines; Once students understand the concept
of slope as provided by contour lines; they move on to an activity inter-
preting National Park topographic maps; Student groups rotate from table
to table investigating specific features of each area. Once they have com-
pleted this series of activity sheets we have a map interpretation discus-
sion. Then; student pairs construct a 3-D map representing a landform from
a contour map. Each pair of students makes it three dimensional using
cardboard strips; colored construction paper and glue. Throughout this
time; students have access to their text; a U.S. government publication on
topographic maps; and a slide presentation which_I_ made based on tours_ of
the Wisconsin Highway Department and the_ map making section of the U.S.
Geologic Survey. In an activity such as this, students make many decisions
about how and when to do:the activity.

I attempt to slip into a new unit with a hands-on activity which can
be referred to throughout the entire unit. This promotes high student
interest; student motivation heightens and we're off. Throughout a three
to four week unit students will be involved in a variety of activities- -
lab experiments; student projects; library work; discussions; films; and
slides; At appropriate places; students organize their own list of terms
which they consider important; I assist them in the process but do_ not
direct. They do remarkably well highlighting significant terms. In fact;
sometimes they insert_ words which_ _I would not. The day before a quiz,
which is geared toward scientific literacyj we have a "bowl" contest or a
modified "ball _game." One thing is certain--if the class isn't any fun--
orat least enjoyable, it will be considered as "boring and too_long" by
all of the students. Furthermore, the teacher's opinion won't matter.

EVALUATION

Students understand that I do not believe in memorizing facts and
tests which measure this; Furthermore; I don't believe in tests. Quizzes
in my room are used as devices to encourage scientific literacy. Each
class makes up a word list; terms which they believe are important based_on
our discussions and activities._ It is usuallylimited to twenty words.
Students understand that ten of these terms will be orally provided and
that they will be expected to spell, define and use each in a sentence.
Definition sentences are not totally acceptable; they understand that I am
interested in their use af the term in asentence. In this manner, the
quiz takes on a very personal approach; they can alter the sentences to
their understanding and I discourage dictionary or glossary memorized defi-
nitions.
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One component of how my_students are evaluated concerns participation.
I believe that if a student is going to perform in inquiry-oriented activi-
ties that some credit needs to be_granted for their involvement, I con-
sider much of this classroom particpation as part of the decision-making
procedures parallel to those decisions students will make in later life.
How students perform on quizzes and complete their laboaratory write-ups
also involves the decision making process._ In fact, each student has to
decide whether or not to complete any assignments. All of these factors
result in some kind of teacher evaluation.

Although- student achievement on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
(CTBS) has not improved significantly since those students who are involved
with the creative inquiry based program have been tested, it is important
to note that the science test scores have not declined. Less formal evalu-
ation methods include attitude surveys. Comments from the School Climate
Survey and scores on the Student Council Faculty Course Evaluation Instru-
ment reflect student satisfaction; Parents also reflect positive comments
based on what they hear from their younsters;

The evaluation component of the program involves examination of four
areas with an attempt made to balance right and left brain components;
Although a true balance is probably not attained; giving students credit
for being creative is an improvement over traditional evaluation; The
creative projects, of coursei are the highlight of each nine-week period!
Given the opportunity to be creativei my students have demonstrated tremen-
dous talents. Fortunately; many of these talents have_been captured on
film and have already been shared with teachers through conferences and
journal articles.

Teachers are evaluated on performance in several areas. Because of
Model Laboratory School's association with the College_of Education and the
related work with pre-service education majors as well as an extensive in-
service program for practicing educators, it is expected that each teach-
er's program will be exemplary; It is further expected that teachers will
work well with both the students in their charge and other faculty members.
Teachers are expected to eep current in their respective fields of exper-
tise by attending and participating actively in state; regional and
national conferencesi and completing university course work.. Finally; con-
ducting research and writing articles for publication is another category
considered -in -the evaluation process.

Many decisions at our school are formulatedithrough sharing ideas dur-
ing committee work and policy is generally _made on consensus. We have
recently completed a policy manual which delineates 'how management will
take place. It is revised annually_and teacher input ',is requested. _The
staff and administration are currently working_on a curr.culum handbook as
well; Our administrators are active professionally in\organizations of
their specialized fields; Because they believe in the importance of pro-
fessional involvement; they encourage and support their faculty to be
involved as well;

Curriculum materials are selected by department committee or by the
individual teacher. Although academic freedom is honored, unusual requests
are made with combined faculty-administrative input. Our school has an
in-service committee composed of faculty and administration. Some sessions
are organized by the administration, howeveri most are organized with com-
bined effort. Teachers_ participate in many special programs and confer-
ences at other institutions and are given release time to attend.
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A tremendous change which occurred this year was really_ appreciated.

The administration accepted my suggestion and found it feasible to offer

the three sections Of Biology in themorning. My preparation and lunch

period then_ precede my two sections of Earth Science. This move facili-

tated both hoW students could begin classes (more punctual) and how Ijelt

(less rushed). The atmosphere is more relaxed. I am allowed time off to

attend professional meetings; I am encouraged to lead workshops_and_diatUS-

sions at meetings; I conduct research; and I write for professional publi-

cations.
As money for more equipment and materials becomes available, I

would anticipate establishing a program with even greater emphasis on

hands -on activities: I hope to continue emphasizing the creative project

involvement and divergent thinking. The student who cannot think will not

succeed. As long as inquiry is demonstrated to -be a vain-A commodity and

students are encouraged to take risks, they will continue to develop pat-

terns of thought consistent with their environment. In order to demons-

trate even greater relevance; I would_ like to write some moral dilemma

situations and have students interact with their peers over the concepts;

Our planet is a fragile sphere. Emphasis_ supporting this premise is

continually made in both the Earth Science and Biology classes: Students

discover this in some laboratory_experiences, on field trips; through class

discussions; and by observing_media presentations; I believe students find

the science emphasia at the ninth and tenth grade to be fun and a continua=

tion_of their earlier science experiences: Because they do not experiende

the "only good science course is a tough course" attitude once they get to

high school, I believe they continue to feel good about science and con-

tinue to enroll in science classes beyond the minimum requirements.

THE FUTURE

The science program at Model will continue to emphasize principles of

inquiry learning: Perhaps it is slanted_toward_creativeexpressionism more
than the normal inquiry_program but I believe_that each teacher is going to

put his personal stamp on the program. I would like to think that the pro-7

gram would continue to emphasize- knowledge and learning methodology based

on current brain research. Individuals come and go; but hopefully good
programs withstand the test of tithe.

If the program continues to reflect the idea that science is fun and

relevant, students will reflect this through conversation with both parents

and peers. _StUdenta tend to discuss two aspects of education- -the very bad

and the unique. Allowing students to express themselves in creative ways

encourages risk- taking and uniqueness. I believe this does something for

Self-concept enhancement;
Another benefit to be attained by an improved inquiry program is our

department's ability to project an image that these ideas work; Public

school teachers will observe our strategies and classroom atmosphere during

in-service sessions and positive changes_ are more likely to take place.

The fact that our students are successful academically and also like what

they are doing speaks for itself while supporting inquiry teaching and

learning.
As I refledt back over 13+ years of teaching science_ in public

schools; I see many areas where I have not changed dramatically. On the

other hand, I believe there is one area where I have moved 180 degrees. I
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have always heliejed in inquiry as a process_ And that students learn best

by doing manipulative activities. In my eczly yeara_of teaching, I never

got to the inquiry for I was too "hung up " -on having students memorize

fats as they were doing activities. They did not rebel. In fact, I have

been lucky in that my students have alwayS appeared enthusiastic about sci-

ence; but Lcould tell that they resented memorizing those fact.

I further believe that I have alwayS held_the personal commitment
that students are important--with them the job of teaching can be pleasant

or unpleasant; But without them; there is no job._ Why not make it a plea-

sant experience? Additionally; when Students enjoy what they are doing;
they too; perform in a more satisfactOry Manner.

Teachers should continue to _PrOMOte the concept of student learning

through inquiry processes._ They should promote student involvement through

project completion and other activities; lecture and reading
class periods should be diSCOUraged. Let your students know why you are

teaching the way you ate.
Because_ the ClaSSibbit atmosphere changes in an inquiry program; the

teacher needs to be able_to jaandle the changes on an individual basis.

Students are not aWay8 in their seats; the noise level rises; and the

activity may spill Out into the hallway In fact; activities may occur

throughout _the building as the need arises: This will require that manage-

ment techniqUeS be developed and that students understand the expectations

placed on them. An inquiry program requires a lot of trusti_not mere

faith! And, I have faith that I can make it happen. If I wanted the pro-

gram to fail I would remove all opportunities for students to express them-

selves creatively--in written reports; in presentation and in classroom

participation; I would force students to _complete assignments which

demonstrate little or no relevance. 1 would give pop quizzes; I would dis-

continue hands-on; inquiry-type activity sessions. I would lecture and
insist that students write notes all the time I would not show slides or

films or allow students to play instructional games; The room would appear

sterile; no creative projects would be attached to the ceiling or be sus7

pended from light fiktUreSAnd the creative snack party would be eliminated

from the curriculum. The fun would be gone--and so would I.
An edUtatOr becomes involved with many individuals whose cognitive and

creative abilities extend along a continuum; It is necessary to recognize

where each student is located along this continuum and to assist them in

the attainment of a higher level; I view my responsibility_in this process

as that of a facilitator; Motivational; hands-oh Activities, concrete in

nature; will be helpful in this assistance. A humanistic attitude which is

warm but firm; and yet which allOWS for_freedomHof choice is necessary for

a student to a sense of worthiness. This freedom with guidance
will lead to a i_sitive affeCtiVe behavior, reduce discipline problems in

the classroom and lead to an improvement in the students cognitive abil-

ity. The bottom line fOr the above paragraph really says-- Kids come in

all sizes; shapes and Abilities. Work with them so they can feel good
about themselves AS they grow and develop; If one expects improvement; one

gets improvement.
BecAUSe teachers tend to teach as they have been taught I believe

active in-service is needed; I believe summer programs where practicing
educators are enticed back to the classroom and actually do the activities

lead to success.
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My advice is this--only those teachers who see benefit in the inquiry
program should change their programs- -the skeptics establish programs in

name only but usually do not apply the philosophical principles Once a
classroom teacher establishes the program; it too can become a model for
other science classrooms in the building and school system. A teacher who
believes in the program will allow it to be successful; whereas the teacher
who is "forced" to adopt it will surely sabotage it

I believe teacher personality is a significant factor in the success
of an inquiry program. Teachers must be willing to share authority with
students for what will happen in the classroom. The ultimate responsibil-
ity must still rest on the teacher; but "freedoms" are important.

A new teacher should be Selected for employment because he or she
meets several qualifications. I believe that academic preparation is very
important and that course work should be distributed over both the life and
physical sciences as well as the humanities. This breadth in preparation
should allow for an understanding of environmental issues and consequently
the instructor can speak intelligently to most _issues_ when necessary.
Furthermore, this academic preparation should allow_ the instructor to

develop a feeling for society and the impact our techhology has upon it.
Some articles in What Research_Says to the Science Teacher have pro-

vided support for what I do in my classroom. Attendance at NSTA conven-
tions has helped me_to be current_ in science education. The exhibits in
computer technology have been particularly good for learning more about new
technology and its classroom application. I attempt to provide ideas as
well as reo:,,ive them.

I was asked to chair a Teacher Shop Talk Session at the 1982 MAPS Con-
ference (Kentucky Association for Progress in Science); I have also been
invited to speak before student groups on the EKU__campus in various Curri-
culum and Instruciton Department classes; i.e.; "The Inquiry Approach for
the Gifted /Talented Studenti" "Creativity as a Motivational Factor;" and
"Who Is This Man--Piaget--and How Do His Ideas Fit in the_Inquiry Program?"

Each member of the science teaching staff is a member of_NSTA and
therefore receives the appropriate grade-level professional journal,
Teaching tips and specific information provided in each issue is examined
for possible incorporation into our teaching situation. Members of our
department have been contributing authors of articles in their areas of
expertise. I_believe we_use these journals as one method for keeping us
current in science education.

Several individuals have inspired and encouraged me in my development
as a science educator. Mr; Jack Curnow; my former high school science
teacher, continues to serve as a mentor; friend and colleague. Dr. James
Raffini; University of Wisconsin-Whitewater; assisted me in development of
a humanistic and humane way to meet young people and their associated prob-_
lems; Completion of his course "Disruptive Classroom Behavior" provided
academic support to a method of teaching and an attitude toward young peo-
ple that I believe I intuitively held. The late Dr.__Robert B. Sund's
belief in young people and their creative talents as well as his .)11iiosphy
for living set an example for me to follow. Other University ,f Northern
Colorado_professors_who have helped shape my teaching philosophy include
Drs. Leslie Trowbridge; Jay Hackett, George Crockett and Richard Dietz;
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EARTH SCIENCE COURSE OUTLINE 1982-83

Date Content Typical Learning Activities
Semester I
Aug. 16-20 Intcoduction 1) Box Mystery (an investi-

gative activity
of several boxes)

2) Creative Cartoons
depict sudent under-
standing; displayed from
the ceiling)

23-27 Landforms 1) Students listen to Landform
30-9/3 Model tape set and complete

an activity sheet
Sept 7-10 Maps and Mapmaking 2) ESCP Contour Map Model

investigation
13-17 3) Topographic map inter-

pretation; investigative
worksheets on national
parks

20-24 4) ESCP_Stereogram Book of
Landforms

5) Construction of 3-D
topographic maps

27-Oct 1 Weather 1) Group construction of a hot
air balloon

2) Loft helium filled
Oct 4-8 balloons

12-15 3) Work with various pieces
18-22 T.. of meterology equipment

4) Model home construction
and heating efficiency:

5) Plot tornado paths_
6) Plot hurricane_paths
7) Record and_predict weather

25-29 Astronomy 1) Mobius strip to demon7
strata universe goes in
all directions

Nov 1-5 2) galaxy model construction
ESCP

8-12 3) galaxy card kit
15-19 4) Constellai tube

constructiG
22-24 5) Spectroscope -vestsa-

tion
6) Telescope investigation

and preparation for day-
time_ and optional study
of the night sky

7) Planetary_chart comparison
29-Dec 3 Crustal Forces (Part I) 1) Wood block_crustal plate

investigation
Dec 6-10 (Plate Tectonics) 2) CEEP_Seafloor Spreading

model investigal:ion
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13=17 3) Eruption of a volcanic
island arc_system
(plaster-of7paris model)

4) rlotting_volcano_and
earthquake activity

5) Map construction of
Pangaea

.

6) Faults and folding
simulation

Jan 4-7 Earth Forces (Part 2) 1) Streamtable investigations
10-14 (Erosion and 2) Ice cube glacier
17-21 Weathering) investigation
24-28 Rocks and Minerals 1) Streak test investigations
31-Feb 4 2) Hardness test investiga-

tions
Feb 7-11 3) Mineral/rock investiga-

tions
14-18 4) Crystal growing investi-

gations
21-25 5) Rock simulation (crayon

fragments)
28-Mar 4 6) Periodic Table investiga-

tion
7) Flame Test (ion investiga-

tion)
Mar 7=11 Earth Structure (Soi:.) 1) LaMotte Soil testing of

samples
21-25 2) soil sturcture (sieve and

particule size investiga-
tion)

28-31 3) Soil saturation investiga-
tion

4) Soil box construction
Apr 4-8 Oceanography 1) Coriolis Forces

11-15 2) ESS colored solutions
density lab_

18-22 3) Plbt ocean depths in-
25729 vestigation

May 2-6 Kentucky Landforms 1) Graph profile of_state
intersecting lines

to get a "feel" for the
9-11 state's relief)
12-13 Closure Activities 1) Cartooning "What You

NOW understand
Earth Science
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Chapter 4: InqUiSitive Chia(S:
An Inquiry Program for Primary Students

By

Judy Holtz

Westchester Elementary_Sth6O1
_12405 RoyalPalm_BlVd

al Springs; Florida 33065

The primarily middle -class population of Coral Springs supports good
education programs and is equally critical of those -of which it does not

The community is growing rapidly; due in part to the high quality
of education offered by the schools in the area. This city Of 100,000 has
few commercial areas and; although most wage earners commute to other
areas; this is a community with high involvement in many areas of concern
and action; education among them . Many of the teachers live in the immed=
fate neighborhood and programs taking place in the schools are well publi=
cized in area newspapers. It is; indeed; both a_community and a school
where an enriched science program must be taking place. These parents are
concerned with science literacy and many students are likely to choose a
science oriented career.

Westchester Elementary;_a ten year_old school with forty teachers; hal

800 students in grades kindergarten through five. The budget does not
allow for a__Stiente tear Jet so that responsibility lies with the classroom
teachers. The academic program is excellent and the teachers and adminis-
trative staff are of an exemplary caliber, Teachers and administrators put
in many hours of work beyond the school day insuring an exciting experience
for students at every grade level; A science room was provided but_is used
now as a general classroom instead. We are in the process of_ establishing
an Outdoor Learning Laboratory area; funded by a mini-grant; where studentS

will participate in environmental activities. Thisi_again; is being done
by classroom teachers rather than a_ science specialist. There is much
pride shown by both the staff and students and parental involvement is very
high.

Our_studentsi generally frOM affluent families, are -predominantly
white and represent a broad range of ability. _Reading levels range from
pre-primer one to fOtirth grade level in our first grade class and math ler:
els_are about the Same. The children are very eager to learn and have a
good attitude toward education; a reflection of home atmosphere and posi-
tive school experiences. We Lre proud of our annual PTA supported Science
Fair because Many students participate and our district entries do very
well: Much interest in research and problem-solving has been generated by
the fair and students love the awards provided by the PTA.
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4 OUR BEGINNINGS

My old program did not include a deliberate inquiry approach ;; Alt-
hough the Health curriculum for the district does include hatching chicks
as one suggested activity, up until this year our first. grade had not
hatched chicks, nor had it been done; es far as we knew; in the school pre-
vious to this time. In fact I had not done any animal behavior experi-
ments. Most of the inquiry in my classroom consisted of activities in the
area of physical science and plant activities; Actually; my old program
consisted of many activities and; reflectively; a number of inquiry activi-
ties which I did not recognize as such at the time; 1 also relilTd more
heavily than I do now on textbooks far guidance as to what_method to'use in
teaching a concept; Most of my guidance usually led to "right or wrong"
questioning rather than true open inquiry as I now believe it should be
done; 'Science was taught as more of a separate content area and not as
much integrating was done as I no.. feel is best for students.

'Even though my program was not as good as it could _have been; I did
have considerable freedom as far_as how to_teach. For instance_ I used a
different text than the district because I felt the children needed a more
challenging program _than the_one adopted at that_time. Most teachers, me
included, followed the_general_district rule requiring all children to have
60 minutes of science instruction each week.

While Ijelt capable and comfortable with the old program, I sensed we
needed something_ that would stir the childrens' interest and help them
learn investigative skills. The children needed to learn how to identify
and solve problems and use more skills in data collecting; Graphing,
observing and other process skills were not central in forming concepts
relating to their environment and students were not aware of when they were
using their skills;

We were involved also with a creative writing program and I began_see-
ing science as a good _way to help the children use investigative skills
while providing a good "research readiness" program;_ complete_ with composi7
tion skills. Science was to become one way of .pteaching basic skills such
as reading and mathematics in our elementary scheol. I_felt children could
be more stimulated to learn and enjoy the excitement stirred by inquiry.

It all__ started with apples,_ bandaids,_and an antiseptic that didn't
work. Dr. Nancy Romance, Broward County Science Supervisor, introduced me
to the joy of teaching science through problem-solving techniques; Nancy
encouraged me to go on and find why the antiseptic didn't work while shorw-
irg me how to gain value froth failure; The children may not have learned
what I intended from that experience but I am still learning from it
After her orientation, it seemed that with every activity I did with my
children; I wanted to do more; It became such an enriching and rewarding
experience that I wanted it to be better and better_and better,

My joy about science as inquiry_ and my_ realization of t need_ for
change in my classroom came about rather suddenly through a course which
changed my rationale for teaching and my philosophy of learning. Dr.

Romance, the instructor of "Teaching Elementary Science" at Nova Univer7
sity;_shared many delightful experiences she had had with her students and
showed projects and materials produced by seventh and eighth graders; many
of which the average student could not do until college; The high level of
knowledge achieved by some of these youngsters was astounding;
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Even in a school district with 8000 teachers, Dr. Romance_has always
found time to encourage me and serve as a resource person for all my_activ-
ities and is the individual ftom whom I learned inquiry teaching and -prob-
lem solving techniques. She also has arranged many workshops including
one by Dr. Milo Blecha of the UniverSity of Arizona. Dr Romance_has been
the force behind most of the Science groups anc organizations in the county
through which I have met many- other science teachers_who answer- my ques-
tions;- stimulate mei and even loaned me a chicken brooder. When Iran into
a problem about an egg weighing less on the 15th day than the 10th, she
provided suggestions leading_to explanations. TO this day, she continues
to be -a great source of inspiration.

Dr. Blecha gave me the idea of using chicks for experimenting and
taught me inquiry techniques. My first grade team-mates made the whole
program even more fUn when_we all hatched our chicks and they donated them
for the experiment. I dad many pothers who volunteered their time in my
Classroom helping children with the lessons for the chicks; Donna Stull; a
teacher at Hallandale High School; loaned us a chick brooder; a piece of
equipment essential for any activity of this sort and not standard at most
schools. Last; but not least; were the joyful faces of delightful children
giving me the only reward I really needed; They and their chicks are the
real stars of this program.

After 1 learned how to use a number of teaching skills through- parti-
cipation in workshops; teachers who participated with me in the hatching of
chicks learned with the children. We used books from the media center and
films from the county film library. I also was inserviced in creative
writing by Clarice Lynn; a tea Cher_ at my school;- and used_many of those
writing. techniques in doing creative _writing and composition activities
related to our "Inquisitive .chicks." Now that teachers on my grade level
have experienced tO program and been involved in watching the progress of
the thitkS and the children they seem to be considerably more comfortable
while teaching science with an activity approach:

My actual change took place over a few years_ of gradually_learning
how children learn through inquiry and discovery; I tried many science
activities in my classroom and had considerable contact with secondary sci-
ence teachers and supervisors; These experiences and contacts inspired a
constant updating of my_teaching skills through college courses and inset-
vice courses; The more I used these new techniques the more inspiration I
had and the more creative I felt.

In changing my classrooM,_ I wanted to design an activity_from which my
children could learn skills of problem identification and solving, measur-
ing and graphing, and Language _Arts. Along with this; I wanted them to
have freedom and control over their own investigations: Students were to
be ftedtO try what -they pleased and to find answers to questions of their
own. They were to decide what direction the class would take;

My classroom has individual desks for each child; The room is

arranged so that there are eight centers of activities; One is a science,
center where there is always at least one inquiry activity for the childrea
as well as books; filmstrips; microscope; and other science materials. The
classroom is equipped with a sink but no other_lab facilities. The walls
are covered with colorful backing paper and bulletin boards are all around

the room in every available space. Science project displays Of class
activities are displayed throughout. These show how the children use dis-
covery and inquiry to learn a concept. The other learning centers include
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reading, mathematics, art, writing/spelling; manipulatives; library;
listening, and directed reading;

"Inquisitive chicks" would not have been possible without our princi-
pal, Dr: Loretta Smith; who allowed the chicks to remain in the building
for an extended amount of time and frequently brought visitors to the
classroom to oserv2 the investigations; This allowed the children to get
feedback from outsiders and answer their questions; Many times the outsid-
ers were skeptical of thq chicks' capabilities; providing children with a
chance to "prove" how smart their chicks were

The Fort Lauderdale News and the Fortim newspapers are very eager to
report the news of our educated chicks; They have done very nice pieces
where the children were featured with the chicks and a good explanation Of
the program was summarized. Such community support is a very important
aspect of our program. Parents were very much involved with the lessons
for the chicks. They helped the children write their observations and sat
with them while they trained the chicks.

GOALS AND ACTIVITIES

I want students to use investigative skills and to recognize how vari,
ables may affect the outcome of experiments. I also want children t4
recognize that all individuals are different; In doing the activities;
students make observations of their experiences; record'them; and compare
data with others; Conclusions based on data are formed; Then; language
arts skills are used in expressing ideas; Students recognize that learning
is the outcome of a process and can relatc that learning to their role in
the environment and appreciate natural phenomena. I want students to
appreciate the value of science in our society and desire to learn_more.

I want students to begin noting that motivation is a factor in_learn-
ing and that individuals_learn at different rates. When another inquiry
activity is introduced; the children should be able to do more independent
investigations, form_questions to be answered, form hypothesis, and take a
greater part in the development of procedures used to solve problems.

"Inquisitive chicks" begins with children choosing a problem and using
inquiry for observing, data collecting; analysis; and solutions; Students
cooperatively decide what they will do with their chicks and then design
and carry out the experiment; The chicks are their charges. Students work
on their own or in small, cooperative groups and are free to do investiga-
tions they choose; As students work, their perceptions of the investiga-
tions are accepted and not judged right or wronj.

First students hatch _chicks while comparing the development of the
embryo_to descriptions in books. Studentsi_ in groups of_four, _then deCide
what they want to do with the chicks -and began planning and doing the
actual investigations. Noting results and making_conclusions from the'data
lead to graphing and recording data. After experimenting the children dis-
cuss whet happened and we decide how we could show other people what we had
learned and concluded.

Students learn that some chicks; lik people; learn at different

rates. The students who teach the chicks that do not learn are not disap-
pointed in them as _I had expected; The children whose chicks do learn the
appointed task don't brag about it or try to make the others jealous or
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feel inadequate. I feel very, good when I see my students growing in

emotional maturity. As they see the role of motivation in chicken learn-
ing, they also come to see how their own motivation affects themselves;

By being a behavioral experiment the program teaches how behavior is
altered by motivation. The chicks adapt their behavior to eat and; when
the chicks are not interested in eating; thc, children withold food for a
few hours, controlling the environment. The children learn how to develop
alternatives to situations; This program not only develops student under-
standing of individual differences and rates by seeing that some chicks
learn and some do not; but of the chicks that learn; all take different
numbers of lessons:

After the first year program was finished; I found out about :4 little
egg farm which we could have visited and will with our next year's class;
Many egg farms do not have fertilized eggs;' so it can be hard to find them
in some regions; Certainly; other areas have. magnificient potential for
field trips. The Broward County Media Productions Department photographs
our material makes filmstrips for us. It was difficult to find _a
developer; but we finally found one that would develop and process the
filmstrips at a reasonable price so that each had to pay only $3.00 for
their own copy.

Althotigh no _textbooks are used_i_I_do use the directions_ from the incu-
bator on how to hatch eggs. The children also compile -a list of resource
books -used including: Window Into an _Egg, Geraldine Flanagan; The Little
Red Hen, Paul Galdone; Wait and See, Gonstantine Georgiou; Egg to Chick;
Millicent E. Selsam; Chicken Little Count-to-Ten; Margaret Friskey;
Katies's Chickens, Nancy Dingman Watson; Chicken Licken; Kenneth McLeish;
and Horton Hatches the Egg; Dr.; Suess; Films which students like
include: The Red Hen An Egg Becomes a Chick Chicken Little; Chicks
and Chickens; Eggs to Market.. The films and books review concepts
already taught rather than being a primary teaching resource.

IN OUR CLASSROOM

fnquiSitiVe _chicks integrates Language arts; math, and science
skills fOr abOut 1_0 hours per-week for a two and one half month period.
During this time Childten'incubate eggs, number them for turning and turn
them four times a day. Each chick is .marked with an identifying color on
its wing feather and eacheggjs numbered 1; 2; 3; 4 around the middle to
facilitate turning; Students arrange for the :iistodian to turn the egg:: at
night and the teacher takes'them home over the weekends. Children are very
concerned that they might break an egg; The whole class researches how the
egg is developing and keeps a Iist of all observations. They write a brief
statement on a chart as development proceeds. Students weigh the egos;
record the data and think about the data. When children realize that the
eggs are lighter on day 15 than day 10__they are asked_to make up explana-
tions. After weighing_the egg again; "Were the hypotheses correct ?"
students observe hatchings and write creative stories_ such as 'il'w I Would
Feel in the Egg -on the Twenty First Day" or "Getting Out!"

Students also record how many days are needed for incubation and make
decisions about what they want to do with the chicks. Last year, my class
decided to teach them colors, since, of course, the chicks were in school%
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Soi they made a school for thechicks and prepared colored boxes. The
class was divided into groups_ of four children, each with a chick. The
children named the chicks and each -small gikoup decided what color they
would teach their chick. Each_group kept.-records in their own folders.

To teach color to the chicks students put _three boxes in the,school;
the correct_box has food. Chicks are put in_the box and allowed to eat.
The lesson lasts about 15 minutes and the students withhold food until the
lessons are over for the day. These lessons go on as long as needed or
desired. Our students spent two weeks last year, but seven weeks this year
on this activity. When the chicks are being given lessons, the children
are responsible for putting the chick back into the brooder and cleaning
theteaching_ box for the next group. This year, students worked in groups
of four, -each group deciding what their chick should learn. Two days after
the chicks have hatched the children, as groups; have generally decided on
en experiment._

Day 1 - Teacher will write; Chicks (can or cannot) learn because...
The children answer this question and give support with some facts they
have learned about chicks during the unit of study. Their hypotheses are
collected and put in a book; Each child will read his or her hypothesis
and be able to compare it to the others.

Day 2 - The children paint a box where the chick lesson will _take
place. We have six different colored construction paper boxes with doors
in the sides.

Day 3 - The children,_ in groups of four with their thick, design a
scheme to teach their chick 'n "school ".school". They have to learn hew to
teach a chick. They put_ food in the correct box, put the chick in, and
allow them to eat. it does notgo to the correct box, it iS put in
again. This process is repeated until the chick learns. After the lesson;
the children write observations describing the behavior of the chick.
These are kept in a folder.

Day 4 - This is a repeat of Day 3. Most of the chicks are not inter-
ested in the food and ire not eating; At a class discussion we will decide
how to solve our new problem. Last year we kept the food tray closed until
the '-hicks had their lessons.

Day 5 - Same as Day 4 and we continue until the chick learns.

During the hatching students make one book based on_their background
information of how the chick develops_inside the_egg and another book_of
diagrams showing the development. _Student_record books show their results
of each lesson and include the number or lessons given to each chick, the
task -being _learned, and how many lessons it took chicks to learn. Data is
compliled_ from_each group of children and put in chart and graph form.
Because there is a high involvement of parent volunteers; the lessons are
able to take place concurrently during the reading time;

Students draw graphs showing how many lessons eaEh chick was given and
how many lessons it took to learn the task; Students review the results
and write -their conclusion as to whether they think chicks learn and why.
They must include a bibliography from our list in the library. A class
experience chart is written at the end of the experiment to record proce-
dures used for the experiment and students also make a filmstripabout how
the chick develops inside the egg. This filmstripcaninclude_the_content
children learn and individual conclusions indicating that motivation,is a
factor in learning.
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_Students name the chicks; decide what to teach the chicks, and design

and build the school for lessons. Students also make observations each

day, write their own hypotheses; make diagrams of the chick development,

and carry out the lessons for their chick.

When there are problems the children try ta StilVe them themselves and

discuss among themselves the possibilities of solutions. Kathryn Drake;

another first grade teacher; did an experithent to find out which cereals

chicks like best; Her class learned chicks over- whelmingly prefer oatmeal;

So my children decided that they would use oatmeal in the lessons for added

motivation: Perhaps if a number of different activities for experimenting

with chit:ks were outlined and given to teachers, they may have a source

from which to choose and guidelineS_tO follow. It is not hard to do and

has marvelous results. All the results are recorded so that ea--11 class may

share them; Each year; as_neW_Studenta do this activity; they may choose

something else to do with_the chicks. It will be that class's decision.
The content emphasizes how a chick develops in the egg and stu-

dents are taught what faCtbra need to be present in the incubation and how

this compares with natural incubation. Then; as each day passes; the chil=

dren learn thrOugh observation and reading how the embryo is developing.

The facts are written on a chart and displayed in the room where it can be

observed and reviewed. The children also learn that a chicken is a bird

and, learn _the characteristics of that animal. They identify other animals

as being _birds and listen to various bird calls of_SOUth Florida. As a

review, the children make a filmstrip with each child producing one frame.

This filmstrip teaches others how to incubate and hOW the chick hatches

from the egg: The filmstrip is photographedi_ processed, and given to each

child as well as shared with other classeS. Ond filmstrip is placed in the

school media center.
The children won a "superior" award for th" Westchester Elementary

Science Fair and won first plaCe in the Eitoward County Science Fair in the

category Class Projects; Life &ciente. The project was also awarded run-

ner-up for best in show. _many of the children entered posters in various

contests and won indiVidUal_priZes Six of my children also won prizes_for

individual entries in tt-e Science Fair; And; not only do they do -well at

fairs; last year my students were one year above grade level_dn the Cali-

fornia Achievement Test. I also evaluate their problem §OlVing_skillt by

their perforManCe in subsequent inquiry activities. EVidente of achieve-

ment is evident in students interest in science and a short achievement

tes:.. On this test fifty-five percent of the children understJod that food

was the motivating factor that affected_ the chick_ behavior. Five percent

attempted to provide a rationale as to why_§oMe did not learn the color;

The child's participation in the entire project is used to determine

success in most instances. A good inquiry teaching tool not only helps

children find answers; it also stimulates more questions and motivates
additional problem solving as a result.

After completing_ this program, students better understand_ problem

solving techniques and Ate able to pursue questions raised by their own

activities. I hope more interest will be generated in Science:and Science

teaching so that elementary school classrooms can see more inquiry teaching

in the future.
No budget was provided for this program but- it is very_ inexpensive.

Eggs are $5.00 a dozen and brooders are about $50.00,="00.00 Through inser-

vice arranged by Dr. Nancy Romance Science SuperViS_:, and Jim Carswell;
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Curriculum Planner; I have shared this program with other teachers in the
county; state, and nation.

As our program changes; we are emphasizing more problem solving and
inquiry. In the past year I have used this method where I never had before
and I have found that much subject matter is easily adaptable to this
method; particularly as I became more familiar with questioning techniques

With the excitement generated by this program and the interest
shown by _supervisors and the general public; other teachers have become
interested in the techniques. I intend to continue using it in my inser-
vice presentationsi as it has already been presented locally; at our Flo-
rida Association of Science Teachers Convention; and at the 1982 National
Stience Teachers_ Association meeting. It is my hope that some of those
individuals use this_ program in their own schools.

Teachers provide the materials; resources; and facilities necessary
for the students to perform lessons. They also arrange for parent volun-
teers to help children with lessons and provide Observation forms so that
the children can make observations and record them quickly and with maximum
ease:

The teacher's role is to act as a consultant to the children; helping
them locate materials such as films, books, filmstrips, and magazines di:raj=
fable in the school and community about the hatching of thickg. The
teacher should lead informal discussions with the students to assess how
much the children know about how chicks develop: The teacher should also
raise questions about what students see; how they think it is happening,
and what they think will happen. Discussion usually reveals that they know
nothing about the subject and provides an opening leading to background
information needing to_be covered with the students doing as much of the
research as_possible. When asked how big they thought the chick was at the
beginning of incubation; students may guess as_big as the egg itself. They
envision the chick fully grown,_waiting_for the time to appear._ By asking
questions such as "How big is it?" and "What does it 166k like?" the chit=
dren have questions to answer and begin to find out other information and
make guesses about what is happening each day. Wheh_eValuatihg the
grass of children; the teacher should assess what needs the children rave
and provide for them to become better educated in the area where z need
is shown.

The teacher must model Inquiry techniques: Students must find out
rather than be told and must ask questions of the teacher and other stu-
dents. _They should be willing to risk a guess and recognize mistakes with
Allinformationnoted and recorded for future reference: Students should
AdVisetheteacherof materials needed and feel free to do self-initiated
investigations. If a "question arises; the teacher must not answer or eval-
uate it; she should help -the children search for answers. When doing this
activity with young children, they may not _yet be prepared to pose the
problem themselves, they may need help. Inquiry methods range from teacher
posed questions to complete freedom for the students to pose_ their own
questions of interest andpursue the topic: The teacher must aid the StU-
dents in the procedures for investigation in order to teach them how to use
inquiry. By repeatedly dealing with different curricula in this manner,
children will grow into expert problem solvers of the future:_

The advice I would give to another teacher is; learn along with the
children; let them know your hypotheses; as it is fun for them to find out
you don't know too. They feel more free to investigate rather than to give
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the right answer when they think you don't know it and you are learning
with them.

If I wanted to make my program fail I would tell the children_exactly
what they should do or simply teach outcomes rather than how to identify,
investigate, and solve problems.

A new teacher should have knowledge of good questioning_ techniques_ and
be willing to let the children do activities rather than be told. They
should have a background in scientific process skills and what they are and
should_have used them in some way during their undergraduate work.

The skills of inquiry _teaching should be included in undergraduate
work for Elementary Education certification_ and more school districts
should be offering_inquirytechniques through inservice.

Through workshops, I learned inquiry techniques. I also have learned
by giving workshops to other teachers and found many using the approach in
their classrooms. I plan to continue giving these workshops in the future
so that teachers may share these experiences with their children: However;
I do feel teachers should be paid for this kind of training: Perhaps some
extra funding could be made available for those elementary teachers who
would like to develop their expertise in problem solving and inquiry.
Through bringing in outside experts from colleges, we could have a good
inquiry program throughout the school districts of our nation and thus make
more students able to use inquiry.

Other than those awards and recognition given to me and my children
through organizations; the intrinsic value has been to see children learn
on their own and discover new relationships among_the world around them.

In addition_ to _winning awards we have had articles in the Forum
Newspaper and the Fort_ Lauderdale News, Miami Herald, and Quad City
News. We have letters from the Attorney General of The State of Florida,
Senator Lawton Chiles, and Education Commissioner Ralph Turlington. Recog-
nition from the Broward County School Board and the Florida Association of
Science Teahers Outstanding EduCator Award; 1982; have been most memorable;

From Science and Children I have adopted army good ideas for my
classroom: I have also had an article published in it; I feel it is

important for classroom teachers to present their ideas to others in the
science education community. From other teachers I learn of childrens'
needs and how I might meet them. This is professionalism in action.
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Chapter 5: Science Projects Seminar

By

Ann Justus

Camelback High School
4612 N: 28th St:

Phoenix; AZ 85016

Camelback High School serves northeast Phoenix; a community of middle
and upper-middle class population. However; the school district has an
open-enrollment policy which allows students to attend any school; a policy
resulting in a considerable influx of students from other areas. The stu-
dents' needs and abilities have dictated a strong academic_ program stress-
ing preparation for college. While student population in our area has
decreased our enrollment has been rather constant around 3000 because of
increased numbers of out-of-district students.

Parents and community strongly support the school philosophy and pro-
gram._ This_support, a qualified faculty, and an efficient staff have
helped Camelback High School earn the reputation of being an excellent
schooleven though in the past two years three schools in the district have
been closed and litigation is forcing one of the inner city schools to be
reopened. This has created growing tension among students and faculty as
involuntary transfers appear likely:

Our students in grades 9 through 12 are served by 150 faculty members,
11 counselors; and 30 staff members. The original buildings are 30 years
old and several new buildings have been added as needed. The structures

are typical desert, pre-energy-crunch, styles_ lone,_two-story, one-room-
wide buildings, each room opening outside and with wide overhangs protect-
ing outdoor lockers. All rooms have many_ windows. There are two newer
science_rooms, seven original ones, an inadequate portable building; and a
too-small greenhouse. Laboratories are satisfactory and well equipped and
the atmosphere is generally academic with pleasant stucent-student and stu-
dent-teacher relationships. Although only one year of science is required,
75% of our students are taking two years of science.

OUR BEGINNINGS

After special education for low_ achievers was state-mandated, there
was increasing recognition of the need to_provide_special education for the

gifted as well. The state Department of_Education had set standards for
the gifted_and, _ten years ago, the_district recognized that there were a
considerable number of students being neglected. So; when the district
initiated a program for gifted students, each school chose a plan to best
meet the needs of its students. This was a new program for the eleven high
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schools and each developed a unique approach. At Camelback four teachers
and a counselor determined that we needed four independent study__ seminars
as an appropriate beginning. Science was one of the seminars. We Called
it "Science Projects Seminar."

When I first was asked to attend a meeting to discuss the possibility
of gifted classes I assumed nothing would come of it. The following summer
we had a workshop to plan the seminars for the next year. It was rather
sudden to me because I did not expect it to actually happen. When it hap-
pened; I had complete freedom in choosing the objectives and 8,_tivities of
the Science Projects Seminar and I did so with considerable input.

My initia] inspiration was the challenge of developing a new program,
a program with no precedent in our school; It was also an inspiration to
have this expression of confidence from the administration; Many of my
ideas came about in a series of workshops; although I have gained several
useful ideas from journals such as The Science, Teacher;

Many ideas came from the counselor in charge of the gifted; a person
who was a constant source of help with enrollment; budget; and encourage-
ment_ as was the_science department head who helped me establish the class
in the science_department. On other campuses the gifted program frequently
was separate from all departments--a separation which is not optional, in
my opinion. _Many members of the science _faculty were helpful with equip-
ment, expertise, and ideas. Even_my husband was helpful running errands
and providing understanding that developing The Science Projects Seminar
was not an easy task.

A preliminary workshop just prior to the opening of school established
goals, objectives, and initial plans for the gifted seminars. The seminar
itself began with five or six students and grew steadily as gifted students
were identified; The first year was difficult for me as well as the stu-
dents; We were all frustrated by the unstructured independent study; they
wanted me to tell them what to do each day and I wanted to tell them; But;
making their own plans was an important part of the planned program so I
persisted. Needless to say, most of that first year was spent doing what
they_already knew how to do--literature research and report writing. I was
bored; the class was dull; lifeless; and not capitalizing on the real
excitement of science and research. Soi Ilaegan encouraging and rewarding
laboratory research. I have continued in this direction ever since.

By the fourth year several students had projects entered in the
Regional Science Fair. Although the results were not_great, a second and
fourth place, they did provide an impetus for some students. Truthfully, I
was often quite unprepared to help them with their presentations but, after
the first effort I realized; as did the students, that my students could do
as well as what we saw at the fair; I also realized I must emphasize
research specifically leading to projects for competition; This was the
point where I finally let go of my ties to the traditional structured class
and became more willing to give students the freedom necesary for truly
doing science research. I also realized that I had not let the class
become different enough to_warrant its purpose. If the students were not
having a unique and_special experience then they were not making the most
of their talents and the class and I had failed._

As a result of my ideas leading_to changes in class structure, in 1976
we had better results at the fair with one_student winning first place in
his section and a four year scholarship to the university. The next_year_a
student won the sweepstakes and we found the great reward of attending the
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International Science and Engineering Fair where he won three awards. That

momentum has continued into the present Science Projects Seminar. Still,

experimental research is not required but is strongly encouraged.

I developed the Research Projects class by trial and error and consid-

erable literature research and study. Our workshop_ material made many
references to gifted student§ which I found useless. I knew what they were

like and their characteristics but, what I_didn't_know was what kind of

work to have them do. From the beginning changes have been constant with

some being made on an intuitive basis; some_ based nn student suggestions;

and some because a change was obViOUSly needed. I was fortunate in having

a broad background in the sciences, bUt I_Still feel quite unprepared for

some of the things students choOS6 to- study. When I am at a loss; I look

elsewhere for help. I even hired my daughter to write a math and computer

unit for the first year.
For several yeaiS seminar teachers had one less class and two prepara-

tion periods to enable a more reasonable operation of an independent study

group. During that time, I taught three advanced chemistry classes and the

Projects clasS. Fbt the pas` two years; though; I have had to give up the

second preparation- period and teach another chemistry class. I consider

this a _removal of support and lack of recognition of the excess work
required Of extension and serious laboratory work. For several years alSO

there_ was a small budget for the entire gifted program because of state

Aid, but now that has been reallocated. The class is supported only from
the science budget and subsidized by my time after school hours and on

weekends.

OUR PROGRAM

Science studentS need to understand theregularity_of nature and how

these regularitieS are observed, explained,expIored,and measured. Stu-

dents must underStand the workings and nature of science. It is important

for young people to recognize the pervasive role of science in our past,

present, and future development and the effects of science on progress and

human endeavor. They need to know the scope of Career_choices in science

and technology and recognize that they will_eventua_l_ly inherit the respon-

sibilities of sustaining and continuing the ''good life" they now have. Not

many will become scientists but they undoubtedly, be confronted

with decisions of a scientific nature WhiCh they -must make with knowledge

and reason and an understanding of their own emotions:
Science literacy is a_ key to making these decisions. All students;

including the college bound; need to have as good a preparation in science

as can be given. This_is not_jtSt content;moreimportantIy; they must _be

able to use-and appreciate science. Students learn and become more profi7

cient in selecting and directing their own study; _in keeping records, and

keeping up_ with new developments. Students share interests;_ ideas, and

problems with a group and then apply concepts to problems they_have_identi7

fled. Researching the scientific literature and writing a technical report

emphasi68 the diversity and complexity of science.
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SOME GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE SCIENCE PROJECTS SEMINAR

GOALS: To provide experience in self-selected and self-directed
science activity.

1. To encourage students to engage in research at their own
levels and to develop self reliance in pursuing individual
interests.

2. To promote activity in a) applying concepts from regular
science_classes to other situations, b) more in-depth
Study_of the concepts_from science classes, c) exploring
materials not used and ideas not emphasized in other science
classes, and d) use of specialized science equipment.

3. To establish methods of record keeping and presentation.

4: To maintain an atmosphere of interest in new developments
in science and technology.

5 To encourage the sharing of interests, ideas and problems
with a group.

6. To provide an opportunity to explore science-related careers.

7. To encourage participation in science competitions.

OBJECTIVES: The nature of independent study precludes a definitive
listing of object:Yes. Activities will be so devised
and directed that a portion of these performances will
be included for each student. The seminar activities
enable students to work independently as they:

Choose and cooperate in planning a program of study.

2. Show active continuity in a chosen study program:

3. Devise laboratory experiments, collect data and
present results in writing (and orally to the group
if of general interest.)

. Show skill in use of specialized equipment.

5. Demonstrate proficiency in use of the computer
and programming.

6: Research the literature for selected topics to a
suitable degree:

7. Participate in group activities of common interest;

8. Make evaluations and judgments based on appropriate data
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Present final results in writing and to the class; 3nd
through competition

The class has_high ability freshmen through seniors; many gifted; but

all with a special intereSt in science. Students may take the class as

many years as will fit into their schedules although; in the ten years of

the class; only two StUdehtS have been in the class a full four years.

Many students elact more thah one year though; The class usually numbers
around 20 and student attitudes are positive because they likeNthe freedom

and scope of a small and somewhat unstructured class; They feel special in

the class and have considerable intellectual freedom to pursue their own

education.
Some students spend a moderate amount of money on projects; _but most

rely on what the school can supply; If special equipment is needed, thdh
students must supply the funds; This is one of their choices.

Students in the projects class experience a considerable range Of peer

interaction and levels of ability. With freshmen to_seniors; unusual work -

ing conditions; and a climate of increased personal responsibility, many

positive interactions occur.
At the beginning of the year we go through a decision -making process;

Several local plans for future develOPMent_are presented, placed on a large

city map; discussed and then voted Oh. The students have been designated

to vote as teenagers, senior citizens, business men, cacti; air; water;

farmers; desert; or any other variable which makes sense to them. Each

states his reason for his vote -- bringing up many science-related problems

and issues. ISSU6S that are in the news at the same time get special

emphasis. This feCUS on social issues and careers is a way of getting the

class to work as a unit and getting some issues in front of students. No

other specific emphasis is given to careers although an occasional film Ot

speaker provides awareness of a particular occupation. I_dohope they are

seeing a happy eager; and professional science teacher all the time.

Science as Inquiry is the major activity and purpose of the class: As

students pursue their chosen study and begin_to focus on a specific prob-

lem; each develops a unique process to fit his problem and purposes; This

is one of the most valuable learning situations students encounter in the

class. When a studeht_beginS to analyze data or interpret what he has

found; he faces the reality_Of what he has actually learned or gained and

what it means to himself and society. True inquiry usually starts at this

point.
Scientific- research and inquiry is problem-centered and flexible. The

variety -of probleMS students choose to study usually include some -that are

of_ local relevance. For example; a student studied the effects of formal-

dehyde on rats after learning of the problem with insulation in a new hous-

ing development; Students often study themselves and peers through beha-

vioral projects; Last year there were two such studies, one of which won

the regional sweepstakes and au international award as well.

Other studies are sometimes directly related to improvements in the

human environment or people in general. I like to think all science

:-osearch is working for the bettermeht of people through increased know-

ledge. Regardless of the nature of the project, individualized instruction

is central to independent research and study and students must plan their

own goals and work SehedUldS. I at available to advise but I rarely insist
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if a student rejects my help. I keep reminding them this is their big
chance to show what they can do. In tiis way; all project work is indivi-
dualized and personalized.

Students often begin working in cooperative small groups. These
groups frequently break apart and students become more independent as their
studies develop. One group remaining this year is three_students remodel-
ing a hovercraft in a cooperative effort. Students are_free to _work alone
or together; on whatever project; and to the depth they desire. AS a

iesult; students are able to work at their own level, in their own way much
as developmental psychology _would demand._

Students select a _study of particular interest,- plan the work, and
carry out literature and/or laboratory research. In the process they make
a lot of decisions. Students who_enter _a satisfactory project in the
spring Science Fair make a grade of K. During the research process content
suitable to the individual studies is; obtained and used. For example, if a
student wishes to use the computer teen he must learn computer rules, lan-
guage, and use. Not all students will he involved with any particular con-
tent.

Every book and article.I have read about "how to do an experiment
or project" states that the study and research must come first; I agree
with this from an intellectual view poi -L, but students do not always have
enough background, confidence; or attention span to do this. I have found
better results by using the "hands-on" it even if it is unrelated to
what eventually will be done. So; I do not require that students carry out
extensive study before beginning experimentation. In fact; I urge them -to
start some kind of work as soon as possible _because I_ have found_this
builds confidence and gives them something to do while they are getting a
focus on the long-range study.

The relevancy and success of -the program depends on the relevancy of
the choices students make for their own studies. If they won't choose or
choose a poorstudy_I try to guide them in another direction. their

freedom of choice keeps the students going and the program relevant;

Before each class I read weekly reports. Five are turned in each day so
this is an easy job and I can stay caught up; During class I am most often
conferring with students; checking what they are doing; getting equipment;
teaching how equipment works and is used; or teaching techniques such as
making solutions; I also look at and discusss computer programs; look for
the locker keys; make lists of supplies to buy after schooli_and help clean
the rat cages. Sometimes the trivia of showing a student how to put the
camera on the microscope or going t, the storeroom drives me crazy. _But,

they all need to learn. After class I collapse! Fortunately I have lunch
just prior to this class so my energy is high even though the seminar fol-
lows the_four morning chemistry classes.

Eachday twenty students check in at my desk in the lab and begin
their work. Sometimes we meet in a group for announcements and student
progress reports or to see a film. This year, typically you would see
three boys rush to the auto shop to continue work on a hovercraft they are
redesigning. Three students may be tending to their cats and several more
are standing in line to talk to me; Others are tending fish before going
to the library or preparing their log for the week. Three students are at
the computers while the remaining students are working at assorted pro-
jects; Two are arguing, It does seem that I have more than twenty stu7
dents most of the time I also am constantly trying to find something and
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to do three things at once but I love it. I encourage_students to devise
equipment and make-do with what we _have. So, a visitor may see usual
things -- such as a large_rubber raft (from state_surplus) being cut for
the hovercraft skirts. This 4 x9 ft. craft is taking a lot of time. Once
projects are underway students don't want too many demands on their time,
so one day is similar to another. It seems like the shortest period if the
day to me and them. This pattern continues throughout the year

OUR GENERAL CALENDAR

Sept: Several days of group activities to get acquainted;
Define the area of study;
Outline a plan of work;
Get equipment ready and start research/experimentation.

Oct: Select two projects from the spring fair to enter in the
Arizona State Fair youth competition. (Not the Science
Fair)

Nov: Assign Space Shuttle Competition for semester exam.
Have several discussion sessions_about past competitions.
The class had a winner each of the first two years of
competition.

Jan: End of semester. Some students leave, others enter.
Feb:_ Learn results of Space Shuttle.
March: Participate in Arizona State University Engineering Design

and Testing competition one Saturday.
April: THE SCIENCE FAIR!

I am a resource person for students in the process of planning and
defining their work. I set the requirements for evaluation; read and react
to their weekly reports; and constantly try_to find ways_ to iinprove the
process. Students usually prepare their own lab materials_but_I often must
help students_ make contacts with resource people outside of school. I take

full responsibility for care and use of expensive equipment. The projects
class uses a typical chemistry_ classroom, adjoining laboratory and stock-
room. The projects_are crowded on stands, in hoods, on counters, and just
everywhere. The animals- -rats, mice, frogs, fish and newts-- take up con-
siderable space but all science facilities are available to us; Since all
science material and equipment are available for student use; the science
faculty is obviously cooperative in lending equipment; We have an unusual
store room of "collectables" since I am not the only beach comber or pack
rat on the science faculty; Dangerous chemicals are in a separate stock-
room under my control, however. We are very crowded and equipment is

stored in cupboards in the lab. Students are _allowed access to equipment
after I have established their knowledge; skill; and awareness of safety
factors. Tools; cameras; _microscopes, and expensive_ equipment_ are kept
secure_and_undet_my control as well. Students must clean up and put away
as_needed for, if the_chemistry classes are to be in the lab the next day,
all counters must be left clean and clear. I also do considerable clean -
ing, though. Tidiness is not one of the virtues of this class but it is
obvious that this is a room where much is done and acomplished. We really
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need an animal ,:oom, a more suitable greenhouse and a darkroom. I don't
take responsibility for everything, though. Students are encouraged to do
extra lab work after school to extend their experience and they take con-
siderable responsibility for their own learning.

EVALUATION

Students are evaluated on how well they meet their responsibilities in
choosing work of a suitable level; and how they plan and carry out their
work; turn in their record book weekly; and maintain serious and mature
behavior; Each week students complete a self-evaluation sheet and I add my
evaluation; If we differ in the evaluations a discussion of the reason
follows: Grades tend to be very high.

I was surprised when I realized a few years ago that students have
never been in a situation where they can fail without severe consequences
of some kind. High level students rarely fail at anything, especially
routine lab work, and they begin to relax when they realize that failure of
an experiment is not a personal failure. Actually,_ am primarily inter-
ested in how they_go about the work and not the individual outcomes when I
evaluate their efforts.

I try to avoid telling a_studenthis idea is not good. Instead since
self - evaluation is a critical goal, I try to turn the discussion so the
student makes his own assessment and evaluation. I avoid answering certain
questions if I feel the student needs to make a decision: Excessive rules
and directions are avoided. Instead of giVing a negative opinion of a stu-
dent's poor efforts I suggest that the work may be too difficult for him.
This usually gets immediate improvement. I also avoid wearing uncomforta-
ble shoes;

Students evaluate their own understanding-of content and experimental
results as well as those of others. They seek to establish applications
and future developments and uses but their focus_ is always_on_thehere-and-
now and the personal._ This is important, for ultimately it is the indiVi-
dual student goals and needs that must be_met-- not those of the class.

During the first three years the seminars were evaluated with teacher,
students, and parent evaluation forms. After that time the seminars seemed
Well established and-I--have not conducted much program evaluation since; I

have not been given time or suggestions to do se but I do seek and listen
to comments. I would like more;

For program evaluation, surveys of past graduates would be very use-
ful: I du have some contact with past students and their evaluations are
positive; but I don't really know the value of the program to most who have
been in the class. I would like to know if the class was beneficial to
them, how it was beneficial, and what they think_would improve it.

A few years ago I felt high school research was of no value. Now my
attitudes toward student research, projects, and science fairs have changed
completely and I feel _it_adds an important and significant facet to a stu-
dent' s kno t hwledge. I feel that a research projec should not be an after-
school hobby-type activity. I once opposed science fairs because I had not
seen how important the experience can be to students. SuCcesful participa-
tion in fairs promotes the science program and provides recognition for
student success, not equal to sports performance in our school, but getting
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there. I now recognize a greater potential of the teenagers' contribution
to knowledge. Administrative support is very strong and very necessary.
Our administration allows the class to be held if 20 or more register and
they allow me to take trips which students win for us. That they are
pleased with the recognition and awards students receive is obvious, for,
when I ask for help I usually get prompt4 positive_ responses. The adminis-
tration helns with budget as well._ Our- budget needs are small but we truly
need flexiLility. Last year I applied for a grant from the Arizona Associ-
ationation of_ 'Gifted and Talented organization to purchase an old used water
hovercraft for students to redesign and fix up for land. rt had a-light
aircraft-engine, its own trailer and looked terrible. We were granted $390
to purchage the craft. It is keeping three students very busy thislyear -
and will be valuable in _years to come. The point is; some needs arise
unexpectedly and the usual, established budget will not allow these expen-
ditures. We frequently need hardward, grocery, and medical items right
now; we can't wait. An administration that recognizes this is a great nec-
essity,

The principal's door is always open; and he is easy to approach; He
treats teachers as professionals; He also takes his lunch with the teach-
ers; This is one of his greatest influences! Although t1 administration
is supportive and the class will continue with present goals' as far as I

can determine at thiS time; I see the class being dropped when registration
shows less than 20 students. Next year more may be required because of the
shrinking budget. Past successes do not mean anything when decisions are
made with numbers. I think the shrinking_budget will eventually eliminate
the class and twenty students a year will be deprived of. a valuable part of
their education -7 a part that cannot be replaced by_traditional classes.
Parents also are helpful and supportive although I find through the years
parents become involved only if they are asked. I always ask for help at
science fair time with transportation and I encourage students to get
parental help in tracking down magazine and journal articles at the Arizona
State University library.

BEGINNING A PROGRAM

Attendance at two workshops I hav held indicated teachers are interested
in student research. However, what I _have done cannot be done without a
class such_ as I_ have, Projects should_not have to be subsidized by both
teacherand student time If the administration does not allow time I see
no way for a teacher_to get involved, and no reason. If I wanted to start
this program in another school and, given administration, department head
and science faculty approval and cooperation and a teacher willing and
eager to invest excess time; these actions could get a class started:
1. Advertise the class pridr to registration; Make it clear

this class does not replace the regular science classes;
This is very important to prevent competition and
discontent in the faculty:

2. Canvass interested students.
3. Contact current science teachers for probable success of

interested students.
4. Select the least number possible of top candidates the

older the better for a start.
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5. If possible have prospective participants attend a_science fair.
6. Teacher (or teachis - ideal for team teaching) and students

should read one or more_books about projects to establish a
plan of action. Group discussions will_clarify procedures.
There is no best procedure 7 just one that works for a group.

7. Requ're a_permanent record book to be turned in weekly or
at some short interval.

8. Have teachei approval before work is started. Take
care with dangerous procedures.

9. Stress the_importance of background information and
assist with literature research techniques.

10. Good luck. (Kids will surprise you with what they can do.)
A strong science background is a must, not mastery of all subjects but

enough knowledge to know where to get help. Laboratory and research tech-
niques are necessary and use of hand and power tools is highly beneficial;
A new teacher probably should not attempt a class like this one although a
possible exception could be a teacher who had been in such a class before
or who had extensive research experience. Even though I have been teaching
this class for a few years; I need more and better introductory activities
for the first two or three weeks to ease the adjustment of new members. It

is easy for students who were in the class previously (they can take all
four years if they can so arrange schedules); but newcomers; especially
freshmen; need time to realize what is to be_done and to adjust to_the
less-structured atmosphere._ I also need more "how_to" books and articles.
Over the years I Eave collected single copies of very useful books and
manuals and have lost most of them. Since Ihave not used a check -out sys7
tem_books do gradually disappear. For example, last year an excellent book
on judlography disappeared. I rationalize that if a student takes such a
book he might use it but, I sure need them myself.

There has never been an aide for my part of the program; but one would
be highly beneficial. Originally there was an aide to keep track of place-
ments, supplies and budget fe the four seminars; She was very helpful
with field trips; letter an: ...e7ephorle calls. Increased planning/research
time for me would enable me to have more and better input as well. I have
trouble providing help and student needs for specialized studies. And;

increased planning time would; perhaps; enable me to be more innovative.
Sometimes I think innovation is inversely_proportional to frustration! The

pride and satisfaction I experience when _students enter competition,
whether they win or not, are extremely rewarding. I feel rewarded when a
student accepts a challenging task, completes it, and presents it for oth-
ers to consider or evaluate. When Students do in some recognition they
are amazed as well Their pride invariably results in greater maturity and
self-concept. This is a learning process not many high:schoolers experi-
ence._

It is rewarding to have students return after graduation to express
their appreciation for the class; I also find I am much closer to this
group than students in other classes and I try to keep up with many of_them
after. they graduate; Most of them were also in my chemistry class; adding
to ny understanding of them 'eas individuals.

There was a reward of sorts when a mother presented me with a.special
gift. Her son had won the_ sweepstakes with a_project 'involving_rats, many
rats, and she made a needle point -plaque with cute rats and the legend,
"The rat race is over and the rats won!". Other recognition has come in
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being named Outstanding Science Teacher of 1978 by the Arizona-Nevada
Academy of Science and Runner-up to Arizona Teacher of the Year in 1980, I
also have been invited to make presentations at four state conventions, two
for Arizona Association of Gifted and Talented and two for ASTA. Receiving
the Super Teacher Award given at the 1982 Senior Awards Program was most
gratifying as well. Professional organizations are also important as I

make regular use of articles and suggestions in The Science Teacher and
my copies are available for student use. A student recently began a plant
cloning experiment because of an article in TST; And; finally; NSTA; a
professional organization; gave me the opportunity to say all this; I'd
like to end as my program always ends; with student achievements;

STUDENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE PROGRAM:

1 state first place winner in computer programming
WINNER AT THE INTERNATIONAL SWEEPSTAKES in computer programming

* A sophmore who authored a textbook in_crganic chemistry
* 194 awards at Central Arizona Regional Science

and Engineering Fair
* 23 first places_in 7 SWEEPSTAKES which were then entered

in the International Science and Engineering Fair
* 7 International Science and Engineering Fair awards
* 10 academic scholarships to Arizona State University
* 1 semifinalist in Westinghouse Science Talent. Search
* 2 regional winners of Space Shuttle Competition
* 2 presenters at Army Regional Junior Science and

Humanities Symposium
of the top 6 winners of Science and Humanities Symposium

1 of 10 top Edison-McGraw winners for the United States and
Canada

* 6 science winners at the ArizonaState Fair
* 1 representative of Arizona at the West Virginia

Science Camp_
* 1 Earth watch winner for two weeks at an Archeological Dig

in Montana
* Many awards at the Engineering Competition Day sponsored

by the Engineering Department at ASU each year
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Chapter 6: Methods and Applications of Science

By

Lois S. Durso

Williston Northampton '*.-`fool_

19 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, MI. 'J1O75

Willistcx_ Northampton, an irtdependent school with 430 students in

grades 9-12 is .7tow co-educational. A merger of Williston Academy and Nor-
thampton School for Girls createt3 ti,r pt,crt :,itcol with its diverse stc.-
dent population One fourth of the .:.dents -.::-)Ine from outside of the
United States and the remaining:three-fr): :r.i-i represent 26 states; In gen-
eral the students are planning o attenc .cAlege after high scho,1I.

ltTLe school is led by Chr'itopher C. :ery, headmaster; vitt: deparaneat
heads and what must be a mole -or -less standard numl)er ofadminis-tative
support personal. Williston Northc:.qp:_on has an upper school of grades 9 to
12 and a middle school_ for grades 7 and 3. The campus includes several
buildings sad a great deal of space outdoors for spor;:s and other activi-
ties. The_ Arts and_Science_Suildips with attached green-bouse is near a
pond used for ecological' study by all of the biology_ classes.

Methods and Applications of seience, designed for non-science, mathe-
matically anxious students, enableS students to fulfill their second year
of science requirement--two years of science for gradua with one of
these being a junior or senior le el course; The course includes a wide
range of student abilities and into porates study of the interface between
science; the humanities; and society;

Methods of science was designed to fit the needs of students who
needed some science after biology but for whom a chemistry/physics sequence
did not seem _appropriate. We had \a course for lower _ability _students
called "Energy" but_it did not_meet the_needs of the brighter students7-it
did not challenge them. We felt strongly that this ncw _course; as well AS
our others, must reflect that science is something one does, not just read
about or listen to someone describe. __\

Teaching for over 10 years has allowed me to watch students while try -
ng to understand their sources of difficulty. Several workshops_ dealing
ith Piaget_ and the application of educational psychology to the design of

Curriculum have given use considerable insight into adolescents and how they
make up explanations of natural phenomena; Another source of inspiration
has been my own reading program of profesSionai journals; course books, and
other related materials. Conversations with some practicing nuclear physl-
cists also shaped my ideas; curriculum; and\insight into needs.

One of the delights of an independent School is that needs can be res-
ponded to immediately. I was _hired by Wil1iston_ Northampton School and,
after several_ discussions with the depart ent head; _John: Gow;_ it was
decided that I would plan and teach the net course. Mr. Gow and I diS-
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cussed the needs of the class; the_population which it was intended_and
some basic philosophy and methodology. After jointly planning the first
few days of the course; the rest of the course evolved over the summer and,
to some extent; during the year_as student interests were used in selection
of specific topics being covered.

John Gow's suggestions about methods, -his comments when he visited the
class; and his generally supportative attitude were powerful influences in
designing the course content_and methodology. I was also allowed consider-
able- freedom. My husband; John, a theoretical nuclear physicst, provided
his knowledge of science and sources of information as well as his on phi-
losophy of science and learning.

A% we wrestled with the need for the course we were making decisions
about methods of instruction to be used We wanted active student involve-
ment with both the materials and the methods used in teaching; As the
course was a new one and inquiry was the method, I often asked students the

use orNalue to them of some of the work done. Their considered responses
made the course their course as well as mine. Sciei involves an active
consideration of variables; decision making; and action. For our course to
be science, students had to be actively involved with the process; not
merely passive listeners;

The administration indicated their support by providing the opportu-
nity for me to work and by allowing for the creative_thoughts of myself -and
Mr: Gow to bear fruit. Our administration_is one that encourages profes-
sional response by expecting it. Without that support our task would have
been difficult.

An inservice program given in the school system where I worked sug-
gested the possibility of developmental (Piagetian) issues being involved
in problems with students. At the same time, I was taking a refresher in
educational psychology at Mount Holyoke College and became interested in
the 'results of how our students scored on a group of tests designed to 7-ear

sure students' ability to think on a concrete; transitional; or fc-mal

level. As I tested the students on these problems; I noted a strong_corre-
lation between their developmental level and their degree of difficulty
with the concepts I had identified as trouble makers. I became convinced
that I could offer information to students in more meaningful ways.

In a series of workshops using the Karplus Development of Reasoning
materials I found the Learning Cycle to be a useful model to follow. The

group at the University of_ Massachusetts then received a grant from the NSF
to offer a second series_of workshops, a full year program, in the applica-
tion of the learning_cycle and microcounseling techniques as well as synec-
tics and lateral thinking. I eagerly attended that full series of work-
shops._

The next project I worked on was another. NSF gran:-_; again at UMASS.
This time, as one of the staff; I worked with science teachers from _all
ove,- New England designing curricula in the sciences using these develop-

mental techniques and understandings. I feel that what I learned as a par-
ticipant in these workshops was instrumental in designing my cou es. Mr.

@ow attended the last workshop; Methods of Science; and I found Last quite

supportive. Now the grant money is gone and there is no further workshop
series. However; I am in a_doctoral program at the University and will be
pursuing many of the same ideas in my coursework.
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The purpose of science education is not to ignore science to the point

where it all becomes social studies: I structure the course to showwherei
how, and why science seems to be in conflict with societal values. While I

do feel that social issues result from the application of science, I am

very much opposed to the idea that understanding of how the natural world
functions should take a back seat to social issues. A scientist does not

need to be a humanist; but they are citizens and must be aware of the
implications of science: I think the important issue here is that the vast
majority of science students in high school will never go into science as a

careerthe c numbers I saw were that two percent of the population

earns 71.rey doing science. I see science education as doing two

things: pry ating the methods of science- as ways to identify and attack

problem, r issues and presenting science facts that can benefit or inter-

est the Int, idual.
Students need to know that they can think so they will be willing to

do so. They need to practice these skills so they can examine the ideas of
someone else rather than blindly accepting from whatever source shouts the

loudest. Science_says examine the facts, look at the evidence; then decide

what explanation best f4t.F.. This is more than science; it is the essence

of education.
T have nev..-:r myself as having science students; I have stu-

dents in a science class. I don't see science students or English stu-

dents, I see a group of minds before me - minds that will be affected by

many things iu their environments; I see a need and value for all students
to be exposed to the ideas of science experimenting, reproducing, learn-
iig falsi'ability; trying techniques--if only to gain an appreciation for

those thil4;s: I see learning as science and I want students to see what

they can learn just because knowing things is a good feeling and being able

to use the methods of science is -to their own benefit; They should learn

the methods of science_ and how they compare to those methods used in the

humanities. They shOuld learn about the universe and about where science
may directly_ affect_their lives; how science and politics or society go

together. Above all, they should learn to identify; attack, and solve
problems relying on their on ability to think and to know when and how to

find help.
In general, our students are of high academic ability but somewhat

anxious about mathematics or simply oriented toward mathematics or soi-

,et:e as a career; Several students have been on honors status but most are

not Last year; with 19 studentf., 11,3thods and Applications was a large

class for our school. Our students ranee from middle to upper middle class

socioeconomic levels and their attitude ranges from enthusiatic about
school to "I don't like it but I_have_to be here.' This year we have two
small sections of 10 and 12 each with a wide range of abilities; As a
result; we have had to modify our materials and strategies of last year

As our program is continually evolving anyway; this was not a major prob-

lem.
I think "issue-centered" is an appropriate description of our program.

Each issue presents its own problems as questions arise and the students

perceive the scope of the issue; Flexibility is built into the plan allow-
ing student interests to guide a full quarter's subject material. In our
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discussions about benefit/risk in general and in energy, ecology, and
genetics specifically; value; ethical; and moral issues are raised. At no
time are we looking for a "right" answer: The aim is to consider all of
the ramifications of the problems before an individual decision is made.
Then; the ability to back an opinion with facts should be the deciding fac-
tor. Disagreement is frequent and recognized as a value;

Science and how it works as a human enterprise is really the central
focus--how we can use science to serve the needs of humankind through
rapplication and technology is a secondary focus of our program; While I do
see it is useful for a science class to deal with social issues--especially
for_this class--I do not wish to denigrate science to a back seat. Science
is learning about how the world and the universe work. This knowledge ma,,
serve the needs of_man, but I do not approach learning science in this sim
plistic fashion. Scientists do science because they need to know; much in
the same way a composer composes a_ work of music.

But, knowledge of science_and_how it works can be applied. Two exam-
ples of using knowledge in social decision making that come to mind immedi-
ately involve genetics and power. I use the "Nuclear Power Dilemma"_simu-
lation developed by Chet Corkum at Deerfield Academy. This simulation
requires that students know about power and radiation_ so, guest speakers
are invited. This year we had a cadiologist, a physicist, a power company
nuclear pcwer information expert,end an anti-nuclear power organization
!presentative as well as an alternfitive energy source dealer. Students
take the rot Q of cy.11@.rt9; congressmeh, and attorneys while economics, sci-
ence; realitiE.s all come into play: The genetics unit
focuc,7 on genetic counseling ',Jith students studying illnesses which are
genet Ally irheritpc'.. Student,; learn about prognoses; frequency; cost and
the met.1-)As used by counselors i3.nu she possible outcomes of their findings.
They then role-play legislators ailo design laws governing genetic counsel-
ing, fundinL, and outcomes.

I think df_local cos_ :.:.rvation issues, political structures,
and businesses give proof_tc fact that_the_course_is relevant to our
community. Since our students are mostly boarders and come from distant
locales,_too much tying to local specifics is not productive and we empha-
size that mechanisms, methods, and concepts are useful as tlfly are transf-
erable to new locales: We also use simulations to deal with the benefit/
risk concept as applied to energy sources and genetic counseling; I feel
,:his understanding of the interface of science with values and politics is
important.

Students are encouraged to examine their own abilities with an empha-
sis on their strengths and thinking processes. Part of the course deals
with conservation related issues and so; thereby; relates their skills
directly to environmental problems. It is the belief of the department
that all students will have _their Jives_ influenced by science;_ so,_ even if
they are not going into science in college, we feel thaL_ a knowledge of
methods and practices is vital to citizenship education and science liter-
acy: With the exception of the cosmology unit, all trics are introduced
and covered in such a way as to relate to current needs and address the
technology/society interfac

We have time to cover many topics since the cours-, 1---is five days a
week with two classes of 40 minutes; two of 45 and one f 60 minutes fr
the full year. During this time the class functions as a gr,=.ap as I feel
that societal issues are best discussed this way. 1 also believe Dewey End



Piaget that student-student_ interaction is a very important method of
learning; especially in problem solving situations. When I present a set
of information on stars and then ask the studchts to devise a scheme for
the life_cycle_ of _a star; they need to bounce ideas off each other to
stretch their thinking, creativity, and problem solving abilities Indivi-

dualization on assignments comes about as I tailor the topics and refer-
ences with which a student deals.

Every topic _involves group or pair discussion; problem identification;
and problem solving as wel1. Often a pair is asked to meet with another
pair to -form a consensus. Except for tests and two research papers; pro -
jects- always are done in pairs and small groups: Students are encouraged
to -help each other by suggesting sources and sharing knowledge; ideas, and
abilities.

Any time it is possible, topics are introduced by presenting opportu-
nities to observe :111 discuss situations before terminology is presented.
The learning cycle model developed by Robert Karplus allows studentS to
explore a phenomenon and develop concrete understandings before abstrAct

theory is presented:

1981-82 Topics listed in order of their coverage

First Semester

IS there life on the desk? How could you prove your answer?
Viking tests - how done, what biology they depend on
Drake's equation on the possibility of life; intelligent life;

in space
Means and difficulties in contacting extraterrestrial life forMS
Astronomy - what was known; current frontiers; radio astronomy
Up to data via NASA information_on planets
Stellar life history; spectra; Doppler effect
Cosmology - difficulties in studying; current theories
Origin of earth
Paleogeologyi, plate tectonics; rock, rock formation; type;

use Of, cycle

Second Semester

Benefit/Risk interface between science and technology and thepoliticS1
Automobiles - benefits and risks in cost of highways accidents,

jobs; etc.
Radiation and energy production
Simulation of Three Mile Island Hearings
ESP - ,-.61gan_on hoaxes - Rhine's_work
Experimental technique - variables, control, etc.
Genetic advances;_genetics counseling - benefits and risks
Ecology - Marine biology, mariculture, protection of estuaries
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Pbt the_1982-83 school year, I_added a unit aimed at increasing the
students_ understanding of the similarities between the way a scientist
works and the way someone wo,:ks in_the humanities. I stressed the contrast
with the introduction of the experimental technique and the concept of fal-_
sifiabiiity. The Karplus learning cycle model is followed_in the design of
this of most units. This model provides a concrete base for initial
theory to be presented_ and is the beginnings_ of a teaching_rationale. In
this model, students first do some activity that focuses their_ attention on
a particular phenomenon. Then they have a chance to manipulate and see
what happens, relating their findings to the concepts and vocabulary being
introduced. The final step is concept application. After trying to
explain how a ficticious planet came to have its current geography, his-
tory; and terminology; and hearing about plate tectonics and evidence for
it; students then explain the geography of specific areas of the world in
terms of what had to be going on tectonically.

Activities are designed to bolster student self-confidence, to provide
tools with which a problem can be approached so that solution rand under-
standing are possible. Students need to build confidence and skills to do
things and to feel the satisfaction of "doing it myself."

Our content shifts from time to time as specific subjects reflect stu-
dent concerns. Some things, however; remain constant: how a scientist
functions; -the nature of science, methods and tools of science, and experi-
mental technique._

During the fourth quarter of the year students select all the topics
to be studied. They reflect on and evaluate my methods and I respond to
their evaluations. Students have a powerful role in providng me feed-back
on my methods and topics. I feel there are many basic skills they need to
practice;_ public speaking, research, expository writing, text use, group
management; and social interaction. Some of these they don't like to do
but I insist on all of them from time to time. I insist that they think; a
task some find not so easy; Perhaps many of them have had regurgitation
lessons for too long.

I cannot give specific data as to the effect of this course on the
future of the students. My aim has not and never will be to produce a
course_ to serve a program- outside the needs of the students. I want to
help them discover the wonders_of t:;e, world_and their own minds, not submit
a winning entry in_a contest although I wouldi_of course, help a student so
inclined. As to the school in gene-.al, I feel_we stack up to the line in
terms of achievement. As an independent school, a college prep school in
most respects, that most of our students go on to college is a given not
subject to meaningful interpretation. Our program is too new to know what
may happen in the future,

While Williston Northampton requires two years of science--one a
freshman or sophmore course; the-other a junior/senior course-- most stu-
dents take three sciences and many take four. In class; students are lis-
tening, talking, doing, thinking-- if only you could -zee this. Activity is
always varied and really difficult to describe in any other fashion. Stu-
dents develop simulations by researching basic facts, analyzing and_devel7
°ping particpant roles and organizing roles. They then take on roles and
conduct the events, 1,:arings, or activities. They are active in all
aspects of learning, planning, and conducting.

While simulations are fine, I want my class to be the real thing. So,
I am trying to apply the findings of educational psychology to the way I
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plan my classes. I apply Piaget as_seen by_Karplus to the actual running
of the -class. I use ideas from Gordon and Synectics; from Bob Samples on
creativity, and from do Bono's Laterial Thinking. I try to apply all theo-
ries and ideas that makesense_to me. I also try to have students do sci-
ence instead of merely_ discussing the so-called scientific method and then
doing cook book operations all year.

I don't want to offer a science course to teach the scientific method
and then procede to have the students follow cookbooks leading to the one
"right" answer This is not teaching science! I encourage discovery by
offering labs where students are not just duplicating the book but where
they identify their own problems and try to find out answers. Students use
experimental techniques, gathering data in meaningful_ ways.

While most books always have a right answer and the students try to
get it--and that is all right for teaching skills - -I'd rather say "here's
some equipment; use it to find out what materials can pass through a_mem-
brane and affect a celI;" Doing that makes more sense to me than giving
kids everything all spelled out so they don't have to think a: nit what they
are doing. Following a recipe and getting crepe suzettes may be tasty but
it isn't science. And; following a recipe and getting a beaker full of
smelly liquid is neither tasty nor science; Technique yes but science, no
Thinking and hypothesizing are more important tc me anti my students then
concrete results. While materials; recipes and products are not terribly
impOrtanti good inquiry is._ The process of thinking and applying the meth-
ods of science are not tied to a specific set of apparatus or outcomes but
whatever is available or happens.

Materials are stored in more or less_ standard ways but students are
told what is available and warned about safety. They get their own materi-
als; work, and, shortly before class ends, they put_things away._ We use
materials from physics, chemistry, and biology as well as earth science and
students have access to whatever is appropriate to the problem they are
investigating; We use the library a lot as well as microscopes, spectro7
scopes, rock samples; astronomical models; fossil models, and printed
materials. The never-ending source of nontraditional materials such as
speakers and pamphlets is what really makes a difference.

RESOURCES

In addition to issues of The Science Teacher, The_ American Biology
Teacher, and Science '83, newspapers, Nova and other televisionseries_on
science and nature, I have used the following as sources: The Search for
Life on Mars; Holt; Rinehart and Winston, N.Y. 1980; Cosmos, Earth and
Man; Yale University Press; 1978; Comps; Random House, 1980; Broca's
Brain; _Banentine; 1979; The Dragons of Eden, Random House, 1977; Mur-
murs of Earth; Random House; 1978; Quantum Physics: The Cosmic Code;
Thompson; Astronomy: Fundamentals and Frontiers, John Wiley and Sons;
Inc.; 1977.

_Some of these materials just give me basic background information to
flush Out what is available_to students as they research. Some of the
bookS_Areon reserve for student research while others form the basis for
occasional lectures_. If I were to truly list all of the books I consult
for information, diagrams and data, I could fill at least three or four
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pages; What is important is the constant effort to keep current in the

fields with which I work.
Teachers need to take part in workshops as anot.-r way of staying cur-

rent I took one with my_departMent head last year and now the workshop

group has a reunion planned, ObVidtSly, we all felt it a positive and use-

ful experience. I am taking a course now on creativity in curriculum

developmentittitettinicluestobenefitmearldthe-stu-/

dents. So far; students like the methods of our class.
To help keep students Current I Use video tapes so students can see

programs that were not available to them; I use outside speakers to present

points of view that: I do not know and we discuss creative processes; and

society /conservation /industry issues; Speakers present their poi lts_ of

view strongly and student reaction is obvious; In the case of nuclear

energy, the pro-and anti- people come in to lecture; generally to the
entire class, and then return to help each side prepare testimony for a

Very realistic simulation.
Students have some say in the topics covered as well and we -use cur-

rentmagazihes and newspapers as ways of responding to the talents and

abilities of each class: These sources also keep -the class current. The

use of pamphlets and new materials help to kee0 all of us up to date.

EVALUATION

Except to the ,-xtent that we attempt to make students aware of their

own thinking styles; perSOnAl problems are not a part of the course. And;

there is only minor emphasis on classical memorization; although some is

necessary to retain information needed to solve problems. Mostquestions

involve considerable thinking. For instance; after a marine biology unit,
students are presented with a situation involving a conflict of economic

and environmental issues; questions which can be answered either way, Stu-

dents are expected to use facts; develop analyseSi_Make decisions and just-

ify the process; There is not always an answer and rarely an easy one
Microcounseling techniques are a major part of my teaching strategy.

I try never to answer questions but try to- make -the students find their own

answers; I never play Mr. Wilard althOugh it is a tempting role and per-

haps suitable for an entertainer. But I do not see entertainment as my

pr nary role - -I want to elicit, to cause students to generate ideas. I

was-- to facilitate situations where learning can take place, I plan les-

sons which allow students to come up with answers and I use considerable
wait time and -don't jump in too quickly. Thinking takes time and I wish to

provide all that is needed:
If you were to come into my classroom; I'd be seen_ talking_ the

entire class, to individuals; and to small groups at different times. I

would be heard asking many questions en,! -aaking feW Statements. Sometimes

I might give a mini- lecture at the cvcep:. introduction stage,. But, even

in a mini - lecture of five or ten minutes I try drawing on the students'
experience to make points or relate new ideas to old ones; making analogies

to help make the strange familiar. SttdehtS might be using equipment of

some sort to find the answers to quc;tions or; better yet; they may be

seeking several possible answers. In my class I hop you see evidence of
students working together to solve a problem; They might catch a visiting

expert if they are lucky.
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Luck is not a f ctor in our program, _though. We plan for innovation
and stimulation and changing methods is the best way I know of -to avoid
stagnation The best teachers I know--the °hes the students tell me -are
the best- -are the ones that do not slavishly save their lesson plans from
one year to the next. I sometimes think that the best way to avoid nega-
tive changes is to change teaching assignments every other_ year.

I read lots of good magazines such as Science '83 and Discovery_watch
NOV-A; The Body in Question, or Life-on Earth and remember the _wonder of
it all and try to project that excitement. I can't really be excited about
the same stuff year. after year unless I change my methods, approaches; or
knowledge; The kids can sense a dull approach.

I rarely use the same matei.: in the same way more than two years in
succession. This is because I t,,(...)me too aware of all the problems that
the students could encounter and smooth the way for them. I need a new
situation for the students and myself so that we can all feel the quest,
the search, the lack of knowledge. If I knew all of the answers ahead of
time it would not be science. If the students come to me for the right
answer, the way it should happen; I know that I have done a poor job in
teaching them how science works.

Although I _am willing to share ideas with others; I feel that the
prime benefit of such sharing is to generate ideas that are new; a new
method, a new way to use_something. Stagnation is death to science and
death to learning. A teacher must learn new things and I make no secret of
the fact that I take courses and read hooks and try to learn new things or
that I don't know the answer to a question.

We talked about helium this year and the students were intrigued by
the idea of a future with no helium baloons if the current supply runs out
They asked me where we got helium and I didn't know. I did find out the
major source was a cave in Texas; It is a neat thing to not know and then
to find out Sometimes I ask the student to find out the answer. It
depends on whether I can provide correct resources for I do not like to
frustrate this kind of search.

Since the start of the program; units have been changed; sometimes in
response to the students abilities and sometimes in response to new ideas
I get from reading and conven'ations. In this course I am unhampered with
the need to produce a student who can score well on a particular exam and I
have the pleasure ofexploring_with_questioning minds. I f, :r that the
Educational Testing Service and similar. exams agencies do _not test the
skills I try to engender, except perhaps for sections on analytical think-
ing; and there; only in part.

Self-evaluation plays a part in many grath.s or projects with an empha-
sis on the formation of questions and reasoning out a situation by applying
facts to justify answers; Improvement in the ability to base a decision on
factsi to think it through; is always more important than a mere "yes" or
"no." I really want to include more self-evelation for students as I feel
that self-evaluation should be a major goal of education;

Students also are evaluated carefully by tests, quizesi lab reports;
oral and written reports, homework assignments, term projects; classroom
attitudes andgroup;work._ I_wantto know_how much a student knows. If I
compare dissimilar ideas, looking for similarities and differencesi then I
may understand the ideas. If you can tell me how the biography of a star
would be written and what chapters would be the most explosive, you know
scmething.of the life history of a star. If you can analyze a conservation
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issue and detail both the ecological and the economic factors; then you are

telling me you can deal with the concepts.
Teachers also are expected to self- evaluate as the school requires

some form of self-evaluation_ frOM every teacher. The means may vary from

person to person and include_input from students on teacher evaluation

forms and teacher self- evaluation- sheets. We are evaluated on our partici-

pation in professional organizations and college courses or workshops as

well.
If I were to evaluate my _program, I guess I'd like to look into the

future and see how student attitudes have fared. Do students feel a heal-

thy respect for seienee_Or are they awed and intimidated? Do they _attack

problems with a sense of confidence? Do they look critically at solutions

they are given?_ Because this course is designed primarily for students who

will not major in a science field a career follow -np really makes no sense

but, it would still be interesting._
The philOSOphy of the head master and the school centers on the whOl-

istic_edUcation of the students as persons furctioning in society. Our

school really allows teachers to function through giving them a great deal

of freedom in course planning and curriculum design and my- department head

is_suppOrtiVe and helpful; I know the school is concerned_ with education

and I know they hear about the course from _students. I do the job they

expect. Having taught several years in a public school where the role Of

the administrator affected my classroom a great deal, I am delighted to be

treated as a responsible professional. They expect me to care about the

education of the student as a WhOle persoa--not as a science student

alone--and I do it.
Our administrators hale supported this program byIetting me do what

ever I feel needs to be &he and which I can justify: Basically we operate

on a feeling of trust. _I also am encouragaed and supported to attend con-

ferences with the school helping financially;_usually totally.

While our goalt are not changing; topics used to illustrate or as

examples may. I_thay also hif,: the Uss of techniques around as I feel

stagnant course is no fun: As the goals are always the -same, so are the

behaviors -and attitudes and concepts I expect from students. My use of

role playing analogies; Iabs,'activities; visitors; materials, and day -to-

day presentations will va:y as new ideas suggest themselves or as student

needs change.
Since; as a boarding school; my community is the students; not only

does our prograM respond to the commu#ity, we are the community; I listen

a lot. I want to learn more science and more techniques and then try them

out to Fee what works. There is no text that covers what I'd like to cover

but I almost am glad about that. I do think that teachers and students

sometimes feel_safer_With a text Fewer decisions must be made; -fewer

plans must_be laid; it is easier to describe what you do. Personally, I

like the idea Of hunting up information or going with a new finding in the

newspapers. That keeps me and the students up to date. It -also impresses

them with the changing nature of our picture of how_the world functions and

the tentative nature of science: That is part of my message about what
science is and how it works:

The only changes ttnt woulc_ materially affect the planning of the

course would be to increase my underStandi,:g and ability to apply educa-

tional psychology; I want changes which enhance our success; For that

reason I am taking graduate courses at the University of Massachusetts. I
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also read and go to lectures whenever possible, increasing my knowledge of

:;hat is goins on in natural science._ These changes improve me and my
teaching because they make me more_knowledgeable. I have to know something

very well in order to make it really understandable and accessableto all

students. How can I put this so they will see it? How can I give them the

background for the concept to make sense? How can I create a proper learn-

. ing environment? _ _

If you really wanted the program to fail; lecture every day; get a

text and stick to it, give_only short answer exams, and have all labs in a

cookbook style. LectureS _keep_the kids quiet and give a funny sense of
security; they encourage dependen,c on the teacher while I want students

dependent on theMS61V6S. _As_the program evolves I hope topics covered will
reflect current issues and -the relation Lf science tosociety.I want stu-
dents to gain an_Understanding of the science issues under discussion. I'd

like to see the_day when nuclear power is not important to the kids or when

they can deal_With conservation more rationally. I really enjoy this class

Where it is fun to think. Even I as the teacher have to think in this

course. I find it nice to remember tlat I can. I have taken several of my

ideaS to conferences and I think that those teachers have used some of
theM. The approach is important to make kids think and prove to them that

they taft. Teachers tell me the units work and the philosophy makes sc.nS,
If I wanted to start this programin another school, I would provide

the outline and fill it in with specifics that match the situatios. The

topics covered are not too important in themselves,_ it is how they are

treated; I would read about Snyectics; Lateral_Thinking, perhaps read a

book by Robert Samples. Celebrating the mind and allowing students to use
theirs would be my goal. I would provide inservice on the Karplus Science

Teaching and the DeVelbOthent of Reasoning material, I _would tell teach-

ers to take a chance; let the kids take part. Don't try to tell them ever-

ythin foc rmember_ best what they find out for themselves. It is

really mo. attitude on the part of the teacher to seek things out;

that ws, yc M6-_:0 the behavior you 87e asking from the kie.5.
I am an active member of NSTA and the state affiliate MAST confer-

ences and piiblitatitim, are important to me. Conferences and journals -both

give me a chance to share what I know and to learn new methods and factS

about science I am also a member of NABT and find the Americin Biology
Teacher useful; though more so in my 1,jology classes than -in Methods. I

did use one article from ABT on scientific theory in methods this year

Students found it useful _and clear and on'a _level they could r6-ad

I read the Science -reaOher and often incorporate items from it in my

class; The free and inexpensive colum is especially useful for the Methods

of Science course as it offers materials that I get into; our library fox

student use I am_a fitth believer in professional meeting attendance and I

go whenever possible. I usually present a program and then attend all the
sessions appropriate to my interests. Even if I do not use a method from
the conferende itself, the creative boost I get is great and I enhance my

own skills of presenting to my peers:
_1 would like to formally acknowledge the help and support that John

COW has given me in designing and implementing the course. His sugges-

tions, his assistance; and his supportive attitude have beenmostitpertant
to the success of the course. I would also like to acknoweldge the support
and knowleuge given to me by my husbald, John Durso. When you are teaching

a course that deals with the philosophy of science, it is nice to have a
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theoretical physicist with whom to discuss things; Conversations with his
colleagues this summer added new dimensi ns to the way the course was
offered this year as well.

One _resource_that I used in planning the course has not been men-
tioned--that_is_the inspiration of Elliot and Rose Blaustein, long time
friends and highly esteemed teachers. Their work in education including
books, projectsj and programs they developed for the New York City system
and its_parts, has really been part of my whole approach to science educa-
tion. Without all the course work I took to get to my own understanding;
they have managed to teach science as it should be taught and have inspired
many other teachers to think of science as a verb; a thing to do and to
think about and_to get involved_ in. They did it naturally, becausr they
saw it as the right way to do things. They are super teachers and marve-
lous models.
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Chapter 7: Problem Solving In Physical Science

By

Eva Kirkpatrick

Seckman Junior High
.Fox C-6 School DiSttiCt

2810 Seckman Road
Imperial, MO 63052

Seckman JUhiOt High, about 30 miles south of St.'Louis, is in a 100
square mile suburban school district With'a population of 50,000; Mainly a
bedroom community of commuters and dubbed the "trailer of the
world by the utility company, the district contains several small factories
making such things as purses; sanitary belts; and beer cans. A few dairy
farms are left as well.

About 50% of the families are lower middle income or below the poverty
line; 45%, are middle income; including the farmers; and 5% are profession-
als; The community is growing and is trying to attract more businesses to
furnish employment and increased revenue.

Nine-year old Seckman Junior High; tucked in the valle-Y between twb
Ozark hill ridges; is nearly isolated when it snows. Twice the_faculty and
students have been trapped all night ~in an unexpected_snowfal_l when the
school bus drivers were not able_tb dtiVe the narrow, twisting, hilly roads
to reach_us._ Springtime; though, finds us with fairyland vistas of dog-
woods and redbud.

We have 760 students in grades 7, '8 and 9; The staff of 35 teachers;
two counselors, principal and assistant principalj part-timenurse;five
Cooks and four janitors work in a one-story building about 400 feet by 1:0
feet with 29 classrooms; a library; band and choir rooms;.and a gym and
cafeteria; Our yearly science budget is $700 for five teachers; divided
equally; and that includes our paper supplies. The last two years at Open
House parents have expressed surprise at seeing only tables and chairs -and
not the usual lab furniture they were used to during.their high school
days:

My classroom is a square; approximately 30 feet on a-side. The air
conditioning and heatinOlave never worked _in_nine years and it gets as hot
as 98 degrees in Septembei and May and 56 degrees in winter, After -the
Administration spent a fortune trying to get the heating/cooling pin. to
work_properly0.the latest engineers found my room had never been connected
to the heating or cooling pipes in all the nine years: Our plain science
labs each contain worn, formica- topped vables that seat two;pIastic chairs
that are becoming dangerously btittle; and one small demonstration desk
with no facilities such as gas; The science rooms have but one sink each.
Our cabinets were built by me and the janitor and we have no animal rooMs,
or green house; The physical science room has a closet for a st:ireroom
while Biclogy and Earth Science have small storage rooms.
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In the past ten years; with more middle lass families moving into
Jefferson county from St. Louis; the community attiticl.o toward education is
more expansive and appreciative. No longer is r_he ttitude so prevalent
that students ale in school only because the law requires it. Twenty-five
years ago when we moved into the community to do private research Ti parti-
cularly; concealed the fact that I had a college degree until 1 had the
confidence of the community. They were highly suspicious of "educated peo-
ple".

Before I was asked 18 years ago by the principal to come in and sub-
stitute; my husband; a ?harmacist; and 14 with my pre-med degree and hospi-
tal experience; had our own research laboratory in the basement of our
home. For fifteen years we did medical research on_injured birds of prey
for the Conservation Commission_and the National Audubon Society. We had
no grants, -just my _husband's_ salary and, since T was rearing_three little
chilli f, I stayed home. I had ideas, my husband had the mechancial abil-
ity, and gether we invented or created our own equipment. This the
same apr each I bring to my students and classes today.

Latui I enrolled at Webster University to. meet the state certification
requirements and earned a master's degree in teaching science during _that
college's most productive years of teaching what was then the innovative
inquiry approach. Their :king methods; combined with my own inventive-
ness and creativity and encouragement of my husband; developed pro-
cesses which I still use todry; processes such as always striving to
improve; simplify; and better; My approach is practical and hands-on.
present a problem, ask students to experiment and so1.-ve. My problems ar
based on the units required by our state; light, electricity; sound; magne-
tism; and mechanics.

When I walked into that school 18 years ago I could-see that science
teachers; some who seemingly fir!.4. never done any experiments let alone_a
controlled one_i were teaching strictly out of a hook. They_were not teach-
ing_how to make a living out_of science; how to get in there and do the
work. While I feel theory amd_facts are necessary and there is a time for
all of that, I feel strongly that children have to do the work with their
hands in order to really remember. They need that real experience to build
on and to continue further in their work and inquiry.

Inspiration for my program came as I learned science myself. I

saw hundreds of ideas in nature; books; and magazines; Past experiences in
garden clubs; art; hospital and medical research; and organizations were
drawn upon heavily; I talked to people ofaIl kinds and I listened. I

took courses at Webster University; Boston University; The University of
Missouri; and Southeast Missouri State to learn more and improve_Dri what I
already knew. I hope never to stop _learning. Why don't more colleges_and
universities teach science as thougll it is science and not a vocabulary
course?

Junior High science is taught during thr highly formativeyears of an
adolescent, astrategi, time for orienting students toward_ science either
as a prospective scieL.: specalist or as an informed and literate ctizen.
I want to assist studeats in researching and resolving social issues
related to energy supply and conservation; limited resources of lanti, water
and fuel; pollution and biological; chemical; and nuclear use in war.
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I want students to develop an awareness understanding of the world
and national; regional; and local sitnaLions L rgy and science-related
social problems. I wish to provide channels o lunication between sci-

ence experts and my students. I also warm, prepare_ students for

approaching changes in lifestyle and 1u2-.nry level. As I work toward these
goals I assist students in seeking mathematical facts and the best scien-
tific information available to solve im^ortant social issues.

After visiting several International Fairs and Science Conventions I

came to realize that energy; its _past, __present, :and futi.7e i-yded to be
taught and tau-ght now. oil embargo forced my ideas t^ fruition.
theSe ideas I went to Union Electric and was hired as Educational Contul-
taut to develop a Teacher's Resource Guide on Energy

Setial isues are an important component of our currLcAum and
explored and solved the controversy over a landfill a._ i.1Pnrt. Now we are
bet-oh-Wig involved in the Dioxin controversy: It's the s0-.00l neighborhood
that is contaminated.

Eight years aio the county court secretly planned and '-.rted to

put a landfill in /the hills of Antonia: The local paper leakes4 ,e news

and the people called school and asked us to help fight this. The children
and I practiced what we preached and set up the problem as five steps to
the Scientific Method . That was in October.

No lawyer would rake the case against the three judges of the -c-ocs:
court so I acted as the people's attorney._ My students _-cetAME, researchers

and we exposed misapropriation of Federal funds._ Senior citizen; spent

hours researching for us while_I taught school. Then, all information was
processed in the classrc . The children as woll as the town people went
With me as we filled t courtroom the three times we went. The local
newspapers got behind dnd, in April,. the State Attorney gave us the
etiSioh,_sayiJ7g "Its .ok case of where not to put a tandfiIL It

cost us $30 While the ccraity spent 590,000tryingt prove their cage. Of

course probably paid in zaxes c it proved tc 11 that you can fight
city hall and win:

The case of the landfill was excellent in teaching valLes ant.

considerations: Can you imagine, a teacher; 30 students and over 100 citiz-
ens confronting three irate; hostile judges? Our ...lass had much to di§

cuss.
In the field of energy we have similar discussions and debates. These

center on the 'thics and morals of the situation. Why should they cut orf
o r oil? Can the poor pay their bills? Will we ge,. our fuel? Where is
the ipfit?

PhySiCal Science is tl,e formal first step in studying th :s een world
as opposed_to the seen world of Earth and Life sciencP1. Physical science
is the science of al; the immensely powerful invi;ible energies such as
gr7 ity, magnetism; electricity; light and sound; all-out my$teries of th'
universe. P::oblemidentification and solving techniques cl3aling in these
onorf,,ies andli6:4 to communicate are addressed -.+5/ the student in groups of
two or more or by themseL.-..s.

The program is related tc the student's everyday experiences. It

keeps up with the accelerated pace of discovE :ies and_ its al.plicatiOnS are
in the news around us practically 24 hours a de]. This leads to a tremen-
dous impact on the culture in which wc livc. What we teach today May not



be true tomor-ow. Our content may be physical oce but our focus Is our
orN,ironment. Sr, we have studied a number of locally relevant issues,

places; and e-:ers.
Ri",ht now we have '..he 1)ioxin controversey and we just friisl,d the

landfill problem. We 1-.:)ve L.,Lir own energy problem in our school and H. ;lave

our families' soaring bills which we wish to cut back with infor Lion
about conservation. We once taught mechanics with toys and ende up al the

Six Flags amusement park_to test ideas on the big toys, such as roller
coasters. "P.M. Magazine" then came to our cl,sroom_and televised us for
national T.V. Six rlags spent $3;000 on us -at the_parkbecause it -was ope-
exclusively for us to conduct experiments while all their personnel were on
duty.

We get out of school at other times as well. We have 100 acres of t.te
best fossils in the world around our homes, for the school is in Imperial
Valley, reputed to be the best in the United States for fossils of certain

Wehavewonmany awards for fossils of museum quality found in the
septic tank field at our school and in our creek. Mastadon State Park is
next to the school; a park which our children helped to obte.in. But, that
is another big story. We are not wealthy but we get involved up to our
necksand,some would say; in over our heads;

Opportunity is given to every student to select a subject or prob:m
which interests them; They develop and actually research this ploble tor

two months. Experimentation follows and; then, data is collected le, Ing
to a solution. This experimentation involves the student so deeply that it
has led some to careers Student contact with knowledgable persons fin v: r--
ious fields ha:i taught them to forget adolescent shyness and communicate
}trough speaking and writing.

Eventhough I have 187 students in -six classps much of the program is
individualized for every student and it is self-paced everllay although
this issloWly killing -le. Thopethe gifted are ,hallenged, he avrage
insp.red, the slow encouraged, and the burn-c Ls scolded. woii; at

their own speed, but, I do say, "At the end of the week 1 ant Experiment
on Light, fitished or not I want them to try to organize their time to
meet tl:it th:adline: I find if ] don't; some drag on for weeks what should
be done in one

The essential content of our program is experimentation; measurement,
graphing; five steps of the Scientific Metl-od, Light; Chemistry, Engineer-
ing; Electricity, Energy, and Mechanics. All are essential_ but some years
I do more in one area and other years I do more in anpther field. _Never do
I seem to have enough time to do all I want One timo. figured I could
teach seven years without repeating. However, some I 'o repeat, as chil-
drrn request favorites that brothers and sisters have tr.lked about Ln other

The first week I give the minima. .f class rule. and explain them;
Then ne discuss them. In this way I finA I get general compliance because
students have input and understanding: I plan the lessons; based on :ears
of what I know they acid introduce new ideas to try out At IDes
they ask; "Are wa going tn build windmills like they did last year?" "Noi"

I answer; this year I thought we would try Eifel lowLrs since we haven
tr'ed that in seven y....ars." Last time .rdst of the students' effo:is
resulted in objects that resembled space ro ke_cs.

Every Monday I give them their past week's grade. One time f,t_fun I
gave the highes* grade the seat furthest removed from me. Thry v id fCr
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that now and it resulted in seating from highest to lowest every week with
.,110 lowest being "Teacher's Pet" for the week: "Teacher's Pet" is the desk

to mine and that porin helps pass out papers and assignments: you

wou.d be surprised how scwe SWil;CIA around:
Each week is very different but I yirl descriot. one past u,ek as an

.ixample. We started the unit on Light with the first experiment being m-a-
suring light intensity and illustrating the inverse square law. On M('day
I put directions on the blackboard on Loy to make an optical bench for only
thirty-five cents: The students follow directions and watch and lean. from
each other while making viewing cards; scales ind grids to read; and a

home-made flashlight from two batteries, two wires and a small ligl bulb.

The cards; scale card and grid are placed on clothes pins with ag tape
and the clothes pins clamp on the meter sticks. Now we have
bench. On Wednesday we discussed the problem of measuring the sad of
light and illustrating the inverse square law. For research th ooked up
the in,erse square law in encyclopedias and copied it down. ' discassed
11-)w complex it sounded and how it would unravel and become relevant when we
did the experiment. Some finished making the charts we were going to use
at that point and others got started setting up their apparatus.

Oh Thursday everyone was ready to experiment. Flashlights were read-
ied and then the overhead lights were turned off. They were able to obtain
figures for the spread of light on the grid and obtain the pattern of
squares 2S light spread out By using an old photometer we can obtain the
intensity as well, On Friday they completed the graphs that they made from
their charts and discussed the good and bad from the experiment. They also
discussed what they understood or didn't; wrote conclusions; and handed it
in ior a fLnl, grade: We use a_variety of texts designed for junior high
anc a number of units from the Elementary Science Study JESS) As _well.

We also use some computer software althouL:h only the math department
has computers. This year we've purchased software for microcomputers to
use in Science. The only way_we'll have a computer in science is to use
ou: own private ones nce the school can t afford many. We use film-
strips, films, filmloo Club donate, the projector to me) and many
outside speakers. Our films illustrate the meLiod or definitely
refer to c unit or subject we are studying. Our ,drool belongs to "CoopJ.;

ating School Districts" and we receive our instructional films that way:
We also u.:e Search for Solutions and I use speakers from Liiities, busi-
i:esses; and groups who refer to the subject or gene.al career,.;.

I begin the year in August by getting acquainted with tie students and
a discussion of class ob.:;ectivcs for the year. As a group;_ we _generate

class "civilization" rules. Developed with student input and understand
ing; they see why certain rules ire established. I give a weekly assign-
ment of n photograph to be found in a magazine or newspaper. The assign-
ment :Ased on a sc,:vet:ger hunt. The student never knows where they can
find it assignment. They_must find pictures that show a particuiar con-
cept, make_o.,servations, and nrovide a Britten e2scriotion of the concept.
It is amazing how this ches dent t.,o observe.

A year's schedule is posted fln the wail sr they can look ahead if they
so desire. During September I review mathematical concepts useful for that
year. These range from averay to standard deviation rind includes a

review of graphing. I start p s with fun graphs and progress to the
"real thing": At this p-)in a :-eview how to do research themes for a
year's (r,trinuous work; I help them to pick top: .s that will interest them

,!(1 Lhem how us;' 1-rary skills.
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They state their research uneme in September and actual research
begins: Although research time 4.-s allowed on certain class days, th,

experimental part is expected to be done around December or January and a
fini-hed rel .rt is due March first: In the Fall we also study measurement
wit; students building their own balance scale from icratch. They take
great pride in their engi 'prim; and most of them keep the scales for

years. Measurements are has] and important to every student; from the one
who aspires to become an engineer to the ones who want to have their cur-
tains hung straight.

Later; we study light and du many experiments_; ending with th, one
they all enjoy--taking and developing "real pirtures" with a pinhole camera
mode from an oatmeal box. Around December. I usually introduce the study of
s.lrface tension; usi. an ada.ation of "Kitchen Physics" an ESS unit by
McGraw Hill. This is an exciting; splashy; learning experience w1Hch is
very inquiry-oriented._ Inquiry _processes really develop during_thiL, activ-
ity and I've learned that many "elementary" activities are easily modified
for_ 9th grade. One of these I've modified is the ESS unit, Batteries and
Bulbs which leads to a unit_ developed by the Edison Electr-e institute,
Electricity and me. Investigations lead us directly inte the current
c]nergy Problems. This unit is timely because the impact .aather and
high utility bills is making students listen, desire to =,rstand, and

make decisions. Career speakers and speakers from utilities are especially
helpful here. We also do all kind of experime- J3 from Energy and Man's
Environment collages; post rs, wi building; recyclins
paper and motors: I also ask students to write themes on various energy
concepts and issues: 3 like any teahing unit to be multi-faceted and

clInde community relevance.
In the spring i begin a Chemistry unit. More 6,Je students are intro-

duced to IPS and the others do simple experime,s : .on Gases and _Air's
(another ..SS This past year I _featured e.Y.periments After
chemistry comes mechanicsi using toys -1 developeu in el. dxperimentai course
last -year for Dr. Carolyn Simmers Houston University. Students gain an
exeellent understanding of inertia, momentum, and potential -nd kinetic
energy from these toys. Drafting and pre-graphics engineering; including
liuilding bridges of their own design with matchsticks and glue bring the
students to the first week oi June and final evaluntis:

All my science units are distinct entities with separate units allow-
ing students to make up work without getting too far behind in their other
n7-1::ts and grades. I do anything I can think of to teach letter; to handle
students who have no self-discipline and challenge those who are fast. T

also want to help the handicapped rInd develop patience for tuose wl.o need
help br,iancing a scale and can't seem to retain the skill. _Resourceful-
ness, alone with being able to give of yourself; perhaps, is the best stra-

i spend most of my day making equipment, listening to students, help-
ing them investigate the experiment, and discussing the theor behind the
(::Kperiment. I also talk with students about careers and opportunities; As

seems to be the case in an activity- centered class I am always cleaning up;
loving the work, or complaining ab-ut it I provide opportunities for

daily evaluation.
It is difffcult to grad 187 s and ,c.et them back as fast as

I .-an but I feel it must h i am constantly figuring out net,-
ways to d experit 11)pr-e an old one.

s
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If I wanted my program to fail; I would go back to .he textbook and
forget about individuals and relevance. We may be forcec ,o stop some of
our activity; an action that might harm our program as well. In the laSt
two months any environmental study by the children has been draStically
curtailed because; only three miles away; we have discovered the families
:iving ,iround the school are living on contaminated ground--earth_COntaMi7
Hated with Dioxin; a toxic chemical used_in the manufacture of chlorinated
phenols. This chemical has now appeared in the head waters of the creek
thdt flows through our campus;_ - making outdoor studies impractical at this
time. Open hearings show_the EPA being bewildered and uncertait-! as to what
to do; just as we are. _The _community has requested that 06 ...ake part as
scientists in help'ng sOlve_this_puzzle.

In addition to our polluted creek, we have a tiny observatory; built
for High School use but placed on our campus where thre is little light
polIntion. However it was too far for them to come and it fell into

di::11e. TWO of our earth-science teachers are developing materials to use
With the observatory. We are all looking forward toaat.

I have lots of home-made gadgets anepictures; mostly made by stu.
dents. I run an investigation laboratory where even the negative aspects
of our room and sitation can be useful. When I mentioned the heating Id
ooling problem built in with our room; it .iispired one student to do in

audit on _ur building: His work with the Administration, ..-;chool

Board; and local utility led to a report on his work; which won -a_ National
Energy Contest; including a trip to Washington; D.C. for himself add hiS
toch(lr.

I :Ilso use our hcme; a Wildflower and Wildlife Sanctuary in Antonia,
lissouri only two miles from _school. These resources of nature, such as
mall waterfalls in my own back yard, are_great.

One_of our gaugecs is a home-made, bicycle wheel centtifugothaz works
very well Plastic containers that used to hold toothbrushes are wired to
the spokes And small, one-ounce bottles donated by the drug store fit

exactly into ritainers. It works as well a:, an expensive cen-
Litii is r is very visible

To buil, parents and students good at shop work cut over
l8CO parts ou-.. of -..crap plywoe' i masonite. Each student got nine parts
with which to engineer his scale. They keep their scales in a shoe box and
take it home at. the eitd of year.

Each class has e locked; home-made cabinet in which o keep their shoe
boxes: This reduces theft_ between rooms. Materials that they need for
v,arious investigations _such as clothes-pins, liquiAs, cards, tape, or

paperclips are put _on the_lab desk arch morning. One stur.ent is ass:grid
.o s..:raighten the lab desk (for extra credit points), and one sweeps tie

7loor (AlSO for extra credit points). Any chemicals wet.Y.e in Junior Nigi:
SJted in a cabinet that is in ourstorerowiL f pour iinids

fOr "Kitchen Physics ", such as water, l'inega.:; or rubbing alcohol into

jars. Any acid I need I put 4- labeled flasks; although at this
level I try not to use anytuing c)-an dilute hydrochloric a. 'c?.

All other equipment that e use to investigyte various problems is or the

table in front of my room or on my desk.
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EVALUATION

When a students come to class they start out with an "A": they try
to work to the best of their ability they retain that A: If they spend too
m!:chtimegoofing off; allowing conversation to be more social than lab-o-
riented, their grades go down accordingly: How to act is their decision
hut; when they become too disturbing; then it becomes my decision and their
decisions cease: They know their daily grade can go down and they have the
power to make or break that grade. They have to learn to be accountable.
Eighty percent love it and do well; ten percent have no strong feelings;
and tea percent will never accep responsibility for what they have done.
To them it will always be soli ore' else's fault. I keep daily records of
each studentand compare them with those of previous years. From that 1

can see my own strengt,3 and weaknesses as well as what students like the
best. T 've out eialuation sheets at the end of some units or at the se
ester's eed. I keep statistical data_and present_ quarterly liras of each
class as well as individuals to counselors and administrators. Sometimes I
Will ask at the end -i an experi..ent "what was good and what didn't you
1,ndeistand?"

I keep daily records of students, both academic and .onduct. Their
test grades for each unit can come from work they have already done. When
something has to he brought from home students two weeks notice and
they either have it they don't. For this they get an "e or an "F".
Grades are tied 'nto perft.rmance.

Althowli lab papers have been previcuEly graded; they are all to be in
a notebook and in order. I list the contents of lab hock on one en,:l of
the blackboard so everyone has a fair chai,,::e to s- I expect. When an
experiment is repeatcc3 ith unknowns or when a ent is very indi-
vidualized it can count as a test as well.

Student grades are recorded when they w.1: the cl_assroomemch
day. I feel .hat fifty percent of my_studen s outsct.nding achieve-
meLt while another Lnirty_percent perform far abov'Lavera,7e, iJiout fiY2 to
ten percent don't do well at all and are resentful that there are no set
answers copy. These students literally begi refuse work. W1.11e

they have been used to getting by, inthisprogram the spotlight kl on
their OWP inclividual work and they want to hide as it becomes more and more
evHent they not doing what they should: They refuse to bring paper
wid pencil take any notes of their experiments anr1 .ry to break lab
equipment so other students can't use it. This type of prograM relent-
lessly shows :,c) their lack of willingness to dr the work an(l exposes their
lad, of endeavor compared to other students.

SUPPORT

Our superintendent, Mr. J. Riekmar, made it possible for me to attend
important meetings such as an e:!i!rgy conference in Washington, D.C. alt-

hough strong, factions in he school gave him a difficu't time by implying
that he would let me attend science fairs and meetirs while not letting
other teachers go. He faced down this criticism t: poirt.Ing out that it
was my students who were competing for schoIerships and awm-ds in local and
international science fairs and 1 was the Director of the Missouri Junior
Academy of Science and needed to be there or that I was State Director of
National Energy Education Day. Besides that; he pointed out the good cress
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it brought tc our schcr, C. Notti!s, and assistant
principai, L. Stacy, have n L=upl,r i e: They hive -(1-ays backed
me.

''carer Ls are supportvc help :1! ;ley s-.ak to

the ( lass. I sometimes have w,,...7"hop night u'll know how to
help their children with scieno jr:.:4.cts; Parenrs go .7ith me on
Saturday field trips and furnisli

Ay administrators encourage m, because if I do well it is also good
for them: They try hard to ge. supplies I need although we're not always
successful because there is only Tuch money. The administration sup-
ports me in opinions; ideas; and resources; they n*tly do back me up. The
Superintendent lets riv,. go to importan., meetings and always provides a_sub-
stitute. I don't over-do rids as I feel a teacier should be in the class:-
rcom. And no one complains about my _achiev,mant. In fact,_ the school
asks every year for a of my classes' scientific achievements to
present to the_school board.

I have always enjoyed_ my principals. They have _let me_ alone; they
have had _confidence in me that I was doing uiy best and doing what I should.
They could see tangible results in the publicity that we brought to the
school and the trophiesandprizrs the students won.

Other teachers find this ,iproach interesting, but do not care for the
work and preparation of hands-on science. My own daughter; a math teacher
working with me this year teaching my three over flow classes; says science
is much more !nteresting and fun than teaching math but also three to four
times more work ill; the other science teachers on the faculty more and
more incorpo;:ated experimental word: in their lesson plans and are
doing research projects also: 7

1. get some student input on lesson planning but mainly 1 plan for the
school year based on my previous ex,,erience combined with new ideas. Every
day I evaluate how they worked and give thought to how did I do; did I make
that clearer?_ Diu I become_too impatient with the goof-offs? What did I
achieve? Students help with putting -out and prepaiing lab materials ani4

with_clean up as well. In -the beginning my lessons are more ti.acher struc-
tured. But, as students learn their roles and complete their jobs I ask
them to help others and give them wore responsibility. They learn more by

this.
To keep up to date I take refresher courses; go to workshops; and read

professional journals: Right now we are working on the dioxin problem in
this comnJnity so I am learning all about it. Opportunities to interact
with p:-ple in science are beneficial for me as well.

would like to be the Science S:4-2ervisor (if we had one) because ele-
ment2ry teachers are begging for in-service workshops and I would like to
help them plan but I have no released time. Now, teachers from private
sc' Dols in the community come once every two weeks to my home at : :fight for

io7os_and they also waLt me -to do workshops in summer.
I were able I would go to their classrooms and directly help them

by dbing_ .mall workshops at each grade. I want so much to do this and
spreacl what I know around because I know my experiments are good. Rut;

teaching six classes a day gives me no time to go to other schools in our
diStritt:Ifonly we could afford a science supervisor! I feel frus-
trated. the Superintendent remarked one time that some teachers are so
jealous of me that they would never cooperate. But something would work
out; they are just insecure I want to give and take more workshops.
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When NSTA came along and recognized_ my work I felt a lot of personal
satisfaction I also got satisfaction for other awards like Outstanding
Science Tea her of Missouri; Outstanding Science Teacher of Metropolitan
s:t. Louis; 1 the_ Conservation Award. I also appreciated being State
Uirector of National Energy Education Day and State D'rector of The Mis-
souri Junior _Academy_ of _Science. Another reward was teaching a summer

class for giter high school students at the University of Missouri-St.
Louis. I only wish the tangible rewards for teaching were as great.

In my own school, as I educate new Physical Science Teachers (who

replace those who leave the field for business), I act much like I would in
a teacher student-teacher relationship. Some, like,my own daughter have
worked with me; others have found the preparation and work exhausting; and
gone IT:LA( to teaching out of a textbook. They said "hands-on" was too much
work and they didn't want to take that much time; When educating a new
teacher, I spend about two hours a week with them going over the next
week's work:

Teachers need enthu3iam as well as masking tape, paper clips, and sta-
ples: A teacher with imagination; enthusiasm, and a creative mind can do
wonders. _Teachers_ should be no different than a child who enjoys discovery
and sees "newness". Tc,aching is as much a matter of imagery as imparting
actual facts. The greatest barier cf this program's success is_a teacher
who is "married" to a textbook and teaches_ pure_ facts without fun. What
the students had fun with is what they remember through life.

The National Science Teachers Association has influenced me greatly.
NSTA gave me the opportunity to discuss my role in assisting Dr. Summer on
her mechanics program and telling my part in it at the Nashville regional
NSTA meeting in 1981.

Students learn how to do a scien.e experiment in five logical steps
and report on it in such a way they can communicate it orally or in writ-
ing. They have jeep very saccessful at this. In my sixteen years of

teaching three of my students have gone tc the 1I%:ernational Science and
Engineering Fair winning thin. 7-lace 4.:,.a other prizes. I have bad two vin-

ners in the 1.istinghouse Falent Sear h; six meth winnets in Jefferson
County, Missouri Science Fair; Eighteen ..assoul.i Jur::_or Academy of Science
winners, ne who placed_ in_WMSL Engineeringi_Sci,mc...! Symposium; 106 Scho-
larship winners_ in the St. &t.,- P,-Nst-DistaCh Science Faj.rs; and 378 tro-
phy and _'glue ribbon wi5.-Iners at the Monsonto-P. ,st Dispatch 5,cience Fair. We
also had a 1981 National_Space Shuttle Regisnal Winner and, in 1981-82; two
national Energy winners for Individual Resalrch work: Four of my students
have become Student Co- Directors for thR Stag=.. of Missouri on National
Energy Education Day. One has appeared l'ifora congress in Washington to
speak on the Energy Education needed in a school curriculum.

While I was at Washington University Arthur Holly Campton, resting
from his duties as chancellor; used to come over to the phyics lab_ wherc I
was aivays strueling cfter school. Dr. Comptor ..1.ways teased me_ about how
I would set Physics back for twenty years and that he had better help me so
I wouldn't blow up the world. And n with his acorn! Dr. Comptor and two
other professors, Prs. Jauncey and Hagerowi _were my menvor:--they have
prove .:7. necessary in the business of getting aheed. I am not a se1 f7hade

achieer. My husband Kemps KirkpatrLck bonn:;ed ideas beet:. ^d f6rth
ith_me ,,ino helped mak-2 many of my ideas practical. continwls to br an

v-iiurce of WiliaL McConr_;11, professor at Web ter
(.%iversity, 1-ifpeo learn to formIllfte ray ideas ah=fe tcailin me -6-:ng
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Eddie Davis; Senior Administrator of Community Affairs at Union
Electric introduced me to the community; encouraged me to present my ideas
to other schools and used my role as an Educational Consultant for Union
Electric. _Between us, an Energy Program was launched. Now; my oldest
daughter, Vera McCullough, team_teaches with me in Physical Science and is
helping me improve the program by introducing microcomputers. My son Rod-
man, a petroleum engineer in Houston; keeps me posted on ry latest in
energy for my program. My_youngest, Becky Anne Kirkpatri.. a stems pro-
grammer/analyst informs and instructs me on the latest ,,ics; compu-
ters, and space. My son-in-law, Carl McCullough; a med b technician;
keeps me informed and in touji with fiedical work and gives me cast-off
material that we use in our laboratory.

I wish to give special
Biology at the University of
the Missouri Search for Excr
program and nominating me as
me and my program to gain impc

ss _to Dr. Charles Granger, Professor of
ri-St. Louis and the chairman for
in Science Education. By noticing my

ouri State exemplar, he has allowcci both
. recognition.
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Chapter 8: Individualized Science InvesVgations

By

Lawren:::e Fancue

North Toole County H,' Khoo].
P;O: Box 71C

Sunburst; Montana 3';432

Sunburst; a small prairie community 120 miles nortl-, of Great Falls;

Montana; 8 miles from the Canadian border; and 80 Milea at of Glacier
National Pcrk has a population_Of only -400 pole. The community's finan-
cial base rests od fArming and oil and seems fairly stable: Most:of the

fam2:lies are middle .o:J6 in status._ The climate ranges from warm in the

summer to very colo in the Winter with very l'ttle rain at any time North

Toole County High eChobi,,With grades 9-12; has 80 students; 12 teachers; I

principal and 1 SthOtil district Supetini:endent: The high school building

was constructed in 1951; The grade school and junior high are near but in

separate facilities. The atmosphere is generally academically oriented
with most students involved in a number of extra-curricular activities
ranging from band to atIgetio ; Discipline problems are few._ The science
facility consists of an office; a classroom and a separate laboratory with

an attached supply room; Tables rather than desks are user'. in the tlass-

rbOtti and the lab is well equipped for a schcol our size. The school draws

students from a large rural area.
In 1971 our Science cemivar cDrisidecable individual student

research. Lacq,r; the program -was expended to include minicours work iv

zoology botany; and microbiology an opportnities forsenio-5 to tutor

under:lassulen. Many of the research students entered science competions
such as science fairs,- gyitipogiuffi8, and the space shuttle tJutest. The

hands -on;_ individualized student resea,77 a.E.roach and emphasis tont:flues

withput_change.:. We only tql:Ire Biology sc Lids course is an elective for

all students. We are consideripg moving to c :wo year science requiremen':;

however. -s a teacher; I have had almost c,-,mplete freedom in

both the facilities an' the program.
Originally, a few -tudent were doing prc],cts -n their own tint. As

time went by; more and mo-e studsnts bEcame inve,estee End invoLed EL-1-

tually; over a two or three year period, Cie number o` stuecLcf: ivolvod

became too many to :candle extra-currccularily. At this point i,he admini3-

tration was convinced of a need and a-djed :.he Individualized Science. Inv s-

tipations coarse to the curriculao a7i an clect.:ve; g;ing anti

teacher more in-school time -to pursue their :,7;dividual interest5..

Original prOgraM inspiration was a result of student enc. ,siasm and

the powerful interest and encouragement of the late Pact Schrammeck; an ex

math-science teacher who was Air saperinteneent Student success in_sci-

ence con,06titing was an inspiration as -.as the realization of 't.IP need 'tor
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a program combi: ing academics with competition. We wanted a program
giving gifted students a chance to do rather than just study science. We
wanted to direct capable students toward scientific careers and enhance
scieno literacy. The combined support of the administration, staff;
parents and school board have been very important to the success_of the
program: Their contributions involved encouragement, interest, funds, time
and cooperation:

While we developed a student research program we also individualized
conrsework in specialized areas such as botany, microbiology, zoology,
math and psychology: These minicourses accomodate student interests and
needs in a small school where the curriculum and staff are limited. This
approach has allowed the science curriculum to develop within the frame
work of a regular school day and personnel: Professional'Journals provided
inspiration as well as background ideas and information for student pro-7
jeCtS._ J still find The American Biology Teacher a particularily good
journal for this purpose.

Students invol_Ved in the ISI program arc ado to feel special and are
provided_with bright and comfortable clasi:i 'Ins and labs. We have pre-
s,,rved plant and animal_displays; large wall
in the lab, pic.tes of the moon grace the
placed on Lit; tables in the classroom. Li

fish, Grabs, gerbils, lizards, and a par).
the students

-,urals of a forest scenes and;
alls. tlany living plants are

animals such as fish; cray-
"King Tut"; are cared for by

Not water is avidlale fol. students ho want hot chocolate or tea
while they are woking in the lab on thei r-ojects during a study period,
at noon or after school: A s.-sreo-radio pu:chased by the math-science club
is available for those who want to listen 7u music while they work. A fume
:,00ci separates the classroom from the allowing the teacher to conduct
class in the classroom and yet observe st-aents working in the lab: Quar-
ters are n,-,t cramped and equipment,is readily a-,cessible, It is a very

rind J-mfortable place in which to work.
board displays are colorful and irformative and an inspire-

of the aee's. is_present. An a.,ignmer board is used and hoffie-
"in and "out" boxes lineone wall wnile individual bookcases filled

with reference books lire another wall. AV equipment, slide previewers;
slide and filmstrip projectors, movie projetori and tape recorder are pre-
,--ec for class or student Lqe.

Pictures; charts, skeletons, and models also arc displayed in the sci-
ence -1: s: An office near the classroom is used as a storage room for
impornt_referencP boos;- and valuable pieces of equipment that need to be
locked away. This area is also used as a work area forstudent.experie-
ments that must be conducted under very controlIed,condition

For a small school; we lif..ve managed to collet a good deal of equip -'
ment, we have a spectrophotometer; analytical balance.(toIerence :0001
gram); environmental chambers; laser; photomicrography equipment (poloroid
& 35 mm); medical and phase_iilicroscopes, water and soil analysis equipment;
sold-learn programs in biology-and chemistry, audio-visual equipment for
student use, incubators, and high temperature end dry!ing wrens. A photo
developing and processing lab is available for strients along with two ume
hoods, millipore filtration equipment, electrophores-'n equinment, geivr
uounter, and a refrigerator.

While some equipment such as r,alances and incubators available in
the al-) for general usc; most materi'ls such chemicals and glassware are

/
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kept. in the st< room near the classroom. Materials are diSperiSed by

the teacher or lahoiatory assistants; Dangerous chemicals are kept in

Thtal ciibinet in tte supply room; LSI students usually have_aCeeSS to the

,upply room but al-0 not allowed to use dangerous materials froM the metal

cabinet or -conduct dangerous experiments unless directly supervised. Clean

up is the dire-et responsibil :ty of students although _lab aideS do their

share of general clean up work: At times an entire class will help with

the big clean up jobs: We have an open lab policy and students are at
times allowed to work in the lab on their own (eveningS, week -ends) with

permission as long as the work they are involved with isn't dangerous.

OUR PROGRAM

The Individual Science Inve-*ig orris course is lb§ically a problem

solving course where students elett problems they want to

research; Participants in .
Science Investigations are gener-

ally of high ability alth tows ability students are allowed tD take

the course if we think it benefit them in some way; Class size is

usually kept to around 10 students since it is hard for the teacher to take

more than 10 students When he also has a normal class load; Students gen-

erally have an excellent attitude toward the class; It is an elective and

they are there becatiSe they want to be There is a tremendous amount of

satisfaction in completing a job and doing it well Also there

stigma attached to the course such as "only the brains are invulVed in §Ci7_

ence projects." Participants usually are involved in a wide Vatiety of

other activities like student government; cheerleading; band, or athletics.

We have not had any handicapped students in the prograiii.

Students haves the freedom to choose their own_ pro..-ct8 atcordingtc

their interests and future needs bit, when problems arise during the

research experience; they must be able to adapt in order to work them out

some of the research they choose telateS to careers or current problems;

such as pollution; nutrition; or energy. Students choose reset areas

that interest them and after they become more knowledgeable abooT these

areas they may decide to ente field involving that study. Alse; they

may rea_ize that.they only _tholiht they were interestc:1 in that study and

may decide purse something else. Either way the experience is a value=

ble tooi_in directing students toward careers;
Stud 'S are often able to relate their research to modern social

problems which helps them decide which side or opinion thE) will support

and why. For example; an expo-:-imental study of mutageni6 igents may lead

the student to a realization that food additives r, y be harmful to the

human body. Such a zcalization may change a habits. If

the decision they make involves a proble wit ramifications; it

may influence hov they vol.e.
c,f research are slways terminat=on of.a

projecc and many times such it'Olve valve indgements as well

as moral and ethical cons:TierationS. For eXample; is it right for a 'armer

to u.,c: a chemical agent it a better method of insect control is avail,t,ble?

Also the actual inVelVeMerit of animals for experimental purposes ,:.ten

involves ethicaliconsideratibilS.
GiftedstUdentS are encouraged to choose more challenging projeCtS.

Student§ _indiVidUany c.eet with the supervising t.7acher who answers

tions, asks questions, makes suggestions and F- erall) helns to monitor and
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dire-Gt. tLs, progress: Although their approch usually involves

SCientifit inquiry, many modifications of how they inquire may be made
along the way to reaching their. goals, Students budget their own tit and

plan their own approaches: Design and construction of exPerimental equip-
ment, the research, the professional paper; and display materials all

invoice their own creative abilities; insights, and production. Certainly;

this approach is scientifically valid and is a culturally acceptable and
useftl way of logically solving problems;

The major goal of scientific research is _to benefit mankind although
personal satisfaction arid cooperation with other students in sharing equip-
ment and discussing each other's work are important aspects. Inter-

acting with professional scientidts who advise them during their
research contributes to the students' skill's a-d science liter: as well.

Many different kinds of probleMs are ex:'lored in the I_SI prograrl, some
with local and community significanCe and many involving the natural crivi..±
ronment. For example; students have condUcted a u.lY_ of the baCtitial

content of community water supplies, _the effect oi_fl spills on local

flora; and d study of the parasite lbad in the local der Isopulatibti.
Often businesses in the community may make a contribution. For exam-

plei a local elevator spplieS One student with plant seeds for a botany
project or tarmer supplieS s student with soil Samples .for an agronomy
study. Several projects have focused on students themselves. Two examples

are a study perception in grade school students and a study of
nutritional habits of high school students. The pr blem solving process
Can always be iffibrOVed with practice and should carry over to situations
involving every day, non-scientific

Although the work is individualized; interaction and cooperation bet-
vetn students is encouraged anu sometimes necessary. Students are required
to have on understanding of each other's work, so some cime is spent with

groups of sc.adents discussing their work. Students may at times teach each
other special techniques needed to carry out their reseach. A second -year
ISI student may teach a first year student_how to use the millipore filtra-
tion equipment or perhaps_ an autoclave. This interaction between students
and teachers is continual_ while interaction between students and profes-

scientis_ curs frequently by phone, letter and sometimes person-
ally. Often parents are involved in some facet of Ale project and commu-
nity members are called upon Often for advice or for neededmateriaIs;

The intellectual and social growth of the student is always cf utmost
concern dtiting the year with different methods being used to facilitate

this process. Our open lab policy is designed to help students grow more
responsible. Strategies for growth are_ developed according to the criteria
of the teachers involved: If they don't work; new approaches and criteria
are developed and old ones modified. This, too; is an ongoing process.
What is taught and how it' is taught are directly reflected in the philOSO=
phy of the teacher which in turn is based on, his training, personality,
past experiences, and interest.

Most of all; the teacher's -role is that of an understanding person who

will trust _students and take _their ides seriously. A combination of
teaching strategies is used_inClUding small group lectures and discussions;
demonstrations, overseeing lab activities 2nd individual conferences. Most

of the teacher's time is spent with individual :students. The teacher is
the_piimary_teSOUrte person in charge of directing the research activity of
SttidentS. I avoid doing too much for the students and they assume respon-
Sibility for organizing and carrying out the research on their own.
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Problem identification and solving are emphasized by placing
considerable importance on experimentation. Experience in colleting and
organizing information, Asking the _right questions, developinghypotheses,
learning certain labtechniques or how to use different types of scientific
equipment are vital in the process of experimenting. Graphing, statistical
aimlyses, interpreting results, and writing a scientific paper areaspects
of communication necessary for these scientific processes as well. Con-
structing a display, the judging experience and oral presentations also are
important. Developingengifsh skills, communication skills, patience, per-
serverence,and budgeting time, may not seem like part of science, but they
are critical to our program.

I believe the ISI program goes a long way in not only helping the stu-
dent learn more about the processes of science but also in helping them
gain experience in a number of other areas which will help them become bet-
ter students and more successful; responsible adults. Not many other
courses do this to the extent ISI does:

Students play a key role in selecting projects and carrying out exper-
imentation: The teacher is the advisor; a resource; a facilitator. There
is virtually no group lecture time and never any exams. The students pro-
ceed at their own rate and are responsible for their own work areas. _In
return; they have certain privileges not available to other students. They
help maintain thn lab and they can lose_their privileges if they don't show
adequate maturity and responsibility. _After_ students have completed a pro-
ject; an evaluation is_made which involves the_student. How much have they
learned? We_look at the quality of theif work, their opinion on how well
they did, and their own expectations.

The_entireprogression through the scientific method in ISI involves
continual decision making on their part. They must decide when to start
the experiment., what to do, who to contact for advice; what to order; where
to work, and how many experimental subjects to use: When they are ready to
present their projects, they make similar decisions about their written
project, their oral presentations; and their displays.

If you were to visit our ISI class; you might see some students writ7
ing letters while others are going over letters they have just received
from consulting scientists. A student may be making a phone call to_a
resource even as another student is teaching someone how to_use a certain
piece of equipment. Some are setting up equipment_ or consulting with the
supervising teacher. _Others may be ordering materials from a supply house
or typing professional papers_. Late in the course, someone may be in the
woodshop constructing a display. Students also may be working on mini-
courses, enhancing their content knowledge in various areas of science:
Some students are usually in the library researching background information
While some are collecting experimental data: When a student has all his
work caught up and has little to do; he may even be doing homework from
another class. Students may be using the computer for instructional pur-
poses, for word processing; or to learn more about computers. Students
also consult with other teachers for advice on certain aspects of their
projects; papers; or presentations.

The course is an open-ended individualized research program where lit-
tle formal teaching is used. Unit plans don't exist because each_student is
self-planning. We do plan for teaching specific skills as needed and our
long range goals for_all students are similar. Our approximate calendar of
events for the year follows:
SEPTEMBER

9 '7
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Introduction to course
rlioe program oh re-:earCh ethod roil scionte competitions.

milotivation)
Assign lab draw_ ers
Select research project and begin to establish
contacts with research Scientists who may
be Jble to advise contacts with research scientists

.:`icy may be able to adVise the student on certain phases

his work or provide materials:

;i1;hc.r infOrmation about project and begin

i ihr are search.
ja.IH - materials needed for research

iiStrliCti in on use of basic lab equipment & techniqueS.

NO\ENB-i:
Individi .1 conferences.
Experimentation underway

3. Library search continues

DECENBER
1: perimentation
2: Individuol conferences

s1luttle_proposals and Junior

S. & tles Symposium presentations.

JANUARY
I. Exporimentptitn
'. Individual cofife-ences
3. Work on space shuttle proposal li symposium presentations.

FEPRLARY
1. Experimentation
9. Individual conferences
3. Continueworking on space shuttle proposals & symposium

presentations;
4. Analysis of results
5: Statistical analysis

NARCH
1: Experimentation completed
2: Construction of display
3. Individual conferences
4. Preparation of professional paper:
5. Participation in science symposium

APRIL
1. Participation in state science fair
2._ Participation in school display night.
Only juniors and seniors are allowed to take ISI and then only after

they have established background skills in mathematics, the physical sci-

ences, and biology: Their projects commence with an idea and end with both

ideas and a product in the form of a_coMplete di$play and oral presentation

of the student's work. Research takestiMeand the students are allowed
about seven months to complete their work although two-year projects may be

undertaken with teacher approval.
About IO students per_year undertake this program: The students are

in class five times a Week and are allowed to work when the teacher is
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Ivailable during study hall; his prep period or during the established ISI
WLii.:h is the last period of the day: With the last period class and

6i..ey optional tim,,,s we have a student to teacher ratio which creates few
,t-obletii; and allows students to continue their work after school

r ,t.ti6n. Also students may work in the lab during lunch or in
the permission and as supervir ion is available.

1.1 d ial development and success of the program has established _a
cirtaii 'tide in our school: Students taking ISI are generally admired.

however; the students involved in a program such as this are
labeled "tlwhr!ns" and are thought of as different. We work hard to eli-

minate this type of p-ejudice.
To attract new stud, is the supervising teacher spends some time dis-

cussing 1ST activities wi 'L underclassmen. At times ISI students may _be
asker4 to present a specia topic to another class and also are availa-
ble as tutors. A motivaticnal slide program on student research, science
competition and the Internationa,. Science & Engineering Fair is presented
to sophmore biology students at the end of the school year.

All biology students are required to do mini projects of their choice
and write short professional paper:_,. This introduces them to problem solv-

ing work. Many of them begin to develop an interest in this area and wish
to pursue it in the ISI prOgram. We ilso have a project program for junior
high students so they are Often familiar with project work when they enter
high school.

ISI students have certain privileges that other students don't have.
FOr example, they have access to lab facilities after school and on week-
ends and a rather informal, confortable atmosphere in which to work. The
"hot pot" in the lab for them to make tea or cocoa to drink while th-ly are
working and a tape deck so they can listen to music while_ they work Are
tell known around school: Also; the school is small enough so _that mist
students are aware of the awards; scholarships and_trips that ISI students

often win and this is certainly an incentive even though students are often
reminded that these are not the most worthwhile goals of the course.

Problem solving courses are always relevant for we have many scien:
ti.ic and non-scientific problems -that need solving to make this world a
bec.ter place in which to live. __You certainly don't have to be a science
career oriented student to benefit frOM a course of this type: The course
is individualized and students are often attracted because of this: There

are no exams and no homework; students have a vested interest in learning
J'Id. working at home.

Ahy materials that provide students with ideas for possible research

projects or background information for project work are used. Such materi-

als include science reference books; science texts; lab manuals; scientific

journals:, and popular magazines: Slide programs prepared by the teacher
are used to recruit students; explain the program; and motivate student

interests: These programs include sections on the scientifiO method, the
state science fair; the Anaconda Company Scientific Achievement program,
International Science and Engineering Fairi_ Space Shuttle Competition, Jun-
ior Science and Humanities Symposium and the Navy Science Cruise: Biotech

modules are used to teach students specific skills while filmstrips enhance
concepts. I find three source books very valuable; These are Nuts and
Bolts: A Guide_to Science Fair Projects, by Van Deman and McDonald; I

require _that students read this over. Guidelines for High School Students
on Conducting_Research in the Sciences by Lyon; and A Handbook of Mao=
gical Investigations, by Ambrose and Ambrose, are also quite useful.
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Outside reference people are also consulted by the students with

contacts made by _letter, phone, and sometimes in person. On o,:casionstu-

dents will travel to a research facility at a hospital or university to

complete some phase Of their experimentation that they cannot complete in

the school lab.
Each year the program is dated by the teaching team and changes

are made based Oh past mistakes, student needs; and insights into future

directions.
The prOgraM is reviewed annually by several teachers and the principal

in an attempt to devise new and better techniques which may result in

improvemeht. Modifications and changes that are deemed necessary are

implemented the next school year
Students are evaluated by the superviSing teacher at the end of each

semester. Since the basic approach involVeS problem identification and

solving techniques; how well they use science methodology not only affects

the outcome of their research but is reflected in their ability to make

rational decisions. As they gain experience in using this approach they

should become better at it and should be able to relate it to other areas

Of their lives that involve problems of both scientific and non -scientific

btigin:
Students are evaluated by individual interviews conducted periodically

to determine how well they are progressing with their work and how much

they know about their projects. The final display and professional paper

are evaluated by the teacher and a letter grade is given at the semester

and at the end of the year. Awards at science fairs and competitions are

useful in evaluation of student work as well.

The teacher self - evaluates and receives feedbaCk from the principal

and stiidentS. Student's work; displayed and presented orally;___is cer-

tainly a visible and public reflection of the teather'seffectiveness in

this type of ptbgtam: One hundred five stUdatitS have enrolled in "Indivi-

dualied Stietite Investigations" over the ten year period of its existence,

and 97.2% have completed the program. At this time 23% who completed the

program have graduated from college and 8% have graduated from a technical

school: Seventy-one percent of these graduates have graduated with a sci-

ence or science related degree and 54% are currently active in science or

science related careers. About 39% of those completing the,. program-are

currently in college and 50% of these students are purSLing_science orsci-

once related study programs. In summary; approxiMatelY 70% (72 students)

of those who completed the program attended p6St secondary schools and of

these; 57% (41 students) pursued or are pursuing science careers._

More freqUent evaluation sessions involving the teaching team of sci-

ence and Math would be helpful. A more objective measuring tool for evalu-

ating student progress and understanding would aid us in evaluating stu-

dents -who do not complete projects or do not win awards.

Our average cost per pupil_varid§ from year to year depending on_the

type of projects the students choose and the amount of travel required to

science fairs; symposia; and competitions. The average cost per pupil lies

Somewhere bEtween $100-$200 per year with travel a major expense. At times

a major piece of equipment such as a photometer may have -to be purchased:

When major equipment such as this is purchased every, effort is made to

ensure that the item can be used within the program_ again. If equipment or

facilities are_ndeded that are beyond the financial reach of our budget or

seem to have limited applications; then an attempt is made to borrow the
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item from a research facility or perhaps the student will travel to that
facility to conduct some phase of the research: Ibelieve the next major
budgetary undertaking is a systematic, gradual replacement of old or worn
expensive items. We are trying to do a little each year to prevent a major
and perhaps impossible expense if they all have to be repaired or replaced
at once.

The administration has ;provided support by helping to secure govern-
mental and district funds to help develop the program: They also allowed
the course to become part of the school curriculum even though we are a

small school. By becoming involved' in the instruction of the course; the
administration has truly shown the interest and value they give the pro-
gram._ Also the administration has provided a supportive front to the
school board and community; an attitude necessary if the program is going
to succeed for any length of time. La.;1_ but not least; constructive criti-
cism from _administrators is a valuable aid in modifying the program,
upgrading rt, and preventing stagnation.

Our administration has shown support for our_ program_in a number of
ways. The original encouragement and support to develop the program came
from the late Paul Schrammeck, superintendent of schools. He also helped
by securing funds to remodel lab facilities and purchase major equipment
via government title programs and also convinced the school board to become
actively involved in supporting the program. Over the years the changing
administration has continued this support. Many administrators had science
backgrounds and that surely didn't hurt: One principal; Mr: Dennis Rose-
lerp;. was actively involved in the program by advising the students
involved in psychology projects: Our present superintendent; Mr. Alan
Ryan; teaches a physics class within the general science curriculum. By
giving verbal .support to our school board and our community; the adminis-
tration has helped to put forth a unified front of support which is neces-
sary if a program_of this type_is going to survive. It is important to the
students and teacher to know the administration is behind them and will do
everything they can to secure _financial and moral support for the program.
So far we have had little trouble in obtaining the needed funds for the ISI
program and much of the credit for this goes to our administration.

The community has generally been proud of the accomplishments and
awards won by the students from this program and help by voicing their
suppport to the administration and school board:

The teachers have been a great help by showing interest in students'
work; by giving up; on occasion; some of their class time to allow students
to work on projects; by discussing projects with students; and by criti-
quing student work. English teachers proof read written material; the shop
teacher helps_ students construct certain parts of the projects;_math teach-
ers help students_with math and_ statistical interpretation and allow stu-
dents to work in their_ designated areas when more room is needed._

Parents support their children in a number of ways. When they under-
stand and support the committment the student has made toward the project
they often become involved in the project. For example, in some cases they
may help the student obtain materials or perhaps provide transportation to
and from school so the student can work on their project after hours: At
times they may be asked to actually help in the construction of sore phase
of the project: If a board has to be sawed or a piece welded they may help
do that: Parents also help by accompaning their children to science fairs;
giving them moral support; and showing their interest in their childrens'
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work; all worthy editcatiOnal objectives: Perhaps such an involvement will
help develop better rapport between student, parents; and teacher.

NSTI` ddid NABT have both provided general support for student

invOlVeMeij, iii Stiente beyond the classroom. These organizations; particu-

NSTA, have helped to establish a philosophy toward animal. research
which has been holptiil in student selection and approach to a !project that

involves animals: NSTA also has sponsored and supported Student centered
activities such as the space shuttle contest which plays an important part
iii our 151 program: NABT sponsors "Outstanding Biology Teacher awards

and the criteria for selecting the award often involves teacher success in
workiag with students involved in individual projects.

Professional Journals often provide me inspiration as well as back-
ground ideas and information for student pr6jects. The American Biology
Teacher is a particularly good journal for this_pUrpOS6._

Although other faculty meMbers.may not he directly involved in the ISI
program they do often function in a supportive role. Our school is small
enough so that students and teachers_relate on a one -to -one basis. Stu-

dents often discuss their projects with interested teachers and may as.c the

english teacher to proof read material, the math teacher for help with sta-

tistical work, or the librarian fOt help in locating research information.
Or; they may ask the shop teacher for advice in constructing some part of

the project. ThiS interaction of departments helps the student realize

that knOWledge interrelated and that his work as well as himself as an
individUal are iortant.

We db have great confidence in the LSI progr,im. As time goes on and

we learn the ins and outs, dos and don'ts of the program; it_ continues to

This development is an on-going process whidli ShObld never stop
althoigh our enrollment is decreasing and this may effettSOMe long range
goals Realistically, I do not see many great changes in the goals we have

established for I believe them to be sound educational goals for better
learning the processes and nature_ of 36iefite, developing responsibility,

and establishing worthwhile life skillS. We may have to modify our mini-

course offerings to better meet the needs of students, however. I do real-

ize that the goals we have set dOWn should be scrutinized and discussed at

the end of each year and if additions or modifications are necessary then

changes should be made.
I cid belieVe student interest in the course will be sustained as will

adMihistratibn and district support: I expect our facilities to improve
With the expected addition of a greenhouse; animal careroomi_and individual

work area. I expect more involvement from math teachers and the counselor

and I expect more diversification of projects being selected. I also

believe our mini-course selection will be expanded and we will get a little

better student involvement in this area.
Changing our program should increase student and teacher interest and

participation if we expand the tiirritUptiM and produce a more balanced

approach to student involvement. Currently, more students are involved in

work in the area of biblOgiCal sciences; perhaps more will become involved

in other areas such as physics or math. Such changes should always serve

to better meet student needS
The program is individualized and was developed to fit the needs;

iacilities, and staff of North Toole County High School. To exactly dupli7

tate thiS program in another school system would be both undesirable and

very diffitiilt. It would be desirable, however; to implemert thbSe aspects
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of the program that would he ccmpitihle with other school and science

programs in an attempt to improve overall curriculum: °tiler teachers have

visited our school to learn m:re about the pr:igtnal nod we welcome this type

of contact.
Communication is very importantand the involved teachers should meet

frequently to discuSs the program. Changes should be made periodically to

upgrade the program with strident input considered in this process. Alsb

periodic meetings with the administration are helpful in planning the pro-

gram from a birdgetary Standpoint. We stick with what works but aie not

afraid to try neW things. We find continual assessment to be important.

You must haVe teacher dedication and student interest if a course of

this type is to succeed because it tkos agreat deal of effort and time.

It is absaliitely fietessty that the teacher maintain an enthuSiaStit

approach to_ the program. In another schen); I would begin by conducting a

motivational, instructional workshop for involved teachers. 'I would then

follow up with a similar workshop for the students. Once the prbgtaiti gets

Off the ground motivation seems to be self perpetuating with success lead?

iiig to I would then invite teachers; interested students; a

representative from the administration and a representative from the school

board to my school CO view the Program first hand. I would emphasize

organization of facilities and Uirse_ funding (major purchases could be

staggered to prevent large initial outlays of money which tend to discour-

aeo administration and school board_support). It is necessary that a coor-

dinated plan be developed by all_ of those involved in the program so that

the course progresses at a steady pace over the first few years. Often

interest in specialized courses rises quickly and then fades the same

Proper motivation' orientation and planning may prevent this from happen-

ing.
I belieVe the teacher should have a well rounded education in all the

sciences and a stroAg background in math as well. ISI students work on

projects in all areas of science and engineering, with all work involving

statistical analysis and a working knowledge of math. The teacher should

be grammatically competent and personal research experience at the under-

graduate or graduate level would be useful. Students need proper advice;

not only on their research but alsO on the written part of the course such

as professional paper and presentation. The teacher also should be able to

instruct students on the use of -some specialized science equipment such as

spectrophotometer; environmental chamber; analytical balance; and electro-

phoresis apparatus.
The rewards fbt teaching in this program are many. Satisfaction comes

from watching students develop a finishedproduct from an idea and seeing

them realid the importance of the activity. I take pride in student suc7

cessi particularly when it involves a lower ability student with confidence

probleitiS; such success stimulate me to continue. _During competition; I

enjoy meeting ti;) people; going new places, and learning new things: I

like being involved in doing science and coMbinitig academics with competi-

tion: I also enjoy bringing academic_ recognition to our schooL
As a result of this ISI program I and my students have won-a number of

awards: These include:
NABT - Montana - Outstanding_Biology Teacher (1978)____

Certificate of Honor=WestinghOuse Science Talent Search-

* Award for meritorius work with science students

* Eleven Science Service Commendations for student participation

in the InternatiOnal Stiehte and Engineering Fairs
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NSTA Certificate of Excellence in Science Teaching
re,: American Society of MitrObiblOgy Awards for ExceLlepce

.;

Li, Science Teaching
Two NSTA/NASA Space Skittle Certificates of Recognition for student

regional winners
The Thomas AliM Edison Foundation Certificate of Recognition for

Excellence in Science Teaching
1110 Kodak AWArd for student excellence
The ElkS_Distinguished Citizen award
An Area Chamber of Commeri.: Certificate of Achievement

The KSEN Radio VIP Award
A StUdent Appreciation Award from our ISI students
Nit. Only have we had a Westinghouse Science Talent Search top

Winner, our ISI student have won the State Science Pair Grand

At-td every year since 1974 as well as thirteen special or place awards at

the International Science and Engineering Fair
TWo students have won U;S. Navy Cruise Awards and three have

first ,ilace scholarships from the Anaconda Company
Six students have been awarded American_Cancer Society Summer__
Fellowships while two have been Regional winners in the NSTA/NASA

Space Shuttle Student Involvement PrOjett
In the past five years ten students have presented
papers at Junior Scierice and Humanities Symposium

One of these was_seletted to attend the national symposium.

I would like the math teacher to become more formally involved in the

program and 1 would like the guidance counselor to takean active part in

advising students working on psychology projects: We have had this_type of

team involvement in the past but a turnover of staff has forced us to

regroup and this process takes a while. I would also like.tosee more stu-

dentS involved in minicourse work and a little_more formal approach in

course organization may be beneficial. I would like to see more students

involved in math and physical science projects.
I would like to express my appreciation for the help and support given

by my patient wife; Maria and the_ inspiration provided by the late Mr: Paul

Schrammech: I also have_been Aided considierably by Dennis RoseIeip; Larry

'loge; Robert Ross; Alan Ryan; -Mary Moffatt, and all the North Toole County

High School Staff and Schbbl Board of Trustees. (For more details on North

Toole County High School and the Individualized Science Investigative Pro-

gram; see -the NSTA Search for Excellence in Science Education Monograph

Centers of Excellence: Portroyals of Six Districts.)
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Chapter 9: ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS-
THROUGH THE STUDY OF EARTH SCIENCE

By

Shelly E. Partin

Pamilico County Junior High School
Bayboro; North Carolina 28515

Pamilico County; a very small county of 10,000 in Eastern North Caro-
lina; has no cities. The county has a lArge_Minbtity population and the
income level of most families_ is vary low. MUth of their income derives
from commercial fishing and farming and the average educational level of

the people is below the 12th gtade. There are four schools in the county;
2 elementary schoolsi One junior high school and one senior high school.

We have mo military bases And no industry except for a small garment fac-

tory. There is some tourist trade since the area has abundant water

recreation facilities.
Although the students came from a coastal area they seemed completely

unaware of their environment: They did not understand the balance Of
nature, the intricate food chain; the erosion of the coast; the dangers of

pollution; or the economic implications of ar.y of these._ Theit pAren,_S'
incomes depended almost wholly on natural resources but they alb existed
without a critical awareness of their environment.

My frustration over the students' complete_lack of awareness of their

environment caused me to _begin attending WOrkShOpS aria seek out resource
p(rsons with materials _and ,inforMation suitable for 8th grade students.

went to three outstanding workshops; Summer Seashop on the Bogue Banks
through Sea Grant, a workshop at North Carolina State University's Science
Education Department, and an Island Ecology workshop on Andros Island in

theBahamaS with a Crant from the National Science 1.oundation. The island
EcolOky Workshop at Andros Island was the precipitating event which made my

ideas of a new science program progress from a latent to a more concrete

stage.
The first year I tauk1-.t. at Pamilico Junio High I _remained Wih the

regular Earth Science crriculum as outlined in the tektbObk. The second

year I took more liierties and 'n the tl-ird year, the prinicpal and the
supervisor truster my co.ipetance_and _gave me complete freedom implement

a new program. This freedom allowed _the 0Ange to come on gradually to
met a need. The second'yeat_of teaching gave me a beginning and the third
year of teaching gave me the fteedbM'and competence to expand and innauger-

ate the program in the community.
After my second year of teaching at Pamilico I attended the Island

Workshdp at Andros. For the balance of-the summer; I outlined a tentative

07-6 i:bt all the 160 Earth Science students and some 7th grade students

who W::re in the Science club; During the teacher work days at:the begin=
ping of the third year; I contacted key personnel within the stlibol system
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to plan for specific field trips and to_obtain funds and support for the

program. With their support the program began to evolve as a reality.
Throughout the entire school year I made trips to see resource per-

sons; made numerous phone calls; and spent many week-ends planning the pro-

gram in detail. Parents became involved' and particpated in field trips;
generating interest within the community. Local newspapers printed several
articles on the field trips and the program in general. Since some 7th
grade students were_included in the third year of the program, as 8th grade
students in this 4th year they now are able to understand the objectives of
the program and conduct field activities without additional instruction.
SO; we now have a core group around which to build the program

Our school and district administration has provided considerable sup-
port. They have arranged for school buses for some of the field trips;
provided funds enabling me to attend workshops; hired substitutes when a
field trip was scheduled which did not include_ all of tne students; and

given me personal support and encouragement. Additional and necessary sup-
port has come from the Soil Conservation Service; The County Planner; The
Agricultural Extension Service; the High School Vocational Department, the
local newspaper; and Interested parents and community members._ The teach

er.; in our school cooperate by allowing students to miss _their classes
without penalty. Language Arts teachers also use the field trip experi-
ences as a basis for creative writing and the seventh grade Life Science

teacher has adapted parts of the program for_her curriculuM.
There was; however; a certain amount of envy among the other teachers

because the Earth Science teacher was able to go on field trips and attend
workshops. This envy became productive when a number of teachers began to
schedule_field trips so their own students would have learning experiences
within their specific field. Then, the 7th grade science teacher joined
with me on the Science Club activities. to make the environmental program
encompass Life Science as well as Earth Science.

Since I teach the entire 8th grade; I rave students of all ability
levels except those mentally handicapped students requiring a special Sti-
once program. There are 160 students in my six daily classes_ which range
in size from 13 to 35. I also have from 1 to 3 study hall students in each
classroom each period. The attitudes_of students are as varied as their
ability levels and it would be impossible to categorize any specific atti-
tude as prevalent.

About_13 of my 160 students last year were above average and might be
categorized as gifted and talented. However, very few of these 13 students
are being encouraged by their parents to Obtain a college education. In-

general, our students are probably average in their standard scores alt-
ho:Igh last year their performances on standardized tests proved to be above
expectations.

The Junior High School has 700 students and 35 teachers in grades 5
through 8: The building was once a segregated black school buti_with_inte-
gration in the early 1970's; it was made into a Junior_ High for all the
county and some new rooms were added. There is a greenhouse, used by the

vocational department; but no planetarium or environmental study area.
There is nothing unique about our classroom. It looks exactly like any
typical classroom in a Junior High School. My own is about 8 meters by 8
meters with 35_ desks_ and_ one_ teacher's desk. I have the usual large black-

board and bulletin board. The walls are concrete, the floor is carpeted
ana the windows are all on one side. These windows; with venetian blinds;
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look out upon a mall grassy area A storage cabinet; two small sets of

book shelves, and a table share space with an old bath tub which can be

filled with water or sand.
While our architecture is nothing to brag about, we do have_a _good

selection of equibMent and supplies for studying the environment. Students

use weather _instruments, soil samples of Pamlico County; water testing

kits, a small oceanography kit; coastal charts; aerial ph-at-a§ of Pamlico

County and tdpogriphital maps showing flood prone areas _of_the County. We

also have access: to the vocational materials at the High School. All our

materials and equipment are stored in suitcases in a lab upstairs in the

same building as the classroom: As a result; student§ only have access to

their materials when the teacher is present. When we Scheduleifield trips

the suitcases do make it more convenient to takeproper equipment and carry

ft easily. This lab room is also rather ordinary with just six lab

tables. I usually arrange for each table of Six students to have a spe-

cific task to perform. When the lab is used; it is cleaned up by students

at the end of the period; not by me.
.
It would be nice to have fewet students; 160 students plus a homeroom

is just about all I can handle. The classroom would be fine if it were not

crowded with 35 students and'l_ta 3 study hall Students: dt is really dif-

ficaIt to individualize with 38 in our small room:
When I take student§ up- to the lab and then down again at the end of

the period. I often laSe a feW. Some duck into the bathrooms to smoke and

some knock on teachers' dOtirs as they go by If the lab were next to my

room it would be easier. ,

OUR PROGRAM

Our prime objective is to increase the students' awareness of the fra-

gile environmental balance in CoaStal Natth Catalina through individual:

learning experiences within the 8th grade Science curriculum: In becoming

ready for this awareness, students tallett and analyze weather data using

appropriate weather instruments And systematic observation and recording.

They read and interpret maps, charts; and diagrams relating to coastal

North Carolina. Thege weather and climate studies are linked to the soil

and organisms_ through water and soil analyzes and data they collect on

organisms living in this area:
Students participate in many field trips to gather_specific data on

the area, visit resource sites; and meet people_ knowledgeable about our

region: they also participate in seminars_ dealing with prOblems of the

local environment: These seminars are usually led by specialists in the

area of concern
Every resource person emphasize§ career possibilities for the stu-

dents: Many of the students were limited to a very small area in terms of

future careers before _they received this information: Science students

also develop individual _research Studies and projects for .entry in -local

science fairs. Many students -compete in regional science fairs as well.

On field tripstudehts are physically and mentally involved in the

collection_of Slide t..reentations and lectures are presented in the

evenings when field trips are for a full week-end. DiSCussion groups and

individual research are used in instruction during regular, in-school
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other students about surviving hurricanes and becaiiie the first Junior

hurricane Preparedne§a Specialists in our area Studenta look ahead to the

future in order to be-c-othe a socially responsible person in making decisions

doterming the futute_Of Coastal North Carolina.

While IndividtialiZed instruction is difficult in large classes; stu-

dents with the ability_ to do independent work are encouraged to seek addi-

tional information and ideas The teacher plays a large role in guiding

these students to materials and resources. Other students do individual

prcjects and research reports as well with much of the program being taught

on different levels to different students at diffetent ability levels.

These ability levels are reflected in all lab work, field trips; and field

work where students in teams pool their inforthation, come to conclusions;

and make joint decisions relating their findings to their problems;

All cognitive material is taught at different levels to be within the

grasp of each studott and the affective curriculum is considered extremely

important as well Students on field _trips develop patience with each

other (and with weaeler and field .conditions) and learn to respect and

appreciate each other and the environment. Students usually have limited

experience in this area and the field trips open up new horizons far them.

I try to make content totally concrete and practical with as little

abstraction as possible. i emphasize content which is highly pertinent to

the lives of students and the future of their community.

The program requires that the teacher look ahead at the possible

future environmental problems of Coastal North Carolina. Teachers must be

genuinely interested and see beyond present economic rewards and identify

future ramification§ of the very elements which are financially lucretive

in our area now If the teacher were more interested in the financial

benefits of coastal real estate development; it would be very difficult for

her to sincerely advocate this program.

I feel that the teacher; inquiry, classroom and curriculum are so

necessary, interwoven and interdependent that it would be impossible to

eliminate one and still have excellence in the Environmental Awareness Pro-

gram. The teacher must be creative, enthusiastic; well-educated and will-

ing to give many extra hours of research and planning to initiate and main-

tain the program; She must be able to supervise student activities and

encourage individual research andstudentparticipation.
Teachers must be flekible and creative; I cannot become enamored of my

own lesson plan and_fatte it on the students. A student's mood and atti-

tude on a specific -day may require an entirely diffeteht approach from the

one I have planned. Field trips and resource_ persons may require rapid

changes in plena. An inflexible teacher rapidly would become very frus

trated.
I find_that I need a solid background in science, a sincere desire

understand Junior High Students; a willingness to learn; the ability to be

flexible and creative; and a high degree of energy and enthusiasm.

The inquiry classroom must -never be static; it must have provocative

bulletin boards; projects; faSSils; live marine life and numerous stimulat-

ing experiences; Class methods must incorporate discuSaiaha, inquiry,

slide presentations; seminars, andoutside speakers. The changing format

keeps students and teachers involved and interested.

A new teacher entering our program must have a belief in the goals of

the program and a_gatid solid foundation in Science concepts: They should

also be creative, honest in seIf-evaluation; and haVe a real understanding

O9
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of the needs of students. Such a teacher will have the support of the
local administration if she recognizes our needs as well as her own and
does not make decisions independent of authority.

The curriculum must be well planned and sequenced with extra- curricu-
lar activities. If a text is used it must be meaningfully coordinated with
the program. All too often, programs seem coordinated with texts- -the
reverse of what should be true. The affective curriculum is also impor-
tant, as students develop self-confidence and stronger self-images as a

result of their personal experiences. Teacher, classroom, curriculum; the
three are equally important. Together, they build a strong and successful
Environmental Awareness Program.

On field trips certain students are responsible. for specific instru-
ments and tasks; In being responsible for care of the instrument; they
record and report accurate data to the group; AI1 class and lab activities
are grouped wi -th a group leader with leaders being rotated so each student
has an opportunity for leadership experience and responsibility: There are
informal evaluations and no students are permitted to ostracize or humili-
ate other students although these behaviors are common in other classes and
outside of school.

Flexibility is truly a necessity. Some weeks students spend all their
time on purely academic activities within the classroom._ Some weeks may be
spent preparing for and taking Biel d trips. Other weeks may be spent in
the lab_and, when important audiovisual materials come in, they must be
seen within a specific time period_. Resource people can only come on spe-
cific dates and when they areableto come, other activities are resche-
duled. While I schedule carefully, I am equally careful to see that I con-
trol my schedule rather than the opposite.

We use a junior high earth science basic text as well as supplemntary
textbooks magazines, newspapers; and numerous printed materials from
resource persons: I gather material from all these sources and organize it
into a specific unit or series of lessons: Then I teach this material
while gearing my instruction to the various ability levels of the students
in a specific class. All material is available to students as they need
it.

Field trips also are part of the curriculum and must be scheduled
with an eye on the weather and- an understanding_ that certain seasons are
better than others. For example, winter with its high winds and strong
seas is a perfect time to visit Cape Hatteras during our unit on coastal
erosion.

Both in class and on field trips students are given many thought ques-
tions where there is no right or wrong
their own opinion and offer possible
questions to which I already know the
play guessing games; I want them to

answer.
solution
answers:
use the

I encourag them to express
s. I try hard not to ask

I don't want students to
it own skills, knowledge;

resources; and logic to make decisions and arrive at solutions
their own assessment and evaluation.

At the same timei I use a great deal of self-evaluation to see if I am
really teaching what I _hope I am_ teaching_. I reflect back on what I have
done, thinking about what I will doi and gather pereptions from my stu-
dents. I also evaluate with short tests to see how much the children
really know and understand. I seek comments from parents and resource per-
sons and school administrators and try to learn from their criticisms.

based on

1.10
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Our major expenses are for field trips where we have bus costs;

teacher substitut6S, food and motel costs. Parent§ help with costs and

some money is available in special funds such as thribUgh the Science Club.

I usually pay_fOr long distance phone calls related to trips; Sometimes I

have bought the gas on trips and have paid for my own Substitute: Paying

for student meals and transportation is not unusual for me either. We do

charge-a science fee of $3.00 per child to help pay for instructional

materials.
As a result, I can use any money I get. I LIsti need money for field

trips for tliciae children who cannot afford to go. Although I try to pay

for them but my resources are very limited and I can't handle it all. Andi

T also need many special materials for the children require a broad range

of written and manipulative materials.
Our principal has gone on field trips with us and is personally aware

of every activity as he helps to_fit them into the school calendar._ The

Secondary Supervisor comes to school regularly to keep informed of our

plans and ativities as well. I always plan with the principal and the

Supervisor as they really are cooperative and seem delighted that our stu7

dents are getting so many opportunities for non-traditional learning. I

also get parents involved in field trips and Science exhibits They actu-

ally help with experiments and help to supervise groups.

Between all the Tap_er work and what it requires to teach .160 students

each day; I
will probably not be able to take as many field trips in -the

future: Also; I used a considerable amount of my own salary for expenses

and I cannot do that indefinitely. The time spent ih_Orgahizinvand under-

taking field tripS II-AS been hard on my family alSo. I take my two children

along; if poSSible, but all these personal sacxifies are hard. I often

wonder how_ long a teaher can maintain the energy to be really creative and

still teach school.

MY DREAM

I would like this program_to begin in the elementary school. Then, I

would be able to teach the children in the lower grades so that they would

have a better background and understanding before they get to thl 8th

grade: This might_ help make Science more important in the elementary

grades and would_ehlatge on what I can now do_. At present, science in the

elementary school alternates with social studieS and often must be short-

changed to ETalOW time for music and art. Math and language arts times -are

rigid and never thanged; Even capable _teacheta in the elementary school

simply do_nOt have enough time or flexibility to do a good job with_Sti-

ence. I know I need time to plan as better planning enables me_tb indivi-

dualize to a greater extent. As I see it, elementary teachers have little

time to plan for science.
I also need less paper-work. Now; every .7ree moment has to be used

filling out forms; doing folders, and filling out more forms. Every dis-

cipline problem requirea a special form (and sometimes several) and

instructional materials require requisitions. There_are numerous question-

naires to be handed out and collected in homeroom and there are parent per-

mission slips for everything.
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My dream also includes more funds; free time during the school day for

conferences with resource persons; and an aide to handle some arrangements

for field trips: I would like to buy more periodical§ for our resource
collection and updated material in all areas of science.

As powerful and vivid as my dream is now; if my schedule remains as

strenuous as it is now; j think I will just get tired. I'll either have to

leave teaching or else stop being creative in ordeXtO survive. I hate to

think of leaving out the creativity for; if I wanted the program to fail; I

would stop caring about the children and quit dreaming up new activities;

I Wolld just give them written exercises Out of the book and try keeping

tht.o quiet.
Now; I keep going because I love the job and find means:of reward even

though most of the rewards for teaching_ Are personal: I can see the chil-

dren learning to love science and not hating it as a subject; I can see

that they are becoming motivated to learn and I see their attitudes chang-

ing: Discipline problems seem to disappear_as the students get interested.

These are rewards which are truly meaningful:
Those rewards are somewhat ifttatigibla The only tangible rewards have

,been a plaque from the soil conservation service in Bayboro; N.C.; an invi-

tation to speak at the -North Carolina Science Teachers AsSOCiation,_ and

recognition as a National Exemplar from the National Science Teachers Asso-

ciation SeArChfor Excellence'qh Science Education.
The_Workshops where IAlearned specific Science skillS were great and

persOnAUy rewarding as well; I have found workshops inspiring and a means

Of introducing me to new skills; ideas; knowledge, and people. Teachers

heed to get out of our classrooms more often -and into good workshops where

the emphasis is on broadening horizons through leathipg new ideas and shar-

ing with other adults; In the future I hope workshops will continue to

provide one way of keeping me updated and providing fresh enthusiasm for

teaching and this program. these workshops, as I meet resource personsi

and learn new skills helpful in enriching the students I become inspired

once more: Workshops are a _great_help and motivation to me. If I can keep

finding more rewards like those I have received; I will have the inspira-

tion and energy to continue what I view as a most important program for our

students and our environment.
The help and inspiration I have received has been rewarding as well

The follbWing individuals- provided materials; came in as resource persons,

helped drrange_fieldtrips; and gave support and encouragement throughout

the program! John Sanders; Coastal Weather Specialist, North Carolina Sea

Gtant College Program; Ray E. Ashton; Director_Of_Education, North Carolina

Museum of Natural History; Lundie Mauldih, Marine Education Specialist;

University North Carolina Sea Grant College Program; Jo Ann Powell; Educe-7

tion Director; Hampton Mariners_ MUS6UM, Beaufort; North Carolina; Dr. Ned

Smith; Sally Nunally; Hilda LiViigStOh, North Carolina Marine Resources

Centers:
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Chapter 10: Audio-tutorial ISCS

By

Marvin Seines T.R. Maursetter
Victor Rames Robert Simonson
Arlyn Thomas LaVonne Zeeb

2200 South Fifth Avenue
Patrick Henry Junior High_School

Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57105=4099

Sioux Falls, the largest city- in SOUth Dakota with 81,000 people, has
four junior high schools. It is located on the eastern edge of the state
near the Iowa and Minnesota_border. _The city contains several light Indus-

tries, the_largest being John MOrtell meat packing. Other large employers

are Litton's Microwave plant, Citibank's credit card division and three
hospitals. Sibuk FallS is the location of the EROS Data Center, the Univ-
ersity of South Dakota Medical School, and Augustana and Sioux Falls Col-

leges. Parents of students at Patrick Henry are largely middle class to
upper middle class. There are fewer than 3% minority students and our phi-
losophy is one of a basic mid-western conservative, family oriented popula-

Patrick Henry Junior High with 1065 students in'grades 7, 8, and 9,

has a professional staff of 2 principals, 2.5 counselors, 65 teachers, and

5 certified aids; The main building was constructed in 1958 and a science
wing was added in 1970. The three double classrooms and a storage arer. nre
equipped with perimeter lab activity counters and islands with water;gas;
and sinks. Each double room attomodateS 60 students with audiotutorial
carrels present in each classroom. EaCh of the four junior highs has had a
6 room science addition built in the last 12 years;

The 7thand_8th grade room is 35 by 70 feet with a folding door down
the center that is partly closed: Each end of the room has an equipment
cart adteggiblt'to students: Counters and islands with water, gas, and
sinks forth the perimeter on two sides of one of the double rooms_ while car7
relS form a third side and the folding door the fourth. _The 7th _grade end

has a plant mobile for use in a plant unit and the_students work at two-
student tables in the center and at the perimeter islands.

In the 8th grade end one corner of the counter is used for the chemi-
cal dispensing area, dry powders on one Wall_ and liquids on the other;

Each room has a fume hood with an ekhauSt fan for use with nitric acid and
iodine tests. The room haS a firkektifigUigher, a fire blanket; and an eye

wash_station. The center of the double room has equipment for the storage
of glassware -and other equipment that is unique to the course; The pliime-

ter counter -has test tube drying racks.
The 9th grade room is carpeted with carrels on two walls. The stu-

dentS _sit at two-student lab tables that are positioned in rows in the ..en=

ter of the classrooms; Equipment is available on shelves along -,Tle will
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and on a wall hung pegboard rack. There are two island counters with

water;_gas and sinks:
The walls in all rooms are used to, display teacher prepared and com-

mercial posters. Each room has a "flow chart" 1:6 help the student deter-

mine the unit progression and the required and extra credit units: The AT

carrels, cassette tape players; cassette tapes,_ behavioral objectives; and

small_group testing areas make the physical facility somewhat unique.

While the new science addition was in the planning stage science

department meetings were held to deal_with_program needs: The need for a

new program became apparent from a multitude of indicators; Most evident

was student disinterest in the subject matter offered: Teachers were cons-

tantly revising laboratory exercises -and lesson approaches trying to moti-

vate students; Too few students elected to take 9th grade science- and

those who did were boys. From these meetings a new program was devised.

Articles about audibtutorialmethods were read and discussed and on-

site visitations were made to Indiana and Minnesota to view AT installa-

tions: Attendance at ISCS workshops by the entire science staff led to

many ideas and discussions. Finally a proposal incorporating ideas from

the staff and others was submitted to the Board of ':.ducation and approved.

Considerable inspitation came from Postlethwait's Audiotutotial Manual pub-

lished by Burge-SS and an ISCS Workshop conducted by Jan Holman, Silver Bur-

dett; Richard Wik, Burgess Publishing Co; Jcei Padmore, University of South

Dakota and Marvin Selnes;Patrick Henry Science Chairman. We also got

encouragement and assistance from: Lee Conelly, AV Diretor; Sioux Falls

Public Schools, T:C ToIlefson; Assistant _Superintendent/Curriculum; and

Dt. John Harris; our Superintendent of Schools

While we all were involved, Marvin Seines provided the project_ idea

and leadership at all grade levela as well as objectives and tests. R-bbett

Simonson; T.12: Maursetteri and David Elliott developed objectives, tapes,

and tests for Level I and II. Victor Rames wrote objectives, tests, and

tapes for Levels II_and III while ArlynThomas provided tapes and, along

with LaVonne Zeebi deVelOped revisions for Level I. Robert Simonson also

developed Basic_scienteattivities for grades 7, 8, and 9.

Most of Tth and 8th grade is physical science while 9th grade centers

on earth; environmental, space and biological _sciente. Most of our stu-

dents take 10th grade biology as their required science course: In begin-

ning this course, we developed a proposal and submitted it to the superin-

tendent of Schools and the Board of Education. After it was approved;

specifications were written for the needed A-T equipment; As a groUp_We

ordered text materials and supplies and worked through text activities_ that

summer; The whole science staff was involved; Behavioral objectives,

tapes;tests; worksheeta, and supplementary materials were prepared and

storage equipment was constructed. Then; we hired an aide and instruction

began. Since the start of the program; tests; tapes and objectives have

been revised 'ievetal times. The recommendation of the Superintendent; the

Board's funding, and the enthusiastic support of the entire science staff

led to smooth implementation of the program.
We also made it easier by preparing ourselves for this new Audio-tuto-

rial ISCS program: We read the ISCS professional modules and had three

summer sessions to work through the text material; preparing the student

instructional tapes; tests; objectives, visuals and storage materials.

Some of us attended NSF ISCSSUMMetworkshops sponsored by the UniVetaitS

Of South Dakota in Sioux Fella and Vermillion; Others visited schools
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using ISCS in Mitchell, SD and Hawarden; Iowa; Equally important was a
visit to Patrick Henry by Charles Richardson; an experienced ISCS Teacher
and Science Supervisor and now a Silver Burdett consultant;

The teachers have gained a greater awareness of individual student
differenes and how to take the opportunity to work with small groups of
students as well as individuals; Most of our teachers now place more
emphasis on behavioral objectives that stress action verbs such as observ-
ing; classifying; measuring; predicting; and testing.

Equipment used for experiments is stored on carts that are specially
designed for most of the special equipment. Objectives are kept on racks
of file-cabinets while pre-tapes and summary tapes are kept in a cassette
storage cabinet accesible to students. Each student's notebook and other
stored materials are in trays and shelves in the classroom or science sto-
rage area according to class period. They are made available_ to the
classes as needed. Books are not checked out _to the-student; but are
stored around the perimetet of the room on book_shelves. They are accessi-
ble to tudents_during the clas period anci may -be checked out over night if
needed. Fourminutes of time are allowed at the close of the class period
for student clean-up, return of equipment and room inventory.

Patrick Henry students are of all ability levels. Seventh and eighth
grade classes are 60 to 62 students with two teachers and one certified
aide. Ninth grade classes average 30-32 with one teacher. A majority of
the students are of the middle to upper class with others ranging down to
the poverty level; One-half of the students are the children of busines
and professional parents;

PROGRAM GOALS

Our General goals are for_students to:
1. develop self-reliance
2. grow -in social responsibility
3. develop scientific literacy
4. develop an interest in science

We provide a variety of activities.; both ISCS and supplementary which lead
to these goals. The 7th and 8th grade classes include units on alternative
energy soures and conservation of present energy sources. Ninth grade
units; ISCS Environmental Science-, Well-Being, and investigating Varia-
tion, include examples of human adaptation and references to alternative
futures. Ninth grade uses a supplementary energy unit and The Search For
Solutions film series as well. Inquiry processes are an integral part
ofthe methodology of the ISCS curriculum. The Search for Solutions film

series presents interesting uses of inquiry also.
Students in our program do pretty much what any ISCS students do;

But, in addition they are listening to preview tapes; listening to summary
tapes, and taking small group oral tests with the teacher;

At all levels students meet success in the science classroom; thus
maintaining a positive attitude toward science and science classes. The

teacher has an opportunity to discuss science related occupations with the
class as a group as well as with the individual students._ The Search For
Solutions films as well as other films used throughout the year also pro-
vide information concerning career opportunities.
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Our program is self-paced and uses an audio-tutorial format to assist
the student. Each student is in class one class period per day for 47
minutes per period or 235 minutes for the week.

Students work in pairs during the lab activities and select tl.e work
pace that is most comfortable for themselves and_one that will yield the
desired unit_ grade. The program is activity oriented and students have
freedom in the selection of some of the text excursions while others are
required for remediation._

Problem breaks in the text and small group questions use personal
knowledge to study social applications of science. Students play a key
role by making choices on which excursions to take and which problem break
or project to do. The student is the c Jr' core of experience: Small
group evaluations are based uponbehavior,..,_ objectives; The tests include
graphic interpretation and problem solving situations:

Our teachers have participated in a study of Piaget's work in devel-
opmental cognitive psychology; We test all students to determine the level
of formal and concrete thinking and consider aspects of this psychology as
we develop activities and as we teach. Some of our study and activity
development was funded through Title IV-C grants-

Teachers are very committed to the students' welfare, as demonstrated
by self-pacing by the student rather than_group pacing. Teachers work with
individuals to arrive at a pace that allows for the greatest amount of
learning_by each individual._ As_a resulti each student meets success and
the teacher is free to work with remedial activities. All activities
involve hands -on experiences where we think of the teacher as more of a
facilitator of learning_than a disseminator of information.

Students are capable of success and will strive for successful experi-
ences. When we let students plan instructional work periods the teacher
becomes less threatening and is looked at as a helper.

Students self evaluate when they are prepared to do so. Generally,
before a self - evaluation; they listen to preview and summary tapesistudy
the chapter objectives; and review their notes on activities. In addition
to self evaluations one of our prograw goals is teaching social responsi-
bility. We provide systematic opportunities for_this by giving students
responsibility for much of their learning as well as_ responsibility_ for
inventory and clean-up_at the close_of each class period. We find students
becoming more responsible and becoming more self-reliant,

Teachers prepare laboratory materials and monitor student progress as
well as developiag, testing, and revising all objectives; tests and tapes:
Teachers also prepare slide sets to illustrate equipment procedures: In

addition to all the ordinary tasks which teachers do our teachers are
involved in activities unique to this exemplary program.

Teachers are working with students individually or in small groups on
laboratory activities; preparing materials and reagents, or giving small
group evaluations. They may be correcting tests and notebooks, meeting
with other science teachers to plan activities -or reading science profes-
sional literature to improve their own knowledge and develop curriculum._
Teachers actively assist students with _science research projects, and

make7up work. We don't spend all our time using inquiry techniques and
Skills; we also repair equipment. nut, even then, we try to avoid giving
students too many answers._

Our focus on Inquiry includes an alertness to wait time; use of proper
questioning techniques to get something other than memorized answers; and
appropriate classroom organization;
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Aides assist in the classroom and correct a majority of the notebooks.

If they are not available_it increases the teacher work load considerably

and reduces the amount of quality time which teachers have for working

directly with students.
We use THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS film series; filffiStripS to accompany

the NATURAL WORLD, ENERGY CHALLENGE videotapes plUS other films from the

South Dakota Office of Energy Policy and other sources. These materials

are used during special emphasis units providing students with current

information on energy alternatives and conservation, present reserves; and

current issues.
Student interest is shown _by above average enrollment in elective

courses. Students have a positive attitude toward the class and are will-

ing to work before and after school on a_vOluntary basis. They talk to

their parentt al -o. When the program was_threatened with cancellation dur-

ing a K-12 study and all of the junior highs -were scheduled to offer the

same curriculum, parents were willing to testify about the positive aspects

Of the program;_ Students compete with 9 -12 grade students and win more

than their share of the competition._ Teachers are enthused about teaching

and express pride in the work being done.

While parent involvement is not an integral part of instruction,

parents do provide studentS support and help with homework. We inform

parents. of their student'S progress and a list of work that can be done

outside of the classroOM is provided to each parent.

Our administratiOn has supported us completely. Their support ini-

tially enabled the program to be started: Then; their support allowed us

to write proposalS to fund a variety of implementation activities and

development of computer programs; They also have prOVided funds to travel

to'conventiOnS and conferences and to support our hudget They are very

flexible about granting permission for students to attend and participate

in contestS.
The principal provides an atmosphere of acceptance and concern as -well

as approval of the program. The administration; however; plays no direct

instructional roId TheyapproVe all proposals and requisitionS, schedule

science classes in consultation with the department representative, and

provide evaluation of the professional staff. But; they are not involved

in curriculum or instruction.
We have a curritUlUM study committee which;- with the advice of teach-

e7s, recommends material purchases to the Board of EdUtation through the

Sup2rintendent. A Staff. Development Committed for the District and a

building In-;SetVite Committee recommend staff training opportunities and

formats._ &Mid of our inservice was provided by outside fording. We are

considering proposals for the district staff development program.

We feel the best intt rests of the students must be first. Any program

changes must improve the efficiency_or quality of 'earning. Our strategies

for learning must be based upon the student's developmental level or we

know they will not lead to true understanding;

Professional organizations, especially the NSTA Conventions have

served as a tremendOU§ source of inspiration; inforthatioh, and ideas;

Their continual emphasis on excellence and work toward that end have been

valuable and alloWed<US to realize thatwe_are not alone in our quest. Our

teachers regularly read The Science T.tacher; Science and Children; The
Physics_Teacher, The American Biology Teacher, Science Education; JOUr-
nal of Geolog'cal Education; ,S6hool Science and Mathematics; SOUth Dakota
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Science :Teacher, Environment, Science 83, Astronomy, Science News
Letter, Smithsonian, Natural History, National Wildlife, Phi Delta Kappan,
and several_computer publications. We read a lot of journals, we get a lot
of ideas and keep current_and professional.

We don't expect much change in our goals. We do, though expect to
change curriculum as needed _to maintain relevancy and meet new needs. The
energy units have been added in the last two years and possibly more ISIS
units will be added to keep the program consistent with the new curriculum
to be adopted in 1983. Our other three junior highs in the system have not
adopted the ISCS, but use a text-entered, group-paced program. Patrick
Henry has requested an exception to the adoption and is receiving support
while writing it We would like to add more Earth and Life Science units
to be consistent with the new curriculum as well. Our plan also includes
more use of microcomputers; espccially at grade nine:

Exams; worksheets and tapes are continually assessed and revised as
needed: All ninth grade tests were changed in 1981-82 and parts of the 7th
and 8th exams were changed in the last two years. Tapes are changed as
well: These changes are made to facilitate student learning and reduce
problems noted in previous activities. This is one very obvious benefit of
developing our own curriculum: we can revise as we need.

We could be even better if all teachers on a grade level had the same
planning period. Now; our student number make -it necessary to have classes
during all periods so teachers can never really get together easily. This
would improve communications and provide a common time to work on revi-
sions_i_ new activities, and_think_of the future.

We would like to continue the Piaget In-Service program and spend time
studying ISIS and other inquiry texts and articles. It would help if more
of us could attend conferences and conventions. We also would like to
study questioning techniques and develop questioning strategies and skills
which would increase our power in the classroom:

We feel that teachers who read professionally; revise materials; pro-
pose innovations; and are dynamic would fit in well with our staff and pro-
gram: These are the kind of teacher.: who listen to parents; students; and
others. These teachers are concerm?.d with communicating.

We have conducted interviews with selected students and parents and
found them useful in developing revisions.- Surveys_of _past graduate,
including present 10-12 graders, would be useful as well. More and better
revisions would make us_more consistent_with_Piaget levels of students and
would provide additional activities_and reading to meet student's needs.
We also need to include more material stressing science and society issues.
These would enhance our relevancy at the same time. These changes should
lead to improved learning and greater student interest;

Our program would fail if we lost our current good teachers by trans-
fer or resignation and replaced them with teachers who do not accept self-
pacing and inquiry teaching; Or; if the administration denies our request
for curriculum adoption exceptions, our program will instantly disappear.

Our program has been very successful in encouraging students to enter
science competitions. We also have won more than our share, We have had
two Space Shuttle Regional Winnersi_ and two International Science and Engi-
neering_Fair participants. Two_of our students entered the South Dakota
High School _Physics Contest and_took place. We were the highest
ranking South_ Dakota_Schoolin_ the National Science Olympiad -Test and we
won two of five South Dakota ReF-larch Grants for students. At the South
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Dakota Junior Academy of ScienCej 11 of 43 papers presented in 1980 were

Patrick Henry students and 17 of 49 presented in 1981 were_OUr students

(The Sioux Falls Board of Education has only allowed junior high students

to participate the last two years.) We have State winners in the National

Energy Education Day each year.

If we wanted to implement our program in another school* we would sug-

gest that teachers read aldt and spend time with us visiting and teaching

in the Patrick Henry scienCe_classroom Once you have an- innovative pro-

gram you must write abOUt and defend. your material as meeting the needs of

students before you have Lo defend the program itself.

Preservice teachers should study the psycholOgY of learning and

develop an awareness Of_professionalgrowth; Preservice- students should be

encouraged to read- professional journals and show commitment to education

as a profession. EXaMples of and devpIopment of inquiry activities:

We expect new teachers to approach the prograt with an open mindi be

commited to reading professional journals; _and have a broad background in

all sciences.- These teachers need a belief in success and pride in a job

done well. If they du; -they will be working in a program that students and

parents enjoy, appreciate, and acknowledge as successful;
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Chap er 11: Introduction to Scientific Research:

A Summer ScienceRezearch Program

By

Troy D: Bridges

Spartanburg High School
Dupre Drive

Spartanburg; S.C. 29032

Spartanburg; a city of 44;000 locatcd in the Piedmont area of South
Carolina; is 42% minority. This textile community supports_a large variety
of sccioeconomic levels and_cultures. In_addition to textile plants, sev-
eral metal working and machinery factories, food product industries and
ceramics plants are found_ in the community. Sixty-six firms representing
ten nations are located in Spartanburg county, one reason Spartanburg is
still _a growing, prosperous area.

Spattanbuteg District 7 senior high school, with approximately 2;300
students in grades 10-12, has 140 staff members including teachers and

administrators. The initial structure was built in the late 1950's with
more recent additions and renovations completed in 1974. The mood and
atmosphere of the high school are those associated with a tradition of
excellence: This tradition is being maintained by an enthusiastiC And ded-
icated faculty and staff. In addition; the community expects quality
instruction. Consequently; we have a setting condusive to learning in a
controlled but relaxed atmosphere.

The science wing was completely renovated in 1974 with science taath-
els doing much of -the design work. Now, there are separate laboratories
for the advanced placement chemistry and physics students; a radiation lab
for carrying out experiments_ with low level radioactive isotopes, and a
balance_ room with a special isolated table. A shop with extensive power
woodworking, metal working, and welding equipment supports the fabrication
of new devices while a glass blowingbench; compressed air to the advanced
placement chemistry lab and demonstration desks; and a steam pipe to the AP
chemistry labs enhance the range of activities available to our students.
The science area also contains darkrooms; a chemical preparaticin)rOOM,_
chemical storage room with special collapsing wall in the event Of explo-
sion; and a greenhouse with climate _controls.

The biology area has_an animal preparation room, an animal room for
housing and'growing animals, and six_new biology labs with five offices
Each biology lab contains a preparation and research lab as well. Every
laboratorY is equipped with an_ environmental center while the AP biology
laboratory has an herbariumand_its own darkroom. The science wing also
houses a_computer_ center. Outside, we have a nature path for year-round
student'field study.
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Our summer science research program was initiated. in 1963 by a chemis-'

try teacher; Mr: Robert Gettysi who is now an assistant principal. .The

program developed from the atmosphere created by the 1960 space age excite-

ment and his desire to provide far more science achievement at Spartanburg

High. We had a great need to upgrade our science teaching staff and help

keep them abreast of scientific research and, at the same time; a need for

a more open-ended science experience for high ability students. We wanted

to compete more successfully with students from the other districts and

counties in the local and regional science fairs as wAII.

Our students are generally above average in ability and have a strong

interest in the sciences. Many are looking in the direction of science or

engineering as a carder Each summer we have from twelve to twenty7f6Ur
students in a course deSigned for students who are self-directed to a large

extent. The course is not designed to deal with specific handicaPps or

problems that studehtS may have but students with varying emotional _and

learning disability problems have been successful. The students are Mainly

from low to Upper_ middle socioeconomic status families With a positive

attitude and a desire to work diligently toward a solution to the problem

under study.

OUR PROGRAM

Basically the program emphasises the scientific method of problem

solving while introducing the student to the elements of research: We also

visit research facilities where researchscieritistsexplain and show stu-

dents evidence of applied research while discussing the differences between

basic and applied research.
Firsti we want to introduce students to the fundamentals of science

through research by-- giving them an opportuhity to identify and state a

problem for study._ We give students experience in personally formulatihg

and devising_ experiments to test their hypotheses. Collecting and analyz-

ing data and presenting it as a written paper and an oral report_tb his

classMateS and faculty is a final experience for our students. In the pro:.

cessi_StUdehta become familiar with the rudiments_of literature research

and the use of abstracts; readers guides;- journals and other reference

Materials. We introduce students to research facilities as well as men and

women who are actively involved in research. We feel strongly that an

;opportunity to interact with scientists and other students in a relaxed

atmosphere leads to pooling experiences and gaining knowledge which can

provide solutions to probleMS.._ In_observing students over the years I have

noted that many increase their SAT scores to a large extent through the

experiences in this summer program. The needs of the students are- upper-

most ;$41 the minds of -the faculty and we want to provide an opportunity fat
developing emotibt.ally as well as_ intellectually through an experience that

leadsto success.
We encourage students to use problems in the -area of their greatest

interest. Many times their choices relatce to social problems such as alto-

holiSM, diabetes; or possibly the energy crisis. We have been pleased with

the success of our students over the years. For example; one student

became interested in alcoholism and deviseda means of inducing alcoholism

in rats so he could study the removal of the pineal gland as a cure for

alcoholism: He was able to remove the gland successfully in a numberi, of

rats. By discussing student projects in the area of environmental problems
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Periodically group discussion periddS are held Where students relate

the progress they have made and the diffitultieS they have encountered;

This provides opportunities for -other_ StUdentS to offer suggestions and

advice and provides an exchange of _ideas and scientific knowledge while

creating enthusiasm and interest on the part of students and teachers.

EACH DAY

In this summe programs students play a vital role in the scheduling

of wQrk time. Aft r,a brief daily_Meeting which may last from ten minutes

to more than an ur the student is then involved in his workstudy time.

Students plan a Ally schedule and are responsible for fulfilling their

daily; personal goals.' Students have. been given roles of leadership_in
personal managOment, planning, and decision making; We make certain that

each student takes an active role by placing each on a summer science_com-

mittee. There is_a book committee responsible for making sure that- books

are returned to the libraries orr time; a shop committee responsible for

tools and their_care; -a social and recreational committee responsible for

developing _esprit d'corps among the students and planning _social and

recreational_ activities including swimming parties, rafting down nearby

rivers, tennis tournaments and Weiner roasts.
We encourage students to come in each morning with a goal already set

for the day; a plan; and then to finalize their work. Students log into

the program in a central book each day and then log out. They are respon-

sible for doing their own research papers and other things that are

involved in personal evaluation. .

Students meet in a central classroom at 8:30 every morning for an ini-

tial information and exchange _peritid. _This period.. may be flom 15 to 90

minutes long. depending upon the circumstances. Planning for a trip or

checking on the return of books to libraries; instructing students in _the

use of abstracts or in procedures fbr writing their paper may_be covered at

this time. This is- generally the time films are shown as well_.

We shoW the film series "Search for Solutions" since we have found it

helpful in developing an appropriate attitude toward research._ The remain-

ing part of the day teachers are working with indiVidUal small groups on

different aspects of. their projcts. 'Students spend several days in local

college libraries using abstracts. Then; they ga to Clemson University to

use the more extensive library facilities. Students also visit- local

research facilities such .as the Milliken TeXtile Research Center; the

CRYOVAC Companywhich is a division_af W.R. Grace, the HOECHST Fibers; and

the Savanna River Nuclear Plant. With a group of 244%tudents; each doing

different studies; there are a seemingly unlimited number of;things that

have to be secured for_the_stuiditS.
Teachers avoid allowing "the students to become dependent upon the

teacher for answering_ questions or doing procedures that are clearly within

the grasp of the student. Teachers have to recognize; however, that stu-
dents haVe never encountered this kind of situation before and_may be prone

to becoming_ discouraged. Continual encouragement enables students to gain

confidende in their own work; Students are given a notehoOk at the begin -

ning_ of the summer program and they are asked to diVide it into several

sections. The first section is the daily lbg whi-ch they complete each day

including a section for lecture notes and a section for unsolved problems.

They list these problems as they go thraUgh the summer. They encounter
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these problems when someone talks about them or in their reading. They

also have a section called "library notes" where they make a listing of

abstract numbers and reference materials they may.want to use later.
Students are encouraged to learn through reading; interacting__ with

other students and teachers; Ind experimentation. Although_an _individual7

ied approach to learning with open ended inquiry is emphasized; total

class general sessions are called at least weekly giving students an oppor-
tunity to tell about their progress and raise questions about other stu-

dent's work; During these sessions current news items_ related to disease
or other social issues that have relevance are discussed as well.

When students have stated their problem and have an experiment plan

approved; they make a list of chemicals and materials needed. These come

from the stockroom or they may be ordered. Students go through science
material catalogs and locate what is needed Shd_Within their budget, Stu-

dents keep their chemicals and eqUiPtent_at assigned work stations and are

responsible for maintaining their own work space.
Key bookS that we haVe available are Wilson, An Introduction to Scien-

tifi6 ReseaOth and White, Introduction to Research: We use these as refer-

ence material with-Out assigning students a book. They are not asked to
read or' report on the text material, only to understand and use it Stu-

dents alSO_Ard given outlines of a format for written reports used by the
cSouth Carolina Junior Academy of Science; giving a consistent reporting

instrument for research work.
Oh several days, outside speakers present their ideas; dfScuss the

excitement of research; and instruct students on various_tyPes of research.

During the final days of the program students present their project in an
oral form while their presentation is video taped for later use and analy-

sis.
The program is based on an 8_week period running concurrently with the

regular summer school. These_weekS are loosely divided into four areas of
concentration; the choice and statement of the problem and searching the

'literature; design of- experiments and assembly of apparatus; the execution

of the experimentS and collection of data, and evaluation and reporting of

the student'S work. Obviously this order can not be followed in all cases
because Of the indiVidual nature of the program; It does however; outline
the directitin we expect the student to proceed in his research work._ Stu-

dents are free to choose any area of interest for their research and usu-

ally narrow this in an interview session with the teachers. This narrowing

of focus is necessary because student timei equipment, cheticals, and pro-

gram funds are limited. The only cost to students is the regular summer
school tuition;

While students must spend a minimum. of 120 hours during the eight

weeks; an average of 15 hours pet-week, most students spend well over 200

hours at this investigation._ FaCUlty members are presentfrom8:30 to 4:00

each day with the number of faculty members present depending on the number

of students that will be working. Although this activity takes place dur-
ing the summer; the flexibility of the program allows students to be with

their parents_and _family during vacation:
The teacher in this program must perceive the student as the problem

solver and not as a student who simply abSorbs knowledge and regurgitates

fattS Teachers must encourage students to experiment and -try new things

even though they feel that it is not going to work. Students should be
encouraged to find what happens when certain things are carried out.
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Teachers encourage a sense of curiousity and interest by presenting

interesting demonstrationS and posing questions: They involve students in

arriving at solutions and raising questions which develop into significant

studies. One of our students became interested in the blue bottle reaction

presented at the beginning of the summer program and his studies began at

that point. This sense of inquiry eventually led him to be recognized as a

Westinghouse winner._
Teachers siv6 instruction in techniques but use an open approach with

students in the_ research activity They pose questions for students_to
consider and allow student opportunities to experiment. Philosciphieally,

teachers_view themselves as catalysts.
Each teacher presents special topics of interest. For example, we may

have a presentation on wave phenomena followed by presentatiOnS On light or

laser, holOgraphy or chemistry demonstrations. Some spectacular rea,tions

may include the blue bottle, dust explosion, thermite, and potassium per-

manganate and glycerine reaction.
Teachers must be careful to keep the program_ student- centered and

assure that periodically news media report the work of the students and the
awards and recognition they have received at the state and national level;

We would like to add more visits to laboratories and industries with

additional visiting lecturers to enhance the depth and body of the program.

`Teachers must employ_the scientific method of problem solving. They

must have experience in labbriitbry or industrial type experiments. The

teacher is assuming the_rible Of research director and provides a sounding
board for novice researchers to draw on; a source of ideas and_suggestiOns

enabling him to overcome the hurdles he continually faces. The Student,

being the researcher, needs someone with a good background and experience

who can in talking thi"ongh problem solving situations but not
necessarily giving him the answers to questions._ The teacher's role is

pointing him in the direction he needs to go to solve hiS problem.

The skills we would like a teacher to possess are laboratory techni-

ques in the area of his field; a basiC understanding of the elements of a

controlled experiment; and the ability to_ use the reference materials in

the library including the readers _guide, the science and technology index,

the abstracts and the chemiStry, physics, and biology journals. Of course,

knowledge of other_reference materials that are available in the library

would be useful._ It -is very useful, as well; for teachers to be adept- in

the use of hand tools for fabricating equipment. It is important that

teachers be able to instruct students in these skills since they Must be

guided due to the potentially hazardous nature of the activity.

Our staff membe-.; hold membership in NSTA, NABT, and AAPT and read the

journals regularly These journals provide new demdriStratibriS for teachers

and are a source of project ideas for the student.

EVALUATION

The open-ended nature of the program does not lend itself to an objec-

tive evaluation system for We feel that tests would be a discouraging fac7

tor. We try to make_thiS a learning experience that is as student-oriented

as possible by- providing an atmosphere where the students begin to appreei7

ate and enjoy learning. If we were more traditional, including traditiOnal

exams; we would fail.
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FouT measuring criteria form the basis for evaluating students; 1) the

daily log book; including daily activities; the literature search infor:
tion; and problems; 2) a written paper following a suggested outline; 3) in

oral presentation which is video_ taped, and 4) the student's scientific
attitude including interest; ability -to organize and carry through with
work goals; creativity; curiosity and understanding, and applying scien-

tific principles. We do not adMiniSter any tests of knowledge or labora-
tory skills. Our evaluatibh is haSed on the four criteria; scientific

attitude; and the self direction of the student.
Weekly; the_Staff meet o discuss the progress being made by indivi-

dual students and to assess the program. At the end of each summer session
ideas are recorded that could lead to a smoother; more effective program
for the next summer.

I think it is significant to note that this program has not been
directed from the administrative level: The teachers on staff work closely
With the administration; however; but no guidelines or number of students

enrolled is set as a basis for the program. This is important in order
that the staff knows they have summer employment. This past summer we
increased the number on the staff from three to four due to the increased

number of students participating:
Our program is successful as evidenced by the honors received by our

students: For 1983 we have 16 students_who are National Merit Scholarship

semifinalists; more than any other public or private high school in the

state. Over the years SHS has ranked among the schools having the highest

number of National Merit jemifinaliSt$ in the nation. Two students are
finalists in the 1983 national achievement competition, nine students are
commended by the Naticinal Merit corporation, and five students in the past
three years were fihaliSta in the Presidental Scholars competition. Stu7

dents at SHS may prepare for advanced placement examinations in thirteen

areas; more than any other high school in the state. We think the follow-

ihg comparisons are interesting: in 1969 there were 78 AdvanCed Placement

examinations given in the school; thirty-one students scored three or

dbbVe. In 1982 there were a total of 170 examinations with 127 three or

above. Sixty-six scored 4 or 5; the highest possible scores.
Of the graduating class of 1982, 76% are _attending 61 institutions in

15 states Our '82 seniors in the_class _of_82 won scholarships worth
$704;000 for four years. Not included in thiS figure is any need -based aid

such as the South Carolina tuition grants or basioopportunitygrants: Our

1982 seniors averaged_ 41 points higher on the SAT than the state average
and 6 points higher than the southeastern average with sixty -seven percent
of -the 1982 seniors taking the SAT. Science Olympiades research projects
and competitive testing produced more than our share of state and national

winners. The State of West Virginia hosts two senior science students from

each state for a Three week science camp: Eleven students have been
selected from Spartanburg High School since 1972.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science each year
selects two outstanding research papers; inviting the authors to attend the

national meeting: since 1970 seventeen of_ the twenty -four state winners
have been from Spartanburg High Schocil._ And; since 1972, three of our sum-

mer science students have been among_the_tbp forty Westinghouse winners:
The South Carolina Junior AcadeMy of Science was founded at Spartanburg

High School in 1969 and now haS over 2000 members. Our summer science pro-

gram; established in 1963, EAS had an enrollment of over 300 students and

serves as a model for many South Carolina schools:
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A survey of past graduates would be interesting and useful in

validating the importance of the program especially as it aids in career

choices of the participants.
The most significant expense is the salaty_of the faculty members, an

amount that is variable based on experience. The amount that is directly

involved in program expense is approximately $100 per pupil; including

transportation and material cot-t§._ From the _beginning the program has had

the backing of the school board, principal and the district superin-:

tendent along with the assistant superintendent of instruction;

The success of the project comes from this support of our school board

and superintendent who continue to provide money and community promotions.

The program also is bletted with staff members who are talented and devoted

to the project and give much time and effort to see that it succeeds. It

has been a cooperatiVe sort of effort between community and administration

and the teachers over_the years with the community providing support -in

allowing students tO_Vitit research facilities and speakers for_ areas that

we have requested. It will continue because we have young teachers on the

faculty, two of whom are former students in the program and_are now teach-

ing chemistry and physics in the science department. We feel that these

young_ people will be able to maintain the program on this high level or

even higher than what it has been in the past.
Parents are involved initially as studentt are being recruited to the

program. At this time parents are told about the program, the success it

has enjoyed over the years; and; in additibh, the parents and students are

shown the facilities available for the students to use during the summer

program.
The assistant principal of instruction sends letters to prospective

students in the spring and he or the principal welcomes the studentsand

parents to the introductory meeting.
The administration supports our problem by providing summer- salaries

for the faculty, leading to better staff maintanenance by placing teachers

on 11 month employMent and easing some financial restraints. In addition,

the opportunity for teachers to keep abreast of what adVances are being
made in their respective areas is a positive inauence. More importantly

we see young people come alive to the potential they have to do something

that could make a difference.
In general the role of the administrators is to provide support for

excellent instruction by supporting thetdathing staff and through discip-

line, building equipment maintanence and materials supply.

The principal is responsible for the number of staff members assigned

to the program. His apprOVal is_sought for extended outings such as the

Worlds Fair Trip or trip to the Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta. He is

informed of tours and outings where school transportation is necessary.

Our teachers have been recognized for making this difference. Two of

the four members of the summer science staff have received the SouthCaro-
lina_Outstanding Science Teacher Award and we have numerous certificate

awards for student achievement in science from NSTA,- Westinghouse, and

other national organizations;
The flexibility of the program and the interest generated each year at

the South Carolina Junior Academy of Science Meeting also is one way we

attract interest; The science teachers at the junior high schools are

helpful in encouraging students to get involved as well The most recent

boost has been a meeting with prospective students and their parents in the

spring in time to schedule the program into their summer activity.
c
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The nature of the program is such that the commitment for support must
come from the school board and administration. We feel that a dedicated
teacher with a keen desire to work with young people can_suc.ceed. We feel

the best results can be achieved with three or four teachers but certainly

not less than two. The student teacher ratio should be one to five or
seven;

I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Bob Assistant

Principal; Joe Clarke; Assistant _Principal of Instrur and program
staffers Seve Jeffords; Randy Mahaffey, and Major Rhodes their contri-

butions to the program and this description.
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Chapter. 12: Excellence in Teaching Science As Inquiry:
Some Generalizations and Recommendations

By

John E. Penick
University of Iowa

and

Glen S. Aikenhead
University of Saskatchewan

In chapter one we pointed but ~hat if students are to use and truly

understand the specific and general characteristics of scientific inquiry

we need to proiiide more than mere dictionary definitions of inquiry._ We

need operational definitiOha and themes, wit specific goals and examples.

The synthesis ReseareherS, in analyzing and developing school issues

related to teaching science as inquiry; 'developed three main themes Each

theme is an importaht part of an operational definition of inquiry. These

three themes; The Learning Context; The Transactions of Instruction; and

The Outcomes_Of that instruction have been addressed by every teacher wish-

ing to stimulate inquiry in science classrooms. The ten programs described

in this monograph are no exception.

THE LEARNING CONTEXT

Developers of all ten of these_ exemplary programs have taken very ser=

iously the contextual componeht, including curriculum materials; skilled

teachers; science laboratOrieS, and community involvement._ While most

existing school science programs mey make this same claim; few are those

who considered theSe elements ahead of more traditional notions of content,

processes;_and_Skilla. Fewer still are these who designed their program

with a full understanding of the role of context in the total inquiry pro-

gram._
While most school science in the United States is textbook centered

and_classroOt oriented; all ten of these exemplary programs use a personal-

ized inquiry curriculum developed with their_specific community; students;

abilities, and needs in mind. As a result,- these programs involve and res-

pond to the community as well AS the students. Shelley Partin's Pamlico

County Junior High Environffiehtal Awareness Program allows students to_exa=

mine closely the fragile 6hVi-6hmehtal balance of coastal North Carolina.

In a relatively poor community where a majority of the population earn

their living through farthitig or fishing you cannot provide a much more

relevant curriculuM. But, more than relevant; these students are learning

what affects the environment, their environment; and are _coming to realize

that this -is the forerunner of the environment they will inherit as adults;

These students See Science as an important part of their lives; now; and a

way of protecting their own future. These teachers have placed humankind
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in a central focus of study, much as in the Project Synthesis Desired
State._

The community is the school yard for junior high students of Eva Kirk-
patrick in Missouri, as well. These students took environmental inquiry
several steps further than normal as they used legal processes and the
courts to prevent a landfill operation in their community: Now; they are
researching actively the Dioxan contamination of much of their community;
including the stream running through the school grounds:

Some teathe_ts; like Troy Bridges of Spartanburg (South Carolina) High
School, have been able to plan and see built science laboratories and sup-
port facilities which rival those of many universities. Others; like Judy
Holtz; a primary teacher in Broward County; Florida; have developed curri-
cula which are unique but highly transportable:

All teachers in these ten programs are very committed to their pro-
grams and their students; sometimes to a most unusual degree. When we
visited Merrit Island High School we learned that Patricia Denninghoff was
in the school and available to students almost every evening; sometimes
until early in the morning.

One of her students told us she was willing to stay all night if a
student's project required We asked_herStUdent teacher, an eager
young man who was_obviously inspired: by Ms. Denninghoff, what advice he
would -give- a .teacher _wanting to set up a similar program in their own

school. After a thoughtful fet4 moments he replied; "Get an apartment over
the schoOl, remove thelotka frOt the doors;run in extra phone lines; and
don't expect. many uninterrupted meals:" Another person suggested she

worked well with students because of her own nine children: But; a fellow
teacher thought those same nine might be why she was at school so much!

We're not sure we have a common reason for involvement but all of the
teachers in these ten programs work easily with students; parentsi_ other
teachers administrators; and community leaders. They All participate
actively in professional organizations; read professional journals, and see
themselves as learners. They do not see themselves as fountains of know-
ledge from which students must drink. These_are teachers who value inquiry
and an inquiry orientation in_themselveS and their students. In addition;
they possess the skills_ and knowlr-Hae necessary to create an environment
conducive to inquiry. _One_aspecc_of the creative, inquiry- oriented person
Whi-chis most obvious in all -61Z them is their extreme flexibility; includ-
ing flexibility of time, schedule, curriculum; expectations; and them-
selves. In short, they all individualize instruction to some extent and
some profess never to meet with more than a few students at a time.

Some teachers; like Marvin Seines; Sioux Falls; South Dakota; have
supplemented commercial curricula; like ISCS, and found ways to _go_beyond
mere self-pacing; Others; like Patricia Denninghoff and. Kenneth Marx of
Merrit Island; Ann Justus; of Phoenix; Lois Durso of MASSAthUadttS; and
Larry Fauque of Sunbursti Montana seem to create a different_ curriculum for
each student. Actually; they let-the students_ create much of their own
curriculum; the teacher's role has becote more that of a resource, an advi-
sori and; in_some_cases; a conscience for their students. Don Birdd at the
Model Lab School in Richmond, Kentucky, emphasizes teaching "both sides of
the brain" By_theSe hetetia teaching more that the linear; rational think-
ing_and learning usually associated with science instruction; He wants his
students to expand their creativity in science; their concept of what sci-
ence is, and their use of inquiry in classrooms:
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Although many teachers_ in these ten_ exemplary problems seem to create

what others might call an "unstructured" classroom environment; in reality

they have very explicit goals for students and very concrete visions of

their ideal classroom and the_learning, values; and attitudes it will

enhance: They maintain these visions in establishing a learning environ-

ment for their students.

TRANSACTIONS OF INSTRUCTION

Transactions, the second theme of the Project Synthesis Desired State;

are the activities of students and teachers; the interactions of stUdentsi

materials, teachera; others, and the outside world; While Context _included

some static elements like materials and laboratories; transactions are

dynamic. TranSabtiOnS are what students and teachers do while learning

Science as InqUiry.
Inquiry classrooms must provide time not only for doing science but

time for transactions involving reflecting; feeling;- -and assessing as well

The ten _programs represented in this Focus C)i, Excellence monograph do just

that Most science teachers provide reasonable lab-Or-At-dry time But;

while they do not prohibit feeling, reflecting; or assessing; teachers

don't provide systematically for their occurence.
Many of the articles in this volumn mention the use of student self-e-

valuation forms; student attitudei and students creating their own plans

for learning; Some programs provide daily and weekly self-assessment; oth-

ers are less regular. Some use self - reporting forms or checklists, One

uses videotape of student presentations, and others rely exclusively _on

regular student-teacher _conferences. All, however, provide student§ with

opportunities to 166k inward, to determine for themselves_ the value of

their own endeavOrS. The programs do not view student evaluation as the

exclusive dOthain of teachers. They recognize fully that true scientific

inquiry includes self - assessment and evaluation as a precUradt of continued

progress and scientific inquiry; Students' who cannot self-evaluate can

inquire only to a limited extent; Soi as in these ten examples; self-ass-

essMent and evaluation must become real goals of any serious program pro-

moting the teaching and learning of science as inquiry.

Part of this self-assessment comes from student originated questions;

part from teacher expectation_ and mandate. But; only the teacher can

structure the classroom to eliminate that ever possible bain of_ student

seIf-assessment; continual _assessment and evaluation by the teacher. AS

one teacher pointed out, I want them to make the observations I must

teach skills _and_dreAte _opportunitieS for observation; I must be cautious

rot to make the observations for them as that defeats the purpose and makes

them dependent On me. If I want them to be competent self - evaluators, the

same technique holds true"
_mhy_ of the goals of these ten programs are similar in that they

req0ire the student to do something both as a prerdOisite and as an indi-

cation of learning; These teachera do not view mere knowing as very impor-

tant; they want students to be- able to apply and communicate their know7

ledge in identifying and solving problems or structuring additional

knowledge; They want student knowledge to lead toward other goals such as

interpretation of their environment or an enhanced science literacy.

Through doing science teachers in these exemplary programs want_ StUdents

to come to understand the nature of science; its tentativeness and man-made
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nature. These teachers indicate that for students to be science literate
they must know and know personally how science comes about; its limita-

tions, beauty, and nature. Students who possess only knowledge of science
without reflecting on and feeling the thrill of eiscovery, the agony of
defeat and the struggle to know, are hopelessly illiterate in science.

Providing for this literacy are outstanding teachers in ten outstanding
programs promoting the teaching of Science as Inquiry. These ten programs
provide good evidence and justification for saying, "teachers do make a
difference".

OUTCOMES OF INSTRUCTION

Outcomes_ resulting from transactions were classified by Project
Synthesis as being in four clusters: _Personal Needs, Societal Issues, Fun-
damental Knowledgej and Careers. Each goal cluster was further broken down
into_components_of doing, knowing, and attitudes (see Table 3 in Chapter
One for a sampling of desired outcomes for students). These selected pro-
grams provide many examples of outcomes which exemplify The Project Synthe-
sis Desired State.

Personal Needs
All ten programs are concerned with enhancing science literacy and

developing personal traits of self-confidence; responsibility; and

long learning skills. Most of the programs are individualized far beyond
mere self-pacing and all programs show a high degree of flexibility. _Their

flexibility lies in a willingness to change topics, activities, or direc-
tions easily and quickly, allowing teachers to follow students and students
to follow knowledge. This is in sharp contrast to more traditional pro-
grams where knowledge seems always to be pursuing_the learner.

Some programs; such as Problem Solving in Physical Science in Imper-
ial_i_Missouri; seem ready to drop all pre-planned notions to investigate
problems which arise. Others, like the Research Science Program in Brevard
County, Florida; Methods and Applications of Science; Easthampton; Massa-
chusetts; Individualized Science Investigations; Sunburst; Montana; and
Science Project Seminar, Phoenix; Arizona; have developed curricula which
build in spontaneity and flexibility; Flexibility is an essential compo-
nent of these programs since they all involve individual students working
on independent research projects.

While these programs are certainly not unusual in emphasizing personal
science; they also stress development of highJevel communication skills.
Many of the research-oriented programs have highly structured curricula
designed to foster students' ability to write, speak and present their
research in the best way possible. Some even go so far as to involve
faculty from English departments in teaching _writing skills and drama
teachers to coach students on presentations. Several video-tape student
presentations which are later critiqued by the whole class, the teacher;
and other knowledgeable professionals. These students are learning that
doing science is only the beginning; they must communicate science before
their task is done. In the process they are learning valuable communica-
tion skills which will aid them in whatever field of life they ultimately
choose.
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Student attitude toward science and science teaching must alSO be

enhanced in these programs which promote independent decision making,

thinking and management skills; and self-confidence._ In viewing_theSe ten

programs We see schools where students are personally involved in examing

their own environment in their own way with their own expectations. They

are learning to do and communicate science in ways that make sense to them-

selves. These students are taking risks inquirying_but in an environment

made safe by supportive teachers; administrators; and communities.

We a e seeing students who are science_ literate in the best sense -of

the word; students who are creative yet disciplined, students who are

actively using science knowledge in making decisions and feeling their own

motivations at work. These students are learning survival skills which

will become increasingly more useful and necessary in our ever more techo-

logical and scientific world.

Societal Issues
While all ten programs_use science related social issues during the

year; some like, Environmental Awareness, devote a major portion of their

year to this needed area of inquiry. Teachers in these programs are cons-

tantly alert for science Class opportunities which easily relate to society

at all levels._ SOM6 are very contemporary; focusing on energy isues; while

others are following a more locally relevant approach. Almost _all Seeiti to

emphasize the values and ethics inherrant in decision making and spend much

time processing how decisions are made;
HOW science and its products benefit mankind is a key element in many

activities and discussions; Aspects of economics,_ psychology, and sociol-

ogy are ever present in some classrooms as these innovative science teach-

ers work with students who are truly seeing science as a human (and there-

("Ore fal'.ible) enterprise. Issues relating to growth and development of

individuals; businesses, ideas_, government, societies; and nations are now

found in science classrooms aliongside more traditional issues of environ-
_

ment; genetics; and technolOgy.
Even those programs Whieli are science project and competition oriented

frequently find societal issues in their classrooms as students investigate

problems relating to alcoholism and substance abuse, malnutrition; genet-

ics, and stress. These students are using the proces_ses_and power of sci-

ence and lOgit_td delve into problems of society; truly they can be said to

be doing_SOCialStiente in every sense of the word.

Students an teachers) participating in such clases are learning

firSt7hand the implications of science for society.--They are seeing that

decisions, even those based on science; are not value free; that even

scientists cannot be above ethics_and morals._ Certainly we can say that

students in such programs are likely to appreciate science as never before

as they see how to use the outcomes of science in dealing-responsibly with

societal issues and problems._ These are society's leaders of tomorrow as

envisioned by Project Synthesis.

Fundamental Knowledge
Even those programs most emphasizing societal issues have not rele-

gated science_to the back seat; however; Learning science, and lots of it,

is essential. in the eyes of all these program developers. Where they dif-

fer, though, from many programs is how and when they expect_ students to

learn and what they expect students to do as a result of this learning; At
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the same time, these teachers frequently have radically different standards
of whether or not the learning has taken place.

Their students study the usual texts but neither trust nor _rely_ on
them. They actively inquire into the meaning and usefulness of what they
learn; they are always questioning. In many of the programs students spend
much_ time reading the research literature; learning for themselves how
knoWledge was gained. Their achers want students_to realize and value
the hard work involved in d scovery and to experience the thrill and
excitement of new-found knowle ge. Teachers further want their ,students to
use this knoWledge_ and excit meat in making decisions, doing research of
their own, and in furthering heir own knowledge. To these teachers, sci-
ence has not been fully learned until it can be applied to problems identi-
fied by the learner.

These teachers, rather than prescribing what must be learned and; hav-
ing satisfied that goal, moving on, design learning environments where
instruction doesn't end with so little meaning: These environments demand
application of knowledge in identifying problems and use still more know-
ledge in actively seeking solutions; While intellectual curiosity is

encouraged; as it should be; so are pragmatism_ and productivity encouraged.
Students in these programs not only know how to gain knowledge but can
apply and apply well that knowledge in a variety of scientific; personal;
and social settings. Again; there are students who are well on their way
to attaining literacy in science.

Some Notable Academic Achievements by Students
in the Six Research-Oriented Programs Teaching

Science as Inquiry

10 Winners -, Westinghouse Science Talent Search
17 honors, Westinghouse Science Talent Search
32 place awards; International Science and Engineering Fair
3 Winners; Youth Science London Fortnight Awards

Winner; Tokyo cherry Blossom Festival trip
1 Winner; Trip to Nobel Prize Ceremony
5 Navy Cruise Awards
5 Winners; Regional Space Shuttle Contest
1 Winner; Edison-McGraw Award_
2 Winners, Naitonal_Energy Independent Research Award
7 Presidential Scholars Finalists
2 National Merit Finalists

22 National Merit Semifinalists
In addition, students from these programs have won thousands of

regional science fair trophys and ribbons and more than $1;000;000 in scho-
larships for each graduating class each year;

Careers
While it is obvious that many students doing research are exploring

careers as researchers it may be less obvious that some students are, at
the same time, discovering for themselves that they do not wish to be
researchers. Career or not, they all come to appreciate what science and
research are and what researchers do. Even those who have no intention of
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embarking on science careers may well use their skills; knowledge, and

understanding in whateVer careers they eventually choose.

But; science research is; only one career among many promoted and

modeled by the unusual teachers in these outstanding programs. One career

_ being modeled well is of particular interest ;to us-- science teaching.

' Their students ,are- Seeing science teachers as energetit, knowledgeable;

ambitious, and highly professional individuals. Teachers are seen as car-

ing; competent, and concerned for the welfare of their Students,' their com-
,-,--

munities; and society. This positive perception of teachers may well led

to consequenteS well beyond students wishing _to be teachers themsevies.

These studentS will be leaders in their use of science and may eventually

take positiOnS influential to schools or school districts: Viewing teach-

ers as professionals is a first and necessary step in enhancing the profes-

sion's overall status and desirability._
Most of these ten programs make liberal use of community resource per-

son as classroom speakers; as mentors!; and as experts to be learned frOM.

Hearing and meeting with professionals provides additional career models

whether they be farmers or pharmacists, fishermen or physicists. Students

venturing out into the community,_ interviewing people at work; meet these

resoure people in their home environment and gain powerful new images of

alternative career paths. Some of t e older students in the research sci-

ence classes gain part time or s et employment through these community

contacts; another stepping - stone n that same career path.

IN CONCLUSION

/As predicted by the Synthesis Researchers; we find the teacher to be

the critical factor in designing and creating an environment conducive to

i inquiry. The teachers in these ten programs_ are possessed with and by

Iinquiry to the extent that their classroom reflect this possession. Their

inquiry natures are contagious and they are_eager to infect their students.

I To effect this innoculation; teachers carefully construct a learning atmo-_

! sphere where risk taking is safe and acceptable; where rewards are provided

i for use of knowledge rather than regurgitation; and where issues are as

important as facts.
The classrooms themselves reflect a well-used patina And, often, a

lack of tidyness indicative of constant use and too many materials in too

little space. BOth the physical and intellectual environments are stimu-

lating and the intellectual is as unrestricted as poSSible. The flexibil-

ity necessary ror inquiry is reflected in both the physical arrangement of

theseclassrOOMS and the attitude and behaviors of the teachers,

Projett Synthesis suggested inquiry classrooMS would reveal a variety

of teaching methods but a consistency in teachers who valued learrii4g,

respected the ideas of others; and who served as role models of inquiry

persons: We found this prediction to be amazingly accurate. These- teach-

ers are thorough and thoughtful in planning, executing; and evaluating

their teaching: Most seem to bemore concerned with how an activity is

done than with what is done. all claim inadequate time but, while many

more traditional teacherS seek time to cover more chapters; inquiry teach-

ers seek more time to further real student accomplishment, understanding;

and reflection.



Some Generalizations

We find that excellent programs teacl-
* were designed to be excellent
* involve several years of devE
* are still evolving

* frequently make use of severe
inservice
do not place textbooks in a c

* involve a locally developed c
* have_stro1,8 administrative an

involvement
have close ties with post-sec
have highly energetic teacher
in professional organizations

* have very current, knowledgea
teachers who have rationales

Many features from these progr,
part. While no one feature way be
add up to a very pervasive model anc
to students and teachers alike. By
instituted in your program, will trat
the teachers and developers of the
environment they wished to create; 3

will lead to excellence in your own
call, or visit any or all of these
truly inquiry-oriented classroom env:
luck and extend our certainty that yc
as we found provided by these program


